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Abstract

Business process models representing process knowledge about doing business are necessary for designing Information Systems (IS) solutions in enterprises. Interoperability of business process knowledge in legacy systems is crucial for enterprise systems interoperability and integration due to increased enterprise cooperation and business exchange. Many modern technologies and approaches are deployed to support business process interoperability either at the instance level or the protocol level, such as BPML, WSDL and SOAP. However, we argue that a holistic approach is necessary for semantic interoperability of business process models at the conceptual level when considering the process models as reusable process knowledge for other (new or integrated) IS solutions. This brings requirements to manage semantic heterogeneity of process knowledge in process models which are distributed across different enterprise systems. Semantic annotation is an approach to achieve semantic interoperability of heterogeneous resources. However, such an approach has usually been applied to enhance the semantics of unstructured and structured artifacts (e.g. textual resources [72] [49], and Web services [166] [201]).

The aim of the research is to introduce an ontology-based semantic annotation approach to enrich and reconcile semantics of process models — a kind of semi-structured artifact, for managing process knowledge. The approach brings together techniques in process modeling, ontology building, semantic matching, and Description Logic inference in order to provide a comprehensive semantic annotation framework. Furthermore, a prototype system that supports the process of ontology-based semantic annotation of heterogeneous process models is described. The applicational goal of our approach is to facilitate process knowledge management activities (e.g. discovery, reuse, and integration of process knowledge/models) by enhanced semantic interoperability.

A survey has been performed through identifying semantic heterogeneity in process modeling and investigating semantic technology from theoretical and practical views. Based on the results from the survey, a comprehensive semantic annotation framework has been developed, which provides a method to manage semantic heterogeneity of process models from the following perspectives. First, basic descriptions of process models (profile annotation); second, process modeling languages (meta-model annotation); third, contents of process models (model annotation) and finally intentions of process model owners (goal annotation). Applying the semantic annotation framework, an ontology-based annotation method has been elaborated, which results in two categories of research activity — ontology building and semantic mapping. In ontology building, we use Web Ontology Language (OWL), a Semantic Web technology, which can be used to model ontologies. GPO (General Process Ontology) comprising core concepts in most process modeling languages is proposed; domain concepts are classified in the corresponding categories of GPO as a domain ontology; design principles for building a goal ontology are introduced in order to serve the annotation of process models pragmatically. In semantic mapping, a set of mapping strategies are developed to conduct the annotation by considering the semantic relationships between model artifacts and ontology references and as well the semantic inference mechanism supported by OWL DL (Description Logic). The annotation method is finally formalized into a process semantic annotation model - PSAM.

The proposed approach has been implemented in a prototype annotation tool —
ProSEAT to facilitate the annotation process. Procedures of applying the semantic annotation approach with the tool are described through exemplar study. The annotation approach and the prototype tool are evaluated using a quality framework. Furthermore, the applicability of the annotation results is validated by going through a process knowledge management application. The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) is applied in the application demonstration. We argue that the ontology-based annotation approach combined with the Semantic Web technology is a feasible approach to reconcile semantic heterogeneity in the process knowledge management. Limitations and future work are discussed after concluding this research work.

The contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows. First, a general process ontology is proposed for unifying process representations at a high level of abstraction. Second, a semantic annotation framework is introduced to describe process knowledge systematically. Third, ontology-based annotation methods are elaborated and formalized. Fourth, an annotation system, utilizing the developed formal methods, is designed and implemented. Fifth, a process knowledge management system is outlined as the platform for manipulating the annotation results. Moreover, applying results of the approach is demonstrated through a process model integration example.
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Part I

Background and Context
Chapter 1

Introduction

Business process models depict process knowledge of enterprises and they are reusable knowledge assets in building Information System (IS) solutions for the business. When different enterprises collaborate in business by integrating their process for a new IS solution, there is a need for methods and technologies to manage reusable process knowledge in the distributed process models. Semantic interoperability is an important and difficult issue caused by the heterogeneity of various models. This thesis addresses semantic annotation for improving semantic interoperability of heterogeneous process models to manage process knowledge from different enterprises.

In this chapter we explain our initial interests of the topic and state the research problem. Then we specify research questions and objectives of the work and describe our approach under a set of research methods. Finally, we present our contributions and outline the structure of the thesis.

1.1 Motivation

IS solutions applied in enterprises are usually expressed in certain documents addressing different features on many levels of abstraction. For each feature and level there is a choice of competing languages employing different system specification models (i.e., different modeling concepts). In addition, every IS solution is developed in its own context, and has to satisfy the intentions of the "system's owner". Yet, similar IS problems may have different solutions, because the contexts differ as do the intentions and goals of the systems' owners.

On the other hand, different solutions for similar systems may have many similarities, so that components of one system solution may be reused (with possible modifications) for another system. In such a case, the reusable solutions can be considered as knowledge addressing the problem of the system. The question is to recognize the candidates for reuse, in spite of the different languages employed, the different contexts and the different goals of the system owners.

As one type of IS solution models play essential roles in the modern system development method, such as MDD (Model Driven Development) and MDA (Model Driven Architecture) [123]. With the method of MDD, business process models representing organizational knowledge consist of potentially reusable process model fragments for
other similar business system development; the logical business process models on the conceptual level can be transformed into physical models for implementation (e.g. services). Hence, facilitating reuse and management of business process models becomes critical.

Business process models built as solutions for different enterprises are as well various in process modeling languages, process context and intentions of the systems' owners. Different levels of interoperability can be identified based on different types of information heterogeneity and system heterogeneity. Our research objects are business process models at conceptual level, mainly concerning the representation of process semantics. We therefore focus on semantic interoperability. Semantic interoperability is about how to achieve the mutual understanding of interchanged data [170] in spite of semantic heterogeneity.

Ontology-based semantic annotation is usually considered as a technique to achieve semantic interoperability by introducing common understanding and standardization. Semantic annotation has been developed and applied on both unstructured and structured artifacts to improve semantic interoperability (e.g. textual resources and Web services). The main applications based on semantic annotation are semantics-based information retrieval and automatic semantics-based discovery of services. According to our knowledge, few efforts on annotating semi-structured artifact (e.g. enterprise/business process models) were found when we started this work. The importance of semantic interoperability of enterprise process models becomes more and more obvious as pervasive development of applications for business process integration under a SOA (Service Oriented Architecture), where process models are vital assets of system specifications and interoperating objects in integration systems. On the other hand, semantic issues are leveraged and the usage of Semantic Web technology is gradually gaining attention in the enterprise modeling domain due to the advances of machine intelligence on semantics and inference. We follow such a trend and contribute our efforts on the research activities of building a descriptive methodology and implement a tool for the semantic annotation of heterogeneous business process models in order to facilitate managing process knowledge from different organizations.

1.2 Problem Statement and Research Questions

The following scenario exemplifies the problem to be solved in this thesis. A travel agency wants to build a new travel booking service. In the travel domain, there are legacy models about business of travel agency made by different organizations, e.g., models for a flight ticket booking system and models for a hotel reservation system. For the new system it is not necessary to build models for the travel booking service from the scratch, but try to reuse available models. In this case, we assume that the business process models from legacy systems are at conceptual level and can be used as business process knowledge. In order to reuse the knowledge, it requires a centralized management system to manipulate those heterogeneous models which were built by different organizations. The following semantic interoperability problems may arise:

- Since models are created in different modeling languages, a same business phenomenon is represented variously in different models. For example, a process
model of flight tickets booking is built in ActionWorkflow [103] and one hotel reservation process is modeled in CPR (Core Plan Representation) [135]. There would be interoperability problem when exchanging information about `Agent` or `Actor` between two models because they are using different modeling languages. In this case, `Agent` in ActionWorkflow models is semantically equal to `Actor` in CPR models. However, it is difficult for the user and the machine to identify they are the same without the support of the semantic mappings between those two modeling elements.

- Terminology is used differently in different models. For instance, 'Client' is used in the flight ticket booking model and 'Customer' is used in the hotel reservation model, although the two terms represent the same concept in this case. If only keyword based search is applied, the concept Client represented by Agents in ActionWorkflow model and the concept Customer represented by Actors in CPR model can not be recognized as the same concept by machine.

- Conceptualization mismatches include different classifications, aggregations, attribute assignments and value types. For example in this case, City is modeled in a class containing city name, graphic location and tourism information. It is used as the resource of a hotel reservation model. City is also one of attributes of Class Airport as input of a flight ticket booking process. Though the same term is used, the ways of representing the semantics are different. When reusing or integrating the models by the third party, incomplete or redundant semantics might be applied without knowing the differences.

In order to cope with semantic interoperability problems, agreed semantics should be referenced to annotate the heterogeneous representations in process modeling languages and business process model contents in a human and machine understandable manner. An ontology is considered a kind of agreement on a domain representation. Hence, ontologies of process modeling languages and modeling domains must be developed. The Semantic Web technologies as the emerging technological advances in the manipulation of ontologies, have made several new possibilities and challenges apparent.

Hence the main research question that the thesis attempts to answer: *How can semantic interoperability of process models be improved by using semantic technologies such as ontologies in the process knowledge management applications?* More specifically,

- **RQ1.** What kind of semantic interoperability problems exist in process knowledge management?

- **RQ2.** What kind of ontologies are required for process knowledge management and how to represent them?

- **RQ3.** What metadata are essential for process model interoperability and how are they defined concerning reference ontologies for the reconciliation of the heterogeneous semantics of process models?

- **RQ4.** How can Semantic Web technology to be incorporated in a tool using the proposed approach?
• RQ5. How can we use the proposed approach to facilitate process knowledge management?

1.3 Objectives

Corresponding to the main research question, the overall objective of this thesis is to propose a semantic annotation approach for dealing with semantic heterogeneity of process models in order to facilitate process knowledge management activities (such as recognizing and reusing IS solutions of process models) via semantic interoperability. It is decomposed into the following four sub-objectives which are to be achieved step by step during the development of the work.

1. To investigate semantic heterogeneity issues in business process modeling.

2. To explore a comprehensive annotation approach to deal with heterogeneous semantics of process knowledge with referenced ontology.

3. To develop an annotation tool to implement the approach by applying Semantic Web technologies.

4. To evaluate quality and use feasibility of the proposed approach and tool in supporting process knowledge management activities.

1.4 Approach and Scope

We focus on business process models at a conceptual level. They are available process knowledge resources which need to be managed for further reuse. Therefore, heterogeneous process models should be reconciled and process knowledge conveyed by the models should be explicitly expressed.

The approach taken is (1) to express the process properties of each business process model in a common annotation system, (2) to express model context in ontologies that may be compared to each other, one ontology for each context, and (3) to map the intentions of the systems’ owners to goal structures that may be compared to each other. These three elements constitute the means to profile a business process model, and provides the basis for building a library of modeling assets, and for recognizing similar model fragments to make them easier available for reuse.

Ontologies aid to share knowledge on the basis of the assumption that there is a single reality and the sharing is a matter of aligning the way different people or systems think about it [70]. Annotating models with the agreed ontologies provides a way of reconciling heterogeneity and reaching consensus on the semantics of terms and concepts. To facilitate management and reuse of the reconciled models, the semantics of the process models should be interpretable and inferable by machines as modeling assets. The approach is hereby deployed having the two concerns: 1) reconciling process knowledge representation of heterogeneous models, and 2) explicating process knowledge in a machine-interpretable manner.
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1.4.1 Semantic reconciliation of business process models

The central topic of the research is within information system modeling area. Thus, the working basis is modeling theory. We distinguish semantic heterogeneity into two levels: meta-model and model, which correspond to the M2 and M1 layers defined in MOF [124]. Although there is semantic heterogeneity on the M0 layer (instance level models), we do not take instance level models as reusable knowledge in this research. Therefore, ontologies related to meta-model and model levels are required for the annotation in this approach. For meta-model level, an ontology should supply common terminology and conceptualization of process modeling. There is no mature process ontology as we know, though there are many ongoing activities relevant to this topic [12] [139] [140]. Based on the investigation and analysis of numbers of existing process ontologies and process meta-models, we propose a process ontology which consists of most essential concepts for process modeling languages. For model level, an ontology should contain standardized terms and definitions of concepts and relationships about a certain domain. Domain-specific ontologies should be created by domain experts. Such ontologies can be built based on certain domain standards or reference models. Besides, to facilitate process knowledge management, a set of profile metadata is required to describe process models as products. Furthermore, process models can be pragmatically discovered based on intentional knowledge by goals of process. To explicate such knowledge, intentional concepts are represented in a goal ontology. Goal concepts are used to annotate intentional usage of process models. In our approach, all those ontology references and profile information are annotated to the original models through a set of metadata. Metadata can aid in the identification, discovery, assessment, and management of the described information-bearing entities [28]. In this way, annotation does not intervene the original semantic representation and it is stored separately from the original models. One original model can have several versions of annotation serving different purposes. As an outcome of the research work, a semantic annotation framework is developed to systematically organize the above four perspectives, i.e. profile annotation, meta-model annotation, model annotation and goal annotation.

Annotating models with ontologies is a procedure to establish certain mapping between objects in models and in ontologies. Two objects from the different sets — 'annotater' and 'annotatee' have not only a simply one-to-one correspondence but more comprehensive semantic relationships. We define a set of mapping strategies and rules to guide users to conduct the annotation. An annotation model — PSAM (Process Semantic Annotation Model) is formalized following the proposed framework and the mapping method. The PSAM model provides a basis for the implementation. An annotation system is proposed and implemented as a prototype in order to prove the feasibility of the proposal.

1.4.2 Machine-interpretable process knowledge

From a technical aspect, semantics of ontologies and PSAM models should be machine-interpretable. Emerging Semantic Web technology can encode semantics of Web resources in a machine-readable form. The OWL Web Ontology Language is a language for defining and instantiating Web ontologies. An OWL ontology may include descriptions of classes, properties and their instances. Given such an ontology, the OWL formal
semantics specifies how to derive its logical consequences, i.e. facts not literally present in the ontology, but entailed by the semantics [195]. As a result of this research, the management of distributed process models can be operated through the Web within or across applications and systems. It is reasonable and feasible in that Internet and Intranet are so pervasive in enterprises and the Web provides a good platform to share distributed information. Moreover, the Semantic Web technology is already applied in cooperative business and industries for the interoperability as a technical standard. OWL is consequently chosen in this thesis to define ontologies and annotation models in order to make use of the Semantic Web technology.

Semantics of different models are reconciled through annotation. The annotation information is represented in a machine-interpretable way for a common platform – the Semantic Web. Process knowledge is exposed by annotation and it is organized in a semantic annotation model. Then the process knowledge can be inferred based on the definitions of ontologies. Such knowledge will enable applications to better understand process models and to use them more intelligently, which is also the goal of the Semantic Web research [52]. The applicability of the proposal is validated through a walkthrough scenario of a process management application.

1.5 Research Method

The research methods applied in this work consist of a descriptive analysis phase, a normative development, an implementation phase and an evaluation phase. All together the phases include the following steps.

1. The survey of the state-of-the-art step includes investigation and analysis of the semantic representations of process models, semantic interoperability and process ontologies, semantic annotation methods, and knowledge management.

2. The analysis of requirements step includes an inventory of the problems about the semantic heterogeneity of process models with regard to process knowledge management and an analysis of raised requirements on semantic annotation tool.

3. The development of the approach step includes the specification of the semantic annotation framework, the design of the annotation approach, the efforts to generalize the ontological specifications for process modeling and goal modeling, and the definitions of mapping rules involved in the annotation process.

4. The prototype application step includes development and implementation of the prototypical environment for the process models and knowledge management based on the results of the previous steps.

5. The quality evaluation and applicability analysis step includes the evaluation of the proposed framework and approach using a quality framework based on the observations from a walkthrough scenario of a process knowledge management application.
1.6 Major Contributions

Following the above research method and steps, the research has resulted in the following major contributions of this thesis:

1. A General Process Ontology (GPO) is the result of our investigation and analysis of process ontologies and business process modeling languages, which is an effort towards the unified process ontology for the interoperability of process models.

2. A basic semantic annotation framework is proposed to enrich semantics of process models for process knowledge management.

3. An ontology-based annotation method including a semantic annotation model and rules are elaborated to guide users to apply the framework for the annotation.

4. The extended semantic annotation framework is a goal annotation method with a goal ontology representation and semi-automatic goal annotation algorithms.

5. A prototype of the annotation tool applying the Semantic Web technology is implemented following the proposed framework and method.

6. A process knowledge management system integrating the semantic annotation approach is outlined to validate the applicability of the framework and the method.

1.7 Thesis Outline

In this introduction chapter, we have explained the motivation of the work, described the problems, listed the objectives of this work, provided an overview of the approach, and presented the research method and our major contributions. The rest of the thesis is organized following the research phases described in the research method in section 1.5. Chapter 2 and 3 provide a background, context and relevant work survey for this research. Chapter 4 and 5 present our theoretical and methodology contributions, while chapter 6 describes the implementational contributions of the work. Exemplar studies are deployed to demonstrate the proposed approach in chapter 7. Chapter 8 evaluates the quality of the method, and Chapter 9 validates the applicability of the work. Finally, conclusions and further work are discussed in chapter 10.

Chapter 2 - Problem Settings provides basic concepts, theory and technology about information modeling, business process modeling, semantic interoperability, Semantic Web and process knowledge management. Those issues compose the context of this research work.

Chapter 3 - State of the Art discusses a number of existing business process modeling languages and process ontologies to investigate modeling constructs and ontological concepts corresponding to process modeling perspectives. The survey of semantic annotation methods and tools shows most of work has been done on the semantic annotations of unstructured and structural information, e.g. Web pages or Web services. Comprehensive approaches for the semantic annotation of semi-structured information, e.g. business process models, from meta-model and model levels are also demanded and some efforts have been launched.
Chapter 4 - Semantic Annotation Framework for Process Models introduces our basic semantic annotation framework consisting of profile annotation, meta-model annotation and model annotation. Metadata are defined for profile annotation. A general process ontology is presented as ontological basis for meta-model annotation to cope with various modeling languages applied in different IS solutions. In model annotation, domain ontologies are referenced by model contents to represent systems’ context. A semantic annotation model formalizes the framework with a set of semantic mapping rules.

Chapter 5 - Extension Semantic Annotation — Goal Annotation elaborates a goal ontology representation and goal annotation algorithms. Such extension can be used to compare the IS solutions brought by the process models of systems through specifying the intentions of the systems’ owners.

Chapter 6 - Pro-SEAT (Process SEmantic Annotation Tool) presents the implementation of the prototype of a semantic annotation tool. System modules provide an overview of the architecture of the prototype. Data structures depict the logical design of the proposed approach. Goal algorithms are implemented to automate the goal annotation. Functionality and graphical user interfaces are illustrated to elucidate the interactions between users and the tool prototype.

Chapter 7 - Exemplar Studies and Application System exemplifies the procedure of the approach and the usage of the prototype through two exemplar cases from different business organizations. A process knowledge management system is also outlined by integrating the semantic annotation approach.

Chapter 8 - Quality Evaluation of the Method evaluates the quality of the work using a quality framework. The quality evaluation of our annotation approach is discussed according to the quality categories defined in a quality framework.

Chapter 9 - Validation of Applicability validates the applicability of the semantic annotation approach in a walkthrough scenario of an integration application of process models. The integration is deployed based on the semantic annotation results of models in the exemplar studies.

Chapter 10 - Conclusions and Future Work summarizes the work, and outlines the future work to point out the possible improvements and the interesting directions of further research on semantic interoperability of business process management.
Chapter 2

Problem Setting

In this chapter, we establish basic concepts, theoretical and technical background and the context of this research work. Since we work in the information modeling area, we start the study with theories and methodologies in information system engineering discipline. Concepts, standards and relevant issues about semantic interoperability and semantic annotation are then discussed in this chapter. The research target – business process model and its application – business process knowledge management are also discussed concerning the context of the work.

2.1 Models in Information System Engineering

A model of a system is defined by OMG\(^1\) as a description or specification of that system and its environment for certain purpose. In the conventional system development lifecycle, models are mainly used in system analysis and design phases and they are not reusable resources after a system is developed. In the modern methods of information system development, models play an important role as reusable IS solutions.

MDA\(^2\) is an approach to system development, which increases the power of models in that work. MDA provides a means for using models to direct the course of understanding, design, construction, deployment, operation, maintenance and modification [117]. MDA is initiated with the idea of separating specifications of the operation of a system from details of the way that system uses the capabilities of its platform. The three primary goals of MDA are portability, interoperability and reusability. The objective of MDA is to provide an open, vendor-neutral approach to the challenge of business and technology change [123] by separating different concerns. Three different viewpoint models are distinguished as Computation Independent Model (CIM), Platform Independent Model (PIM) and Platform Specific Model (PSM) [117].

- CIM — A computation independent model is a view of a system from the computation independent viewpoint. A CIM is sometimes called a domain model and a vocabulary that is familiar to the practitioners of the domain in question is used in its specification.

\(^1\)Object Management Group, http://www.omg.org/
\(^2\)Model Driven Architecture, http://www.omg.org/mda/
• PIM — A platform independent model is a view of a system from the platform independent viewpoint. A PIM exhibits a specified degree of platform independence so as to be suitable for use with a number of different platforms of similar type.

• PSM — A platform specific model is a view of a system from the platform specific viewpoint. A PSM combines the specifications in the PIM with the details that specify how that system uses a particular type of platform.

In our research, we adopt the vision of MDA. Model plays an essential role in the information system development lifecycle and it should achieve system products portable, reusable and interoperable. Model itself can be treated as product and representation of knowledge. Therefore, model should also be portable, reusable and interoperable.

Model is also found central and important in the Zachman framework [171], where models are classified based on different roles involved in the system development and enterprise’s functionings (see Figure 2.1). In this architecture framework, there are three model categories — enterprise model, system model and technology model, distinguished from different perspectives of the different participants [214]. Each model category contains six basic models regarding different types of descriptions oriented to different aspects of the object being described. The six types of descriptions are entities, functions, locations, people, times and motivations. In the matrix representation of the framework, enterprise model is at the conceptual level and it includes semantic model, business process model, business logistics system, workflow model, master schedule and business plan.

In our work, we mainly focus on the business process model, which indicates that our research focus and scope is the functional descriptions of enterprise business at the conceptual level. While, corresponding to the MDA definitions, our research subject is CIM.

2.2 Modeling Basis

2.2.1 Semiotic triangle

Modeling at the conceptual level is an activity of representing phenomena of the real world in a model. It complies with the famous semiotic triangle adapted from Ogden and Richards’ triangle of meaning [121], i.e. the relationships between a concept, a referent and a sign. Concepts are mental things, words of mind. A referent is a thing in reality to which a concept refers. Signs are expressions, symbols or labels to signify concepts in some language. Modeling aims to conceptualize referents by employing modeling signs in certain languages. Obviously models could be quite different from each other due to what (referent) to model, how to model (concept) and with what (sign) to model. The three elements interact on each other from a semantic representation perspective. The capability of signs’ expressiveness can determine what semantics of referents can be represented, also how semantics are conceptualized.
## ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE - A FRAMEWORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>NETWORK</th>
<th>PEOPLE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>MOTIVATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scope (Contextual)</td>
<td>List of Things Important to the Business</td>
<td>List of Processes the Business Performs</td>
<td>List of Locations in which the Business Operates</td>
<td>List of Organizations Important to the Business</td>
<td>List of Events/Cycles Significant to the Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planner</td>
<td>ENTITY = Class of Business Thing</td>
<td>Process = Class of Business Process</td>
<td>Node = Major Business Location</td>
<td>People = Major Organization Unit</td>
<td>Time = Major Business Event/Cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Model (Conceptual)</td>
<td>e.g. Generative Model</td>
<td>e.g. Business Process Model</td>
<td>e.g. Business Logistics System</td>
<td>e.g. Work Flow Model</td>
<td>e.g. Master Schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>e.g. Logical Data Model</td>
<td>e.g. Application Architecture</td>
<td>e.g. Distributed System Architecture</td>
<td>e.g. Human Interface Architecture</td>
<td>e.g. Processing Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Model (Logical)</td>
<td>e.g. Physical Data Model</td>
<td>e.g. System Design</td>
<td>e.g. Technology Architecture</td>
<td>e.g. Presentation Architecture</td>
<td>e.g. Control Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>e.g. Data Definition</td>
<td>e.g. Program</td>
<td>e.g. Network Architecture</td>
<td>e.g. Security Architecture</td>
<td>e.g. Timing Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Model (Physical)</td>
<td>e.g. Data Flow Diagram</td>
<td>e.g. System Implementation</td>
<td>e.g. Network Configuration</td>
<td>e.g. Subsystem Interaction</td>
<td>e.g. Schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builder</td>
<td>e.g. Interface Specification</td>
<td>e.g. Interface Design</td>
<td>e.g. Interface Implementation</td>
<td>e.g. Interface Testing</td>
<td>e.g. Interface Operation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1: Zachman Enterprise Architecture Framework [189] [171] [214]
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2.2.2 Modeling language, meta-model and model semantics

Any model must be built in a certain modeling language. A modeling language is any artificial language that can be used to express information or knowledge or systems in a structure that is defined by a consistent set of rules. A modeling language is used to represent concepts and relationships and other phenomena with a set of graphical notations or symbols. Such a modeling language is often called graphical modeling language. ER [15], UML [125], BPMN [12], EPC [160] are examples of graphical modeling languages. A modeling language can also be a set of standardized textual keywords or markup language accompanied by parameters, for instance, OWL [195], BPML [11], BPEL4WS [116], and EPML [105]. Graphical modeling languages usually facilitate readability of models whilst textual modeling languages enable models machine-interpretable and tool-interchangeable.

Interpretations of the meaning of modeling components in a modeling language are generally defined in a meta-model. A modeling component such as a graphical notation or a symbol and a textual keyword or a markup label is called a meta-model element or a modeling construct in our work. Meta-model elements defined in a meta-model are the building bricks of a model. A meta-model is also a model of a domain of interest and it is an instance of a meta-meta-model. A model in a certain modeling language is the instance of the meta-model of this modeling language. A model having all the instances of user objects is the instance of model. Instantiated model, model, meta-model and meta-meta-model respectively correspond to the M0, M1, M2 and M3 layers of OMG’s four layer meta-data architectures [124].

In this thesis, meta-meta-model is beyond our research focus. While, instantiated model at the M0 layer is too specific to be reused. We therefore mainly focus on M1 and M2 layers, i.e. model and meta-model.

Common uses of meta-models are as follows [207]:

- As a schema for semantic data that needs to be exchanged or stored.
- As a language that supports a particular method or process.
- As a language to express additional semantics of existing information.

The three usages of meta-models are all employed in the thesis. The meta-model of a business process model supports process modeling. It is also stored as a schema associated with a model file. Facilitating the exchange of different process models is one of our research goals so that meta-model is one of our research objects. Establishing a semantic annotation method itself is a process of creating a meta-model to specify the additional semantics of an existing model.

The term semantics in linguistics means the study or science of meaning in language, or the study of relationships between signs and symbols and what they represent. It also indicates the meaning or the interpretation of a word, sentence, or other language form [3]. Model semantics is hereby the meaning or the interpretation of a model. Model semantics are represented by model elements. Model elements are the components of a model. Interpretation of model elements usually depends on the context of the system which the models represent the solutions for. Besides, model elements are composed of modeling constructs, and the semantics of modeling constructs are defined in a
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meta-model of the modeling language. Thus, we conclude that model semantics are interpreted according to the system’s context and the modeling language applied in the solution.

2.2.3 Ontology-driven and domain-specific

Modeling at the conceptual level trends to be seemingly independent of the computer world in the development of modeling methodologies. Researchers turn to philosophy and linguistics to try to find the inherent principles in the concepts of real world domains. And the boundary between the conceptual modeling and knowledge modeling becomes gradually fuzzy.

For example, Ontology-Driven Conceptual Modeling draws fundamental notions from formal ontology and establishes a minimal top-level ontology to drive conceptual modeling [47]. Thesaurus Conceptual Model uses the Knowledge/Data Model (KDM) [137] that incorporates an object-oriented view of data, together with knowledge regarding its usage [68]. Ontologies are used for the development of conceptual schemas of information systems by pruning irrelevant concepts in the ontologies [18].

On the other hand, domain model framework and meta-model make reuse and flexibility of models possible. A software system can never be finished, new and changed domain concepts will always be appearing, forcing continuous rebuilding, testing and redeployment of systems [8]. The main idea of the approach proposed in [8] is the removal of domain concepts from concrete software and database models, into standardized vocabularies and libraries of domain concept models. Re-engineering software and database is done using a generic reference object model (ROM) system architecture in [8]. Reference models are used in [160] to combine "formal driven" and "content driven" approaches in a new way to develop information systems. The formal driven approach aims to develop and implementing a technical correct running system. The goal of the content driven approach is developing and implementing an organizational correct running system. Goals of content and technology are concerned in reference models, which are regarded as "blue prints" for business engineering and can be used to model and optimize business processes. Domain-specific methods implemented with metaCASE technology [67] use meta-modeling languages to develop a domain meta-model mapped to combinations of components in order to generate a product.

All these approaches address the process of modeling, and the ideas can be analogically applied on the results of modeling — models. In an ontology-based semantic annotation method, the utility of an ontology and domain knowledge is applied after modeling. The additional semantic treatment is still necessary for the exchange or reuse of models across different organizations, because a modeling process usually is not centralized and local ontologies and local domain/reference models applied in the modeling are still various from different organizations. In this work, consensual ontologies and domain reference models are therefore needed to be determined in an annotation phase based on the requirements on interoperability and applications.
2.3 Information Systems and Semantic Web

As the development of the Web, more and more Information Systems start to be implemented using Web technology. Some Web technologies, e.g. Semantic Web technologies, are introduced into Information Systems development. On the other hand, the Web applications also benefit from traditional Information Systems theories and practices. COEUR-SW (Concepts On Enhancing, Understanding and Representing the Semantics on the Web) triangle [170] discloses how an Information Systems on the Semantic Web comply with the semiotic triangle [121]. COEUR-SW triangle is developed based on the semiotic triangle in the IS group at IDI\(^3\). In the COEUR-SW triangle (see Figure 2.2), a concept in a Universe of Thought (UoT) is related to an uttered symbol in a Universe of Language (UoL), the symbol is related to a referent in a Universe of Structure (UoS), and the referent is related back to the concept. The concept, the symbol and the referents are related to a context in the Universe of Discourse (UoD). The COEUR-SW program approaches the UoD from three interrelated angles and thus seeks to capture the heart of the Semantic Web. Domain modeling is used in order to capture the knowledge within a UoT into a man/machine understandable theory in a UoS. Ontology Mapping is used in order to capture the utterances in a UoL into man/machine-retrievable knowledge. Metadata analysis is used in order to capture the theories in a UoS into enriched man/machine generative utterances in a UoL.

\[\text{Figure 2.2: COEUR-SW triangle}\]

COEUR-SW triangle defines three roles of the Web in Information Systems [170]:

- the role of the dominant medium for information dissemination;
- the role of the tool for information compilation;
- the role of the evolving information repository.

\(^3\)Dept. of Computer and Information Science at Norwegian University of Science and Technology
In the context of our research, process models as process knowledge resources can be disseminated through the Web. The consequent question is how the Web compiles process models. This issue relates to the knowledge categorization and semantic interpretation issues. The Semantic Web supplies some standards such as RDF [199], OWL [195] to support the semantic interpretation. The knowledge representation of process models needs to be transformed into those Semantic Web standards. The Web can be viewed as a large distributed repository for the process models. However, distributed models are originally from different autonomous systems and stored in various schemas. Technologies facilitating interoperability of heterogeneous models such as ontology and semantic annotation, are required when organizing the knowledge in such a repository.

2.3.1 Ontology in information systems

Ontology

Ontology is "an explicit representation of conceptualization" [42]. According to the investigation in [13], ontology locates two disjoint literatures with virtually no personnel in common: the world of formal ontology specification e.g. [36] and the world of ontologies for language-related AI (Artificial Intelligence) tasks e.g. [113]. It is consequently found that people use the word "ontology" to mean different things, e.g. glossaries & data dictionaries, thesaurus & taxonomies, schemas & data models, and formal ontologies & inference. Ontologies applied in this work are defined as formal ontologies. A formal ontology defines the basic terms and their relationships comprising the vocabulary of an application domain and the axioms for constraining the relationships among terms [194]. A formal ontology is usually expressed in an ontology representation language, e.g. OWL.

A formal ontology consists of a set of specifications of representational vocabularies (concepts) for a shared universe of discourse, which may include definitions of classes, relations, functions, and other objects [43]. In AI applications and research, ontology is often used as a means of achieving consistent communication between agents in multiagent systems [134]. Hence, ontology contains agreed-upon definitions in the form of human readable text and machine-enforceable, declarative constraints (agent readable format) on their well-formed use [41]. Besides, ontologies consist of a set of inference rules from which machines can make logical conclusions [1].

In [45], different kinds of ontologies are classified based on the level of generality as follows:

- **Top-level ontologies** describe very general concepts like space, time, matter, object, event and action. They are independent of a particular problem or domain. Top-level ontologies in some literature are also called upper-level ontologies.

- **Domain ontologies** describe the vocabulary related to a generic domain (like medicine, or automobiles).

- **Task ontologies** describe generic tasks or activities (like diagnosis or selling).

- **Application ontologies** describe concepts depending both on a particular domain and task.
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The concepts in domain ontologies and task ontologies are specialized from the ones in the top-level ontology. Application ontologies are often specializations of both domain ontologies and task ontologies. Such classification can be reflected into the four layer meta-data architecture mentioned previously, i.e. top-level ontologies are at M2 and domain and task ontologies are at M1 and application ontologies are at M0. Domain, task and application ontologies about a certain domain usually construct the general context of the systems in that domain.

Three main uses of ontology are identified in [45]: 1) For communication between implemented computational systems, between humans, between humans and implemented computational systems; 2) For computational inference, e.g. for internally representing and manipulating plans and planning information, and for analyzing the internal structures, algorithms, inputs and outputs of implemented systems in theoretical and conceptual terms; 3) For reuse (and organization) of knowledge e.g. structuring or organizing libraries or repositories of plans and planning and domain information.

The beneficial applications of ontology could locate in the following areas [178]:

- **Semantic Web.** The Semantic Web relies heavily on formal ontologies that structure underlying data for the purpose of comprehensive and transportable machine understanding. Ontologies are used to define the proper meaning of data and metadata for the Semantic Web [173].

- **Knowledge Management.** The technology of the Semantic Web brings out the knowledge pieces oriented view of knowledge management. Ontologies enable intelligent push service, the integration of knowledge management and business process to support the vision of ubiquitous knowledge. For the applications of knowledge management, ontologies are employed to annotate unstructured information with semantic information, to integrate information and to generate user specific views that make knowledge access easier [180] [25].

- **Interoperability.** Interoperability is an important issue in the applications of integration and reusing existing systems. As inter-lingua, ontology provides a common and machine-interpretable format for data interchange [177] [188].

- **Information Retrieval.** Conventional information retrieval approaches suffer from problems of the inconsistency between the query and the vocabulary of the documents, which reduces recall of search. Ontologies help to decouple description and query vocabulary and increase retrieval performance [46].

- **Service Retrieval** As the development of the research activities and applications of Web services, locating online services is increasingly critical in many domains. Online services include software applications, software components, process models, or service organizations. The approaches of using ontologies in querying those services are exploited and evaluated to improve the retrieval precision [10] [182] [131].

Those areas are usually overlapping in an application. For example, knowledge management is conducted under a Semantic Web environment; information retrieval or services retrieval may be one of required services in knowledge management; the proper knowledge management facilitates interoperability.
Conceptual model vs. ontology

The term "conceptual model" appears contrastively to "logical model" and "physical model" to differentiate the levels of model abstraction. The enterprise models on the second row of the Zachman framework are conceptual models. A conceptual model is often taken as an abstract model and defined as a theoretical construct that represents phenomena in a certain problem domain, with a set of variables and a set of logical and quantitative relationships between them. Conceptual model, especially conceptual data schema – representing the structure perspective, is comparable with ontology because they share some modeling principles.

A comparison of conceptual data schema and ontology is made in [63]. They are similar because both consist of concepts, relations and rules. There are two main disparities discussed in [63]:

1. Conceptual data schema is being preserved in off-time model diagrams; while, ontology typically is sharable and exchangeable at run-time, i.e. machine-processable semantics.

2. Unlike conceptual data schema that capture semantics for a given application domain, ontologies are supposed to capture semantics about real-world domains, independent from specific application needs, i.e. "relatively" generic knowledge. Therefore, the generality (application-independency) of knowledge is a fundamental asset in ontology modeling, and that mostly distinguishes ontology from conceptual data schema.

The two disparities just characterize the two essential aspects of ontologies as described in [35]: ontologies define formal semantics for information, consequently allowing information processing by a computer; ontologies define real world semantics, which makes it possible to link machine processable content with meaning for humans based on consensual terminologies.

Conventional conceptual models are still widely used in information systems engineering and play vital roles in enterprise modeling as we have discussed previously. Meanwhile, ontologies become key enabling technology for the Semantic Web. Moreover, ontology modeling can benefit from the existing conceptual modeling methodologies and tools [5] [19] [38] [104]. Legacy conceptual schema can be also mined and/or "ontologized" [63]. On the other hand, ontology and the Semantic Web technology are also found to be applied in enterprise modeling and applications [139] [140].

We are aware of common grounds and differences between the two disciplines in this work and devote our efforts to build the links between conceptual process models and process ontologies. The work results in a combination of the usage of ontologies and conceptual models. Business process models at the conceptual level created for a given application domain still serve information systems development as Representation of systems and requirements, Vehicle for communication, Basis of design and implementation and Documentation and sense-making [76]. Meanwhile the extensive exchange, integration and reuse of business process models between different organization can benefit from the Semantic Web technology through annotating models using ontologies.

---

4Rules in conceptual modeling are called "constraints", and they are axioms in ontology.
2.3.2 RML and OWL

Two modeling languages – RML and OWL – related to ontology modeling in this thesis, are introduced in this sub-section. RML (Referent Model Language) [168] [169] is a concept modeling language representing structural perspective [76]. OWL (Web Ontology Language) is a language for defining and instantiating Web ontologies for creating Semantic Web applications [195].

RML

RML is concentrated on describing the static structure of a model. It is targeted towards applications in areas of information management and heterogeneous organization of data. The formal basis of RML is the set theory. The phenomena in RML are modeled as collections (set) or atoms (an individual phenomenon). A set is represented by a list of elements, or by stating property that all elements must have to qualify as a member of the set. Four different types of concepts – individual concepts, class concepts, relation concepts and quantitative concepts, are identified in RML. From the four types, the modeling constructs of RML are derived: class concepts, individual concepts, attributes, binary relationships, cardinality of a relationship, hierarchical abstraction of classification (instance of), aggregation (part of), generalization (is-a), and association (member of). Refined semantics can also be specified in RML: generalization is specified into disjoint generalization (e.g. A person is either a man or a woman.) and overlapping generalization (e.g. A person may both be an artist and an athlete.); relation concepts are distinguished into individual relation concepts, class relation concepts, order concepts and operation concepts; binary relation concepts are depicted as many-to-many, many-to-one or one-to-one mappings; "any" (∀) and "some" (∃) value restrictions are specified as the coverage of a relation concept; properties can be elaborated into reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity and connexity. Part of notations of RML are displayed in Figure 2.3. Detailed specifications of RML are provided in [169].

![Graphical Notations of RML](image)

**Figure 2.3:** Graphical Notations of RML (limited to the constructs used in this thesis)
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OWL

OWL is designed for use by applications that need to process the content of information instead of just presenting information to humans [197]. Building upon RDF and RDFS, OWL provides more machine-interpretable semantics by defining additional vocabulary along with formal semantics. OWL builds on Description Logics which is a restriction of First Order Logic. OWL provides three increasingly expressive sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL (Description Logics), and OWL Full. Each of these sublanguages is an extension of its simpler predecessor. Compared to the other two sublanguages, OWL DL is often chosen as the ontology modeling language because of its capacity of fair semantics expressiveness and inference. Most available OWL reasoners support OWL DL, such as Pellet [96], RACER [61] and FaCT++ [162].

An OWL ontology usually consists of classes, properties, instances of classes, and relationships between these instances. Instances of classes in OWL are called individuals. OWL classes are described through 'class descriptions', which can be combined into 'class axioms' [196]. With class axioms, OWL Lite can represent generalization (rdfs:subClassOf), equality (owl:equivalentClass). Besides, OWL DL can specify classes as logical combinations of other classes (owl:intersectionOf, owl:unionOf, owl:complementOf), or as enumerations of specified objects (owl:oneOf) or as distinction of two classes (owl:disjointWith).

OWL distinguishes between two main categories of properties — object properties (owl:ObjectProperty) to link individuals to individuals and datatype properties (owl:DatatypeProperty) to link individuals to data values. Properties can be specified through domains (rdfs:domain) and ranges (rdfs:range). More property axioms are supported by OWL are sub-property (rdfs:subPropertyOf), equivalent property (owl:equivalentProperty), inverse property (owl:inverseOf), functional property (owl:FunctionalProperty), transitive property (owl:TransitiveProperty), symmetric property (owl:SymmetricProperty) and etc. An arbitrary number (zero or more) of values for a property is represented by cardinality constraints (owl:maxCardinality, owl:minCardinality, and owl:cardinality). Value constraints (owl:allValuesFrom, owl:someValueFrom and owl:hasValue) specify the quantifier restriction of a property. OWL individuals are specified through the class axiom rdf:subClassOf. The identity of individuals can be stated by referring to the same individual (owl:sameAs), or referring to different individuals (owl:differentFrom), or listing all different individuals (owl:AllDifferent).

Use of RML and OWL

In our work, RML is used during the descriptive analysis and the normative development phases to analyze concepts and relationships at meta-model level in our research. While, OWL DL is applied during the implementation and the experimental evaluation phases for serving as the three roles of: ontology modeling language, machine-interpretable semantics builder and first order logic inference basis. Meanwhile, RML is also used as a graphical modeling language to model ontologies in this work. Although Protégé-OWL provides a tool to model an ontology in a graph, the graphical notations are not as rich as ones defined in RML. Some axioms and constraints can not be visually displayed in the graphic models. When comparing the semantic expressiv-
ity of RML and OWL, it is not surprising to find a big overlapping of the modeling constructs between the two languages since both of them share a similar logic basis\(^5\). We do not intend to build one-to-one mapping between RML and OWL, but take the advantages of both as our research tools. We mainly use RML to visualize the concepts and relations of ontologies for human comprehension, and employ OWL to formalize ontology models for machine interpretation and reasoning.

### 2.4 Semantic Interoperability

Interoperability is the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged [119]. Interoperability is a broadly used term, encompassing many of the issues impinging upon the effectiveness with which diverse information resources might fruitfully co-exists. The issues can be defined for different purpose, such as, semantics.

Semantic interoperability is the ability of two or more computer systems to exchange information and have the meaning of that information accurately and automatically interpreted by the receiving system. The main obstacle of semantic interoperability is semantic heterogeneity of the information to be exchanged. Common understanding of semantics and standardization of semantic representation are usually concerned as the solutions tackling the semantic heterogeneity to achieve semantic interoperability.

#### 2.4.1 Semantic heterogeneity

Semantic heterogeneity is usually distinguished from syntactic heterogeneity and structural heterogeneity in the database community [37] [39] [86] [88] [89]. Syntactic heterogeneity is concerned with the heterogeneity of data formats. Standardizing data formats is taken as an approach to solve syntactic heterogeneity problems. For example, XML is used as a standard format for all forms of Web-accessible data. Structural heterogeneity is associated with different data models, data structures or schemas, e.g. relational and object-oriented database models. An example of the solutions for structural heterogeneity is that RDF based on XML syntax provides a unified way to structure information sources or object models for Web-based information exchange [100]. When two information sources are modeled in a same format by applying a same modeling methodology, there still might be semantic heterogeneity problem. Semantic heterogeneity can be identified according to the different types of conflicts [172]:

1. **Semantic conflicts.** Different modelers do not perceive exactly the same set of real world objects, but instead they visualize overlapping sets (included or intersecting sets). For example, a "Student" object class may appear in one schema, while a more restrictive "CS-Student" object class (grouping students majoring in computer science) is in another schema. The "CS-Student" class will be integrated as a subclass of the "Student" class in the integration of two schemas.

2. **Descriptive conflicts.** Descriptive conflicts include naming conflicts due to homonyms and synonyms [7] [111], attribute domain, scale, constraints, operations, etc. [84].

\(^5\)FOL (First Order Logic) can formalize the set theory.
3. \textit{Structural conflicts}. Such structural conflicts are different from structural heterogeneity. Even if two modelers use the same data model, they can choose different constructs to represent common real-world objects. For instance, in object-oriented models when a modeler describes a component of an object type $O$, he has the modeling choices between creating a new object type or adding an attribute to $O$.

### 2.4.2 Semantic annotation

The goal of empowering computer systems with semantic interoperability rests on the desirability of computer systems being able to find information and to use it for purposes that the original creator of the information did not anticipate. This goal of flexible information reuse requires some degree of understanding of the information, which in turn requires that the information be encoded in some standard fashion that is interpreted identically by all systems using that information. As a shared model of what the information represent, ontologies are usually used to achieve the level of understanding. \textit{Semantic annotation} is an approach to link ontologies to the original information sources.

Annotation is the extra information associated with a particular point in a document or other piece of information. For semantic annotation, the extra information is meaning definitions of the concepts used in a document. The meaning definitions are in most cases represented in ontologies. Annotation can be in the form of comments, or in the form of metadata. Metadata is data about data and it is used to facilitate the understanding, use and management of data. Machine-manipulable annotations are often organized as metadata, which is also the format of semantic annotations. There are a number of alternative approaches regarding the organization, structuring, and preservation of annotations. For instance, all the markup languages (HTML, SGML, XML, etc.) can be considered schemas for embedded or in-line annotation. On the contrary, open hypermedia systems use stand-off annotation models where annotations are kept detached, i.e. non-embedded in the content. Both annotation approaches can be document-level (annotating the document as a whole) or character-level (referring just a specific part of the text) [81] (see Figure 2.4). Embedded annotation seems easier to maintain. However, non-embedded annotations allow dynamic, user-specific semantic annotations because they can change corresponding to the interest of the user or the context of usage. The embedded annotations might also have negative impact on the volume of the content and complicate the maintenance [70].

![Embedded Markup and Standoff References](image)

\textbf{Figure 2.4:} Embedded annotation and stand-off annotation [81]
In [70], semantic annotation is used to establish links from the entities in the text to their semantic descriptions so that a number of basic prerequisites for representation of semantic annotations are identified:

- Ontology (or at least taxonomy) defining the entity classes. It should be possible to refer to those classes;

- Entity identifiers which allow those to be distinguished and linked to their semantic descriptions;

- Knowledge base with entity descriptions.

Semantic annotation of Web services has emerged under the hypothesis that semantics can improve software reuse and discovery, significantly facilitate composition of Web services and enable integrating legacy applications as part of business process integration [203]. Semantic annotation of Web services is also called semantic markup of Web services, for which numbers of semantic markup languages and approaches are proposed such as WSMO [209], METEOR-S [187], OWL-S [198], SWSA/SWSL [181], WSDL-S [203]. They can be categorized into: a) annotating information in WSDL with ontologies (METEOR-S, WSDL-S); b) formalizing ontologies of Web service as a Semantic Web services representation language (WSMO, OWL-S and SWSA/SWSL).

In [206], *semantic annotation of process models* is concerned as a prerequisite of the vision of Semantic Business Process Management, which is very close to our proposal. It will enable (or enhance) additional functionalities, namely the discovery and auto-completion of process fragments, which lead to more effective modeling with respect to the reuse of existing process artifacts at the conceptual level. The executable process models can be partly generated from the conceptual business process models, which indicates there are underlying links between business process models and executable Web services. Semantic annotation of business process models could therefore enable more automation in the implementation phase because the corresponding Semantic Web services can be discovered automatically [206]. Although the work has just initiated and it is still an ongoing project, it shares the same vision with ours, i.e. semantic annotation can be also concerned as an alternative approach to achieve the semantic interoperability of semi-structured sources such as business process models, in spite of semantic annotations of unstructured sources (e.g. textual documents) and structured sources (e.g. WSDL described Web services). Efforts on the semantic enrichment of enterprise models by semantic annotations are also put by TG4 (Task Group 4: Semantic Enrichment of Enterprise Modeling, Architectures and Platforms) in EU project INTEROP (Interopreability Research for Networked Enterprise Applications and Software, FP6 508011) [62], in which the main achievable targets are the semantic interoperability for model exchange, model transformation and model traceability. As the contemporary work, our research shares some similar objectives and available technologies. Since we participated in the INTEROP project, our contributions are also devoted as part of the results in the project.
2.5 Business Process Model

A business process is defined in [23] as a set of coordinated tasks and activities, conducted by both people and equipments, that will lead to accomplishing a specific organizational goal. A process model describes a way of working at the type level according to the abstraction levels for processes in [155], which is corresponding to OMG’s M1 layer. A process is an instantiation of the process model, corresponding to the M0 layer. The same process model is used repeatedly for the development of many applications and thus, has many instantiations. A process meta-model is at the meta-type level with respect to a process (see Figure 2.5).

There are four types of coverage where the term process model has been defined differently in [27]:

- Activity-oriented: related set of activities conducted for the specific purpose of product definition; a set of partially ordered steps intended to reach a goal [34].
- Product-oriented: series of activities that cause successive product transformations to reach the desired product.
- Decision-oriented: set of related decisions conducted for the specific purpose of product definition.
- Context-oriented: sequence of contexts causing successive product transformations under the influence of a decision taken in a context.

Therefore a business process model defines the details of a business process flow and modeling all the data, resources, and other elements that the flow uses. As described in [9], a business process is usually composed of process steps that are normally connected through control flows, and these control flows connect activities with decision nodes. A decision node holds the business rules (transition conditions) that are evaluated to decide what path in the process should be followed. Modeling includes decomposition of a business process into sub-processes and adding required process elements to the model.

A business process model is initially constructed based on certain business requirements. The usage of a process model could be for the analysis of the process (i.e. descriptive, prescriptive and explanatory) or the creation of new process models by
modifying existing models rather than recreating it from scratch [9]. A process model fragment is a part of a business process model which is designed and managed to be reusable. Generally, reuse of pre-existing model fragments can facilitate and speed-up the construction of a new model.

As reusable knowledge, process models can be discovered and reused in a goal-driven approach through matching process models to the desired goals. Goals lead to the exploration and consideration of alternatives, decision spaces, tradeoffs and decisions. Goals have been used as an important mechanism for connecting requirements to design and supporting reuse [213]. Goal-driven search of design components [54] and goal-driven discovery of services [90] use such kind of mechanism, where the components or services are selected based on capability to fulfill the desired goals (requirements).

A process model represents how to do things not why to do things. Although a process must achieve certain goals, the relationships between goals and processes are not explicitly represented in many process models because few process modeling languages and modeling tools offer such mechanism. With few process modeling languages, goals can be modeled and linked to elements of process models, e.g. EEML process and goal models [77]. Some goal modeling methods for requirement engineering such as KAOS [21], i*/GRL [55], GBRAM [56] need to be adapted for process modeling. However, the representations of the goals and processes are various in different models.

2.6 Process Knowledge Management

2.6.1 Knowledge and process knowledge

Knowledge is information that comes laden with experience, judgment, intention and values, in short, knowledge is information that is digested and internalized by human beings [169]. However, a simply collection of information is not knowledge. In [185], information and knowledge is distinguished as follows. Information only tells what it is, with great dependence on context for its meaning and with little implication for the future. Pattern [6] has the potential to represent knowledge when one is able to realize and understand the patterns and their implications. For example, the information — interest rate 5% — is the factor used by the bank to compute interest on the principal. Based on the information, there is a pattern that for $100 in a savings account the bank pays 5% interest yearly and then at the end of one year the principal in the account will be $105. Such pattern represents knowledge of the amount of the interest will be earned depends on the interest rate, the amount of the principle in the account and the period of the saving. Therefore, a pattern tends to create its own context rather than being context dependent to the same extent that information is. Pattern also serves as an Archetype [165] with both an implied repeatability and predictability. Understanding the pattern knows one what is knowledge.

Process knowledge is also known as process-related knowledge. Taking the pattern view of knowledge, process knowledge is the pattern about processes which are understandable, repeatable and predictable. Another way to specify process knowledge is to ask the question "Where is the knowledge in processes?". The answers are provided in [112] such as:
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- **Inputs and Outputs.** One place knowledge comes into play in a process is as a production input, which is to be operated upon and transformed into an output.

- **Controllers.** Another place where knowledge comes into play in a process is in the form of controls. In this case, knowledge can be regarded to be "embedded" in the process.

- **Processors.** The "Processor" performs the actions needed to produce a result from the process. This kind of knowledge is "encoded" in the process.

- **Design.** A lot of knowledge is "embedded" in the processes in the form of specifications for the outputs, the inputs, the routines and the requirements. The knowledge in the process makes itself felt through what is done, when, how, by whom and to what standards.

The first three answers concern the process automation and execution. The last one is associated with process models in the analysis and design phases. Our research objects are business process models at the conceptual level. In [122], Olivé visions a goal of automating IS building by a conceptual schema-centric development (CSCD). A conceptual schema provides general knowledge about the IS domain and about the functions the IS has to perform. With such a vision, the main purpose of the activity of business process modeling is to elicit the process knowledge of the corresponding IS. Hence, we take the fourth answer to specify that the process knowledge in our research context is embedded in business process models. This statement is also reflected in [79] with "process models are carriers of process knowledge, knowledge of how to do things".

### 2.6.2 Knowledge representation

Nonaka and Takeuchi [114] argued that a successful knowledge management program needs to, on the one hand, convert internalized tacit knowledge into explicit codified knowledge in order to share it, but also on the other hand for individuals and groups to internalize and make personally meaningful codified knowledge once it is retrieved from the knowledge management system. A crucial fact is knowledge representation.

Although process knowledge is embedded in process models, it does not mean all process models are process knowledge, that is, not every process modeling representation is knowledge representation. Knowledge representation can be various in terms of the distinct roles it plays, each crucial to the task at hand [22]:

- A knowledge representation (KR) is most fundamentally a *surrogate*, a substitute for the thing itself, used to enable an entity to determine consequences by thinking rather than acting, i.e., by reasoning about the world rather than taking action in it.

- It is a set of ontological commitments, i.e., an answer to the question: In what terms should we think about the world?

- It is a fragmentary theory of intelligent reasoning, expressed in terms of three components: (i) the representation’s fundamental conception of intelligent reasoning; (ii) the set of inferences the representation sanctions; and (iii) the set of inferences it recommends.
It is a medium for pragmatically efficient computation, i.e., the computational environment in which thinking is accomplished.

It is a medium of human expression, i.e., a language in which we say things about the world.

The conclusions of the research in [22] are drawn all five roles matter; representation and reasoning are interwined; different representations are often combined; they have formal equivalence. Various artificial languages and notations have been proposed for representing knowledge, such as CycL [20], IKL [50], KIF [29], Loom [97], OWL [195] and KM [71]. They are typically based on logic and mathematics, and have easily parsable grammars to ease machine processing.

2.6.3 Knowledge management activities associated with process models

Knowledge Management (KM) is an approach to discovering, capturing, and reusing both tacit (in people’s heads) and explicit (digital or paper based) knowledge as well as the cultural and technological means of enabling the knowledge management process to be successful. Usually, the knowledge management covers both instance level and type level knowledge — learning from instances and abstracting them to reusable knowledge. In a KM system, knowledge processes essentially revolve around the following steps [174]:

Figure 2.6: Knowledge Process [174]
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- **Creation or import.** The contents need to be created or converted so that they fit the conventions of the company.

- **Capture.** Knowledge items have to be captured in order to determine their importance and how they mesh with the company’s vocabulary conventions.

- **Retrieval and access.** This step satisfies the searches and queries for knowledge by the knowledge worker.

- **Use.** The knowledge worker will not only recall knowledge items, but will process them for further use.

The steps are illustrated in Figure 2.6. In this thesis, the scope of the knowledge management is only limited on type level process knowledge – enterprise/business process models. Therefore, in the context of our process knowledge management, process modeling in knowledge representation language is concerned as knowledge creation. Importing knowledge can be the transformation of conventional process models in the knowledge representations. Knowledge capture is to capture the essential contents in process models through annotation techniques by creating metadata conforming to ontologies. Process knowledge retrieval and access can be conducted through a conventional query or search tools, or by applying the ontology and the inference mechanism to derive further views of process knowledge. The possible uses of process knowledge include analysis of existing process models, reusing the legacy models to create new process models, integrating systems based on the process descriptions, etc.

2.7 Summary

This chapter has outlined the context of this research work. We have introduced the theoretical and technical setting relevant to our research topic, such as modeling theories and methodologies, the Semantic Web, ontology, semantic annotation, business process model and knowledge management. Main points are summarized as follows.

- From the discussion of modeling theory and methodology, we has scoped that our research area is at conceptual modeling level.

- Ontology as the key enabling technology for the Semantic Web provides an explicit representation of a shared conceptualization.

- Ontology and conceptual model share certain common grounds, which indicates the potential links between them, e.g. usage combination and technology benefits from each other.

- In this work, a concept modeling language – RML is used to analyze meta-models and ontologies with graphical notations; while, an ontology modeling language – OWL is applied to enable ontology machine-interpretable.

- Semantic annotation is an approach to achieve semantic interoperability of heterogeneous information resources making use of ontology.
• Process knowledge is embedded in process models whose semantics might be represented heterogeneously.

• Semantic annotation can be applied in capturing and representing process knowledge to facilitate process knowledge management such as the retrieval and reuse of heterogeneous process models.

After having established the key areas of our research in this chapter, we will continue to detail survey of state of the art in these areas, namely, process modeling languages, process ontologies, goal modeling and annotation approaches.
Chapter 3

State of the Art

This chapter investigates a number of existing process modeling languages and process ontologies which are often used in industrial business and academic research projects. Such investigation is intended to seize the most essential concepts and relationships describing the semantics of process, which construct the basis of the process ontology. The process ontology is used as the intermediary for the semantic annotation to build the semantic mapping between different process representations. Semantic annotation approaches and tools for different types of information are surveyed to identify requirements of semantic annotation methods and tools.

3.1 Process Modeling Languages

Business Process Modeling (BPM) plays a vital role in the lifecycle of enterprise systems development. BPM is sometimes known as Business Process Management. Over the years, the scope of business processes and BPM has broadened. It ranges from process definition, workflow management system, and integration techniques. For the specification aspect, process definition is conducted by modeling activities with certain process modeling language. For the execution aspect, workflow management system is necessary for the automation and control of process execution based on process models. For the system aspect, BPM today is an enterprise integration technology complementing Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and other integration APIs.

In the history of business process modeling, numbers of process modeling languages were created, evolved and new proposals continue to emerge. Some of them cease to be used because of the evolution of the modeling methodologies, but many of them are still lively applied. Those process modeling languages exist contemporaneously due to their special expressive powers to emphasize different aspects for various application purposes. Process modeling languages might be informal, semi-formal or formal. Informal modeling language is just natural language, which is seldom used in modeling discipline. Most visual modeling languages are semi-formal modeling languages, in which there are a set of notations with semantic definitions by meta-models. Formal modeling languages are those whose semantics are rigidly defined by logic or mathematics. A semi-formal modeling language is generally easier to understand than a formal language, while the latter can enable the computation of model semantics.
Process modeling languages are distinct from each other because they have different meta-model elements/modeling constructs to represent process properties. Process properties are also generally called process perspectives in this thesis. Although the representations of process properties are various from the different modeling languages, the following perspectives of business process are often presented in most process models: structural, operational/functional, control, resources, organizational, data transaction. Structural perspective is a view of the structure of activities or processes, such as the structure of parts (sub-activity, sub-process). Operational/Functional perspective is normally represented through the descriptions about activities or functions with their inputs and outputs. Control is associated with operational/functional perspective and it emphasizes the ordering and constraints of processes. Resources of processes are those consumed or produced along the processes, and they also include tools or other mechanisms required to aid processes. Organizational perspective display the process flows between different organizations and participants involved in processes. Data transaction includes information or message transit and state change, in which data value is often involved.

Based on the discussions above, we make a paradigm of BPM (Business Process Management) systems with the focuses on process definitions (Figure 3.1), which is adapted from the Business Process Management Mind Map [14].

![Figure 3.1: The paradigm of business process management systems](image)

We in this chapter introduce several business process modeling languages. The features of each modeling language are investigated from the process definition perspective according to the paradigm of business process management systems. Being consistent with our research subject and scope, those modeling languages should be able to represent business processes on the conceptual level. That is, the process modeling languages could be used for CIM (Computation Independent Model), but not restricted only to CIM.

### 3.1.1 Petri Nets

Petri net is a formal, graphical, executable language for specifying dynamic behavior. Petri nets were introduced by C.A.Petri in the early 1960s as a mathematical tool for modeling distributed systems. It is widely used in software design, workflow manage-
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ment, data analysis, concurrent programming, reliability engineering and diagnosis of programming. As a graphical modeling language, Petri nets can visualize dynamic behavior with the nets consisting of place nodes (circles), transition nodes (bars) and arcs connecting places with transitions. Places can contain tokens. Tokens are used in these nets to simulate the dynamic and concurrent activities of systems. In a mathematical form, the state of a Petri nets can be represented as a M vector, algebraic equations, and other mathematical models governing the behavior of systems.

Due to such a small number of modeling constructs, Petri nets have the limited expressivity of the structural, resources, organizational, functional or operational perspectives. However, it performs very well on the data transaction and control perspectives. Many execution, simulation and analysis techniques and applications have been developed based on Petri nets. Numbers of extensions have also been made to deal with the drawbacks of Petri nets, such as lacking data and hierarchy concepts, not user-oriented and scope limited to process aspects. The development of high-level Petri nets and hierarchical Petri nets targets the data structuring and hierarchical decomposition issues, e.g. coloured Petri nets [64]. User-oriented visualizations and complementary modeling perspectives, e.g. for resources [30], structural [82] [83] [108], and time, have been proposed.

3.1.2 EPC (Event-driven Process Chain)

EPC is a semi-formal graphical modeling language for business process workflows. It was developed within the framework of ARIS [160] in the early 1990s. EPC has been applied in ERP system describing workflow, e.g. SAP R/3, and now more widely. Basic EPC notations only include events (hexagon), functions (rounded rectangle) and connectors which can be transformed into Petri nets, but it introduces AND, OR and XOR connectors. An example of the notations in an EPC model is illustrated in Figure 3.2. EPC emphases more on the operational/functional and control perspectives than data transaction perspective as Petri nets do. An extended EPC includes organizational units to represent roles or persons, information or resource object that can be seen as input or output to functions, and process path to describe hierarchies of EPC processes.

A major strength of EPC is claimed to be its simplicity and easy-to-understand notation. This makes EPC a widely acceptable technique to denote business processes. Unfortunately, neither the syntax nor the semantics of EPC are well-defined [190]. EPC requires non-local semantics [69], so that the meaning of any portion of the diagram may depend on other portions arbitrarily far away. Recently, an XML-based EPC — EPML (Event-driven Process Chain Markup Language) has been proposed by Jan Mendling [105]. The motivation of EPML is to support data and model interchange in the face of heterogeneous Business Process Modeling tools. Tool orientation deals with the graphical representation of EPCs and EPML is able to store various layout and position information for EPC elements [129].
3.1.3 EEML (Extended Enterprise Modeling Language)

EEML is originally developed in EXTERNAL project [59] to support development and use of interactive models\(^1\). The technological approach in EXTERNAL involves integration of several business process technologies, such as process-centric enterprise modeling, computational simulation models, hypermedia collaboration tools and emergent workflow tools. EEML is the research result of process-centric enterprise modeling. EEML is created to support process modeling across the four layers of process models:

- **Generic Task Type.** Identifying the constituent tasks of generic, repetitive processes and the logical dependencies between these tasks (so-called reference processes).

- **Specific Task Type.** Expanding and elaborating process models to facilitate business solutions. Elaboration includes concretization, decomposition, and specialization.

- **Manage Task Instances.** Detail planning, co-ordination and preparation for resource allocation concerning actual work environment and process instance.

- **Perform Task Instances.** The actual execution of tasks according to the determined granularity of work breakdown, which in practice is coupled to issues of empowerment and decentralization. At this layer resources are utilized or consumed, in an exclusive or shared manner.

EEML can be used for process and enterprise modeling on different levels (both type and instance level). Type level related to generic task type and specific task type layers are our interests. The language vocabulary of EEML is grouped into several domains. In this work, we only concern two domains: EEML process domain and EEML

---

\(^1\)Interactive model: prescribed aspects of the model are automatically interpreted and ambiguous parts are left to the users to resolve, with tool support [65].
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resource domain. EEML is a semi-formal language and has a set of graphical modeling notations. An illustrated example of EEML process model provides an overview of EEML notations for the process and resource domains in Figure 3.3. In process domain, EEML models the operational/functional perspective by task which is notated as a round rectangle with input and output (two diamonds on the left and right side within the rectangle). A task can be decomposed so that the hierarchy of process can be structured. The control perspective is represented through the flows (lines with arrow) linking tasks, milestones (diamonds along the flow with "start", "milestone" and "finish") and decision point (diamonds along the flow with logic connector like AND, OR, XOR). Organizational and resources perspectives are well supported by specifying different resource types (e.g. person, organization, information object, ...) associated with resource roles (circles in a task). It is not obvious to model the data transaction perspective in EEML although milestone could be used as "state" sometimes. Details of the EEML modeling language are described in Appendix B.

Figure 3.3: Overview of EEML modeling constructs and relationships for process and resource domains

3.1.4 UML Activity Diagram

As one of standard proposals in UML [125], UML Activity Diagrams in the behavior category are typically used for business process modeling. An Activity Diagram in UML represents the business and operational step-by-step workflows of components in a system, the overall flow of control. In UML 1.x, an Activity Diagram is a variation of the UML State Diagram\(^2\) where the "states" represent actions, and the transitions represent the activities that happen when the operation is complete. The UML 2.0 Activity Diagram, while similar looking to the UML 1.x Activity Diagram, now has semantics based on Petri nets. In UML 2.0, Activity Diagram can represent the interaction overview of e-business.

UML Activity Diagram is a semi-formal language with the following basic graphical notations [2]: initial node and activity final node (filled circle with or without border), activity (round rectangle), flow/edge (arrow), fork and join (black bar), decision and

\(^2\)UML State Diagrams depict the dynamic behavior of an entity based on its response to events, showing how the entity reacts to various events depending on the current state that it is in [2].
merge (diamond), partition/swimlane (line without arrow like a border). The notations are exemplified in Figure 3.4. Partition/swimlane is normally used to indicate who/what is performing the activities, which can specify the organizational perspective. The rest notations can represent the operational/functional and control perspectives. No particular notations are provided for the phenomena associated with data in UML Activity Diagram. However, it allows to use texts linked to the flows and activities to indicate condition, object or message passed in the process. UML Activity Diagram is often asked to be combined with other UML diagrams to model multiple process perspectives. For example, UML Use Case Diagram can capture loose collections of related activities at the high level, which might provide a view of the structural perspective of processes. After all, the lack of first class process modeling primitives is a major limitation of UML [26].

3.1.5 BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation)

BPMN is a new standard of modeling business processes and Web service processes put forth by the Business Process Management Initiative [126], which is merged with OMG organization now. BPMN is a semi-formal modeling language providing notations understandable by business users. Nevertheless, it is also created as visual
### Table 3.1: Modeling constructs of different business process modeling languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Petri Net</th>
<th>EPC</th>
<th>EEML</th>
<th>UML Activity</th>
<th>BPMN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>process path</td>
<td>process/task</td>
<td>UML use case</td>
<td>collapsed/expanded sub-processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>decomposition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational/Functional</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>functions</td>
<td>process/task</td>
<td>activity</td>
<td>task, process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(with input and output)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>transition node, arc</td>
<td>connector, flow</td>
<td>flow, milestone, decision point</td>
<td>flow/edge, fork, join, decision and merge</td>
<td>sequence flow, fork, join, decision, merging, looping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>extension with information, resource object</td>
<td>resource role, resource type</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>data object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>extension with role, person</td>
<td>resource role, resource type (organization, person)</td>
<td>partition, swimlane</td>
<td>pool, (swim)lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Transaction</td>
<td>token</td>
<td>event</td>
<td>milestone, flow with resource</td>
<td>UML state diagram</td>
<td>message flow with data object</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
modeling language for execution languages, such as BPEL4WS [58] and BPML [11]. The BPMN specification provides a mapping between the graphics of the notation and the constructs of those formal languages. BPMN intends to provide businesses with the capability of understanding their internal business procedures in graphical notations and give organizations the ability to communicate these procedures in a standard manner.

BPMN is initiated as a standard process modeling language for conventional business, B2B and services process modeling. Hence BPMN has the capabilities of handling B2B business process concepts, such as public and private processes and choreographies, as well as advanced modeling concepts, such as exception handling and transaction compensation in addition to the traditional business process notations [12]. Private business processes are those internal processes to an organization and they are traditional business processes or workflows. Public processes are also called abstract processes or interface processes according to the BPMI terminology. They represent the interactions between a private business process and another process or participant. Choreographies represents collaboration processes. A collaboration process depicts a sequence of activities that represent the messages being sent between the entries involved.

According to the BPMI terminology, the modeling constructs are the elements with corresponding notations. The main elements of BPMN are event, task, process/sub-process, sequence flow, message flow, pool, lanes, data object, fork (AND-split), join (AND-join), decision/branching point (OR-split), merging (OR-join), looping, etc. We refer those elements to the perspectives in the BPM systems paradigm. A sub-process is a compound activity included within a process. The collapsed/expanded sub-process can hide and show the details of the sub-process. Hereby, the structural perspective can be represented by BPMN through such a mechanism. Respectively, task, process/sub-process are elements for the operational/functional perspective. Tasks and processes are controlled through event, sequence flow, fork, join, decision, merging and looping. Resource can be represented by data object. Organizations are usually represented by lanes in the pool. The data transaction is specified through message flow together with data object.

The details of the BPMN specifications from BPMI can refer Appendix A. The names and the notations of the BPMN elements used in this section are from the standard proposal. When a modeling tool implements a certain modeling language (e.g. BPMN), the names and the notations might be slightly changed to adjust the tool implementation. For example, task, process/subprocess are implemented as 'Logical Process' in an enterprise modeling tool Metis [183].

3.1.6 Categorizing the modeling constructs of process modeling languages

The investigation of existing process modeling languages has shown the diversity of modeling constructs. The modeling constructs of the process modeling languages is categorized in Table 3.1 according to the six process perspectives defined in the paradigm of BPM systems.
3.2 Semantic Interoperability and Process Ontologies

Semantic heterogeneity baffles the effective management of distributed knowledge, which relates to semantic interoperability under an extensive system exchange and integration situation. Semantic interoperability issue has been studied in different domains and applications such as schema and data integration of databases, meta-data interoperation among distributed digital libraries, agent-based Web services discovery and composition, enterprise integrations and so on. Research on semantic interoperability generally is categorized as: mapping and intermediary approach. The mapping approach can be sub-classified into point-to-point mapping and global mapping. Point-to-point mapping is the particular mapping built for two participating systems. Such a mapping can maximally preserve the original semantics of each system, but it is costly when a large number of systems need to interchange with each other or new unexpected system needs to participate. Global mapping attempts to construct mappings between participant systems and a global schema [24] [17] [66]. This requires to build a global schema which is designed to be dependent of particular schemas or applications [152]. The problem of this solution is not portable and does not adapt well to the addition of new systems. The intermediary approach is to make use of intermediary mechanisms to coordinate heterogeneous semantics. Domain-specific knowledge, mapping knowledge, or rules are modeled by the intermediary mechanisms such as mediators, agents, ontologies, etc. [132]. Generally, this approach uses a machine understandable definition of concepts and relationships between concepts so that there is a shared common understanding within a community. The knowledge or rules are domain specific, but independent of particular schemas and applications. However, one needs additional tools to actually capture and represent the knowledge (i.e., specifications and mappings) needed in order to resolve semantic conflicts.

Semantic Web technology and some research results of ontology have initiated larger amount of research interests on the intermediary approach, especially applied in the applications of collaborative business (such as interoperation of enterprise processes, Web services, etc.). We apply the intermediary approach in this research work. Hence, the top-level ontology — process ontology for business process representation, and domain ontology for a given business domain are used as the intermediaries in our approach.

The process ontology is used to reconcile the heterogeneous semantics of process modeling constructs (i.e. meta-model semantics) existing in different process modeling languages. It indicates that a process ontology should include a set of meta-concepts that are able to describe the semantics of process models. In this section we survey a number of process ontologies having different motivations: BWW ontology [204] for building a modeling fundamental of information systems, MIT process handbook [99] for organizing process knowledge, TOVE ontologies [31] for creating a set of ontologies to support enterprise modeling, PSL [120] for serving as an interlingua of all types of manufacturing processes, PIF [85] for exchanging business process models across different formats and schemas, OWL-S [198] for establishing a descriptive language of Web services, WSMO [209] for describing various aspects related to Semantic Web services, POP* [139] for providing a mapping mechanism between enterprise models and modeling tools, and UEML2 [140] for creating an intermediate language of various existing modeling languages. The process perspectives of the paradigm of BPM systems
(Figure 3.1) are also applied to study the semantic representations of those process ontologies.

### 3.2.1 BWW (Bunge-Wand-Weber) ontology

BWW (Bunge-Wand-Weber) ontological constructs provide a semantic basis of meta models of conceptual models. The BWW ontology can be used as the top level ontology because the BWW ontology is initially built as a set of core constructs that underlie the computer science and information systems fields, especially for modeling tasks. Although BWW ontology is not specially created as process ontology, it covers the concepts which can be used for process modeling. BWW ontology consists of the following major concepts, namely thing, property, state, law, event, transformation and system. Those concepts are too abstract to specify semantics regarding the process perspectives. Therefore, the BWW ontology is often used as a meta-meta-model and specified further according to the modeling perspectives, e.g. the process perspectives.

The BWW ontology has been modeled in different languages, e.g. originally set-theoretic definition [204] (a formal representation), a list of textual descriptions [128] (an informal representation), entity relationship model [158] (a semi-formal representation).

### 3.2.2 MIT process handbook

The MIT process handbook project has developed rich online libraries for sharing and managing many kinds of knowledge about business. The essential activity of the MIT process handbook is to organize process knowledge in libraries, which is related to the process representation issue. Two sources of intellectual leverage are exploited for the representation: (1) notions of specialization of processes based on the ideas about inheritance from object-oriented programming, and (2) concepts about managing dependencies from coordination theory [98]. Specialization includes part specialization and type specialization. Dependencies are distinguished as flow dependencies, sharing dependencies and fit dependencies.

The representation of a process in the MIT process handbook is modeled as different types of entries of a given activity in the repository [99]:

- **Description.** Descriptions include any useful or interesting information to users such as definitions, comments, figures, sources for further information, links to other entries, or links to other Web pages.

- **Parts.** The point of view embodied in this entry is that these activities constitute one possible representation of the 'deep structure'.

- **Properties.** Any other kind of information related to a given activity: the last modification, time required to do the activity, cost of doing the activity, location of the activity, and so on.

- **Related Processes.** An extensive network of relationships among different entries.

- **Specializations.** Specialization hierarchies listing a number of levels (e.g. 18 levels in some cases) of increasingly specialized activities of the given activity.
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- Bundles. A group of related specializations. In general, they are grouped based on questions of an activity: how? what? who? when? where? and why? For most activities in the handbook, some subset of these questions provides a systematic and logical way of grouping the different specializations that appear.

- Uses. A list of activities where the given activity is used as a part.

- Generalizations. The set of activities are type processes of the given activity.

Other kinds of entries are also used in the process handbook, such as Dependencies (flow, sharing and fit), Resources (inputs, outputs, actors and locations), and Exceptions (exception types and ways of exception detection, anticipation, avoidance and solution).

For the process perspectives, the operational/functional perspective of a process is elaborated through the entries of an activity. Parts and Uses provide a structural view of activities. Resources and Bundles can specify resources and organizational perspectives. The control perspective is represented through Dependencies. The data transaction perspective is not specified explicitly through those entries.

The MIT process handbook contains generic models of typical business activities (e.g. buying, making, and selling) and specific case examples of business practices. They are classified and represented through the entries. In such a way, process knowledge in the repository looks like business process taxonomy and patterns. The semantics of entries are not formally defined for the repository but they can be represented in PIF [85] to share the process descriptions.

3.2.3 TOVE (Toronto Virtual Enterprise) ontologies

TOVE ontologies are stated as a common sense enterprise model covering a set of integrated ontologies for the modeling of both commercial and public enterprises. The TOVE consists of a set of generic core ontologies, including an activity ontology that spans activity, state, time and causality, a generic resource ontology describing the properties of the enterprise resources such as machines, electricity or raw materials, capital, human skill and information, an organization ontology spanning structure, roles, and communication, and a product ontology which includes features, parameters, assemblies, versions, and revisions. It also includes a set of extensions to these generic ontologies to cover concepts such as cost and quality. However, the primary component of the ontology is the terminology for classes of processes and relations for processes and resources, along with definitions of the classes and relations [44]. The KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format) [29] is the language providing the logical lexicon for the TOVE ontologies. The non-logical part of the lexicon consists of expressions (constants, functions, relations) that refer to concepts in some domain.

At the heart of the TOVE enterprise model lies the representation of an activity and its corresponding enabling and caused states. Activities and states specify transformations by fluent and actions. Axioms of temporal projection represent how the actions change the status of a state. A set of constants are defined for status (of state and of activities), and a set of actions are defined by functions with parameters of the state and the associated activity [101]. Evidently, the data transaction perspective can be supported by activity ontology. The states related to classes of resources
in resource ontology can represent the resources perspective. Organization ontology in TOVE includes organization-role, goal, skill, constraints, organization-membership, communication link, authority link and empowered, which covers the organizational perspective. Logic connections of process are not explicitly specified in TOVE, but the temporal axioms describe the control of the activities at the time dimension. TOVE includes the aggregation of activities by the predicate \textit{subactivity}(a,a') to present the structure perspective.

3.2.4 PSL (Process Specification Language)

The PSL project at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is addressing the interoperability issue by creating a neutral, standard language for process specification to serve as an interlingua to integrate multiple process related applications throughout the manufacturing life cycle [161]. PSL is a formally defined process specification language. The underlying language of PSL is KIF. The model theory of PSL provides a rigorous mathematical characterization of semantics of the terminology of PSL. The proof theory of PSL provides axioms for the interpretation of terms in the ontology.

PSL-Core specifies the semantics of the primitives in the PSL ontology corresponding to the fundamental intuitions about activities. In PSL-Core, there are four basic classes: \textit{Object}, \textit{Activity}, \textit{Activity Occurrence}, and \textit{Timepoint} and four basic relations: \textit{Participates-in}, \textit{Before}, \textit{BeginOf}, and \textit{EndOf}. Extensions can be made to PSL-Core. Figure 3.5 illustrates the extended modules required to define the terminology for generic classes of activities and their ordering relations. Other extensions are made to PSL-Core, such as Resource Roles, Processor Actions, and Resource Paths.

![Figure 3.5: PSL modules for generic classes of activities and their ordering relations [161]](image)

PSL-Core provides basic expressivity on the operational/functional, data transaction, control, and resources perspectives. The extensions can enrich the semantics of those perspectives.
3.2.5 PIF (Process Interchange Format)

PIF [85] aimed to develop an interchange format to help automatically exchange process descriptions among a wide variety of business process modeling and support systems such as workflow software, flow charting tools, process simulation systems, and process repositories. PIF is a formal process modeling language, whose syntax adopts that of KIF. The main classes and their relationships are displayed in Figure 3.6. The classes and the relationships are notated with rectangle box in the figure, and they are all the modeling constructs of PIF.

There are three core classes — Activity, Actor and Resource. Other classes related with the three classes through the relationships are attributes of them. It is obvious that PIF supports the structural perspective by the decomposition relationship of Activity. The operational/functional perspective can not be properly represented by lacking input/output specifications. Relationships among the class Resource provide the expressivity of the resources perspective. The control perspective can be represented through the classes such as Prerequisite, Cannot-be-concurrent, Successor, Decision and the relationships among them and Activity. Actor and their attributes can depict the organizational perspective. No data transaction is supported by PIF.

PIF provides formally-defined declarative semantics, the expressive power to represent knowledge required for a typical application knowledge base, and a structure that enables semi-automatic translation into and out of typical representation languages. PIF also adopts the frame syntax, which is an extension of the KIF syntax for representing object-based knowledge [85]. The PIF project has been merged with the PSL project at NIST, so that the PIF has been incorporated into the PSL Core and its extensions.
3.2.6 OWL-S

OWL-S is a language for specifying the Web service ontology, based on OWL, which augments current Web services architecture with semantic metadata [186]. The motivations of the applications of OWL-S are automatic Web services discovery, automatic Web services invocation and automatic Web service composition and interoper-ation [198].

Three essential types of knowledge about a service can be described with OWL-S: advertising information for prospective clients by ServiceProfile, process model by ServiceModel, and transport protocols by ServiceGrounding. A process represented by the ServiceModel is a specification of the ways that a client may interact with a service. The process ontology is a set of concepts and relationships which are used to represent a ServiceModel. The process ontology modeled in OWL classes, properties and axioms is shown in Figure 3.7.

In the process ontology of OWL-S, the operational/functional perspective is represented through process classes, parameter classes, their subclasses, and their relations. Distinguished subclasses of process — atomic process, simple process and composite process depict the structural perspective. A set of control constructs connecting processes support the control perspective. The organizational perspective is included by specifying the class participant in a process. The data transaction perspective is implicitly represented through the effect (the class result) of a process. The resources perspective is not specified in the process ontology although it might be inferred by
linking the parameters to a resource class which is defined separately from the process ontology.

The Intelligent Software Agents Lab at Carnegie Mellon University has played a critical role in the development of OWL-S from its very conception. In addition, the Softagent Group has also developed the most complete and integrated set of OWL-S development tools, the OWL-S IDE. However, OWL-S is criticized to suffer conceptual ambiguity, lack concise axiomatization, be designed too loosely and offer an overly narrow view on Web services [106].

3.2.7 WSMO (Web Service Modeling Ontology)

WSMO is a conceptual model for describing various aspects related to Semantic Web services. The objective of WSMO and its accompanying efforts is to solve the application integration problem for Web services by defining a coherent technology for Semantic Web services [210].

WSMO provides ontological specifications for the core elements of Semantic Web services. The representation of WSMO follows the MOF (Meta-Object Facility) [124] specification, and the MOF constructs Class, sub-Class, Attributes and type are used in the definition of WSMO. Every construct of WSMO is called a WSMO element. There are five top-level elements: annotations, ontologies, Web services, goals and mediators. WSMO does not contain the constructs to represent any of the process perspectives, but only provide interface to describe the functionality of the Web service. A twofold view on the operational competence of the Web service is provided: choreography decomposes a capability in terms of interaction within the Web service; orchestration decomposes a capability in terms of functionality required form other Web services. The process of Web services composition is excluded from WSMO. Another important feature of WSMO is that it introduces the elements Goal and Mediator. Goal can represent an objective of the execution of a Web service. Mediator is exploited to overcome interoperability problems between different WSMO elements. For example, a wgMediator (Web service to goal Mediator) links Web services to goals, indicating that the Web service (totally or partially) fulfills the goal to which it is linked. Such a mediator may explicitly state the difference between the two entities and map different vocabularies through the use of ooMediators (ontology to ontology Mediators) [209].

3.2.8 POP* (Process, Organization, Product and others)

POP* methodology is one of the research contributions of the EU project ATHENA [139]. The overall objective of ATHENA is to enable enterprise to seamlessly interoperate with others. The POP* methodology aims to develop a set of core modeling methodology elements for capturing collaborative enterprises design and management. It offers a model exchange device by providing a common format along with a mapping methodology to define the mappings from the various enterprise modeling languages to the common format. The POP* methodology includes a common format as the exchange format — the POP* meta-model containing a set of basic modeling constructs. There are five dimensions included in POP*, namely the Process, Organization, Product, Decision and Infrastructure dimensions [138].
The POP* meta-model is represented in UML class diagram to specify the concepts and their interrelations (including the cardinality). The properties of each concept and relationship are defined by property names and value types. Therefore, POP* can be described in the UML 2.0 Profile as a basis for further implementation of POP* as an enterprise modeling language [138]. Figure 3.8 provides an overview of the modeling constructs in the Process dimension.

Process is the central construct and the other constructs associated with it can well support the representations of the operational/functional, structural, control and resources perspectives. Transactions of state and data are implicitly represented through the constructs event and process role carried by flow. The organizational perspective is not included in the Process dimension in this version of POP*. Some organizational concepts are introduced in the Organizational dimension, but no specific relationships are defined to associate them to process.

3.2.9 UEML2 (Unified Enterprise Modeling Language version 2)

UEML was initiated by the UEML project [130] to provide industry with a unified and expandable modeling language. UEML 2.0 and UEML 2.1 are further developed in the INTEROP-NoE project [140]. The work on UEML2 in this project is aimed on characterising correspondences between enterprise modeling languages to enable model interchange. A "UEML template approach" is applied in the development of UEML2.1. This approach requires a detailed (ontological) analysis of the constructs found in enterprise modeling languages and allows to formally define correspondences between constructs in distinct languages and thereby a UEML-based core enterprise modeling
Table 3.2: Ontological representations of different process ontologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BWW ontology</th>
<th>MIT process handbook</th>
<th>TOVE</th>
<th>PSL</th>
<th>PIF</th>
<th>OWL-S</th>
<th>POP*</th>
<th>UEML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Representation primitives</td>
<td>concept set (set theory)</td>
<td>entry</td>
<td>sets of core ontology, axiom</td>
<td>class, relationship</td>
<td>class, attribute, relationship</td>
<td>class, property, sub-class</td>
<td>dimension, class, property (name &amp; value type)</td>
<td>class, property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Perspectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>extension of thing, property</td>
<td>parts, uses</td>
<td>subactivity</td>
<td>component of activity</td>
<td>composite process, simple process, atomic process</td>
<td>process decomposition</td>
<td>composite, component</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational/Functional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>extension of thing, property</td>
<td>activity</td>
<td>activity, action</td>
<td>activity</td>
<td>process (with input, output)</td>
<td>process (with input, output)</td>
<td>activeThing, input-Thing, output-Thing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>law</td>
<td>dependency</td>
<td>temporal axiom</td>
<td>ordering relationship</td>
<td>prerequisite, cannot-be, concurrent, successor, decision</td>
<td>control construct (sequence, split, split-join, any-Order, choice)</td>
<td>event, control, flow, decision point, gateway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>extension of thing, property</td>
<td>resource</td>
<td>resource ontology</td>
<td>object</td>
<td>resource, entity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>resource</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>extension of thing, property</td>
<td>who (bundle)</td>
<td>organizational ontology</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>actor, skill, group</td>
<td>participant</td>
<td>organization dimension</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Transaction</td>
<td>state, transformation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>status</td>
<td>state</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>result</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>extension of changing Attribute</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The meta-model level of UEML is based on the BWW ontology but the UEML approach encourages the addition of new ontological classes, properties, states and transformations when describing modeling constructs. The growth of the BWW ontology is referred to as the **UEML ontology** [142]. Figure 3.9 displays the main UEML ontology classes. Due to the extensibility of the core ontology, the UEML ontology is able to cover all the process perspectives through the proper extensions.

![Figure 3.9: Generalization hierarchy of UEML ontology classes [144]](image)

The UEML ontology are represented using OWL Full with the Protégé as the UEMLBase tool. The UEMLBase tool has been used for experimentally describing the following languages: (Class and Activity diagrams of) UML 2.0, CPN (Coloured Petri Net), GRL (Goal-oriented Requirements Language), KAOS (Knowledge Acquisition in automated Specification), IDEF3 (Integrated DEFinition methods – Process Description Capture), and, partially, ISO 19440; the result is the UEMLBase content that can be retrieved, visualized and navigated by using the UEMLBase tool functionality [142].

### 3.2.10 Comparison of process ontology representations

Table 3.2 displays the comparison of ontology representation primitives, and main concepts and representation mechanisms for the process perspectives. The comparison presents how the semantics of process, i.e. the process perspectives are specified in different ontological representation forms. Some of them are specified like a meta-model of process modeling languages, such as PIF, OWL-S, POP*. Some are very general and need to be extended to represent more specific process semantics, such as BWW and UEML. The MIT process handbook and TOVE provide process templates and standardized taxonomy. WSMO is unique from the other ontologies by the use of interfaces to describe the functionality of Web services, so that there are no particular ontological representations for the process perspectives but mainly for the mediation of services.
3.3 Goal Modeling

Goal is considered as an important concept to represent business strategy and support decision making. Goal models are used to represent business objectives for stakeholders and also to drive the elaboration of business requirements for business analysis and executions. The research on goal-driven methodologies brought out some goal modeling approaches and languages. From the literature, goal modeling is mostly designed as a requirements engineering method, such as KAOS [21], i*/GRL [55], GBRAM [56]. With the development of Web services, goal modeling is associated with Web services modeling for goal-driven services discovery, such as WSMO [210].

3.3.1 KAOS (Knowledge Acquisition in autOmated Specification)

KAOS [21] is a goal-driven methodology which is based on a rich framework for requirements elicitation, analysis and management. Goal modeling in KAOS is based on a goal-oriented process. The process starts with goals which are easy to understand and communicate. They describe the problems instead of the solutions, and can be refined to different levels of abstraction for incremental analysis process. With KAOS, functional and non-functional requirements are formally modeled in terms of goals, constraints, objects, operations, agents, etc. Goals are from available sources and asking why and how questions; objects, relationships and attributes are derived from the goal specifications; agents are identified and are assigned alternative responsibility based on goals; operations and domain pre-/postconditions are also identified from the goal specifications [192].

3.3.2 i*/GRL (Goal-oriented Requirement Language)

GRL is an extended version of i*, a language for supporting actor/role oriented modeling, goal-oriented modeling and reasoning of requirements, especially for dealing with non-functional requirements [40]. Main concepts associated with goals are represented by intentional elements, intentional relationships and actors. The intentional elements in GRL are goal, task, softgoal, belief and resource. The intentional relationships include means-ends, decompositions, contribution, correlation and dependency. An actor is an active entity that carries out actions to achieve goals. Goals and requirements are analyzed through modeling strategic actor relationships. The relationships are modeled through Strategic Dependency (SD) models and Strategic Rational (SR) models. In a SD model, one actor (the depender) depends on another actor (the dependee) for a dependum. According to different types of dependum, several types of dependencies are distinguished in the Strategic Dependency model, namely goal dependency, task dependency, resource dependency, and softgoal dependency. The SR model provides a more detailed level of modeling by looking 'inside' actors to model internal intentional
relationships. Intentional elements appear in SR models not only as external dependencies, but also as internal elements arranged into (mostly hierarchical) structures of means-ends, task-decompositions and contribution relationships [212]. The means-ends links provide understanding about why an actor would engage in some tasks, pursue a goal, need a resource, or want a soft goal; the task-decomposition links provide a hierarchical description of intentional elements that make up a routine; the contribution links provide elaboration of the effects from intentional elements to softgoals.

3.3.3 GBRAM (Goal-Based Requirements Analysis Method)

GBRAM [56] addresses the critical nature of the discovery process in goal analysis. GBRAM can be used in goal analysis and goal refinement/evolution. It defines a top-down analysis method refining goals and attributing them to agents starting from inputs such as corporate mission statements, policy statements, interview transcripts etc. Therefore operationalization process is provided for defining a goal with enough detail so that its subgoals have an operational definition. GBRAM distinguishes between achievement goals and maintenance goals. Achievement goals are objectives of functional processes. Maintenance goals are those goals that are satisfied while their target condition remains true. They tend to be operationalized as actions or constraints that prevent certain states from being reached. Achievement goals usually map to actions that occur in a system, while maintenance goals map to nonfunctional requirements.

In GBRAM, agents are the entities or processes that seek to achieve goals within an organization or system based on the implicit responsibility that must assume for the achievement of certain goals; constraints place conditions on the achievement of a goal; goal obstacles are behaviors or other goals that prevent or block the achievement of a given goal. GBRAM supports goal decomposition to subdividing a set of goals into a logical subgrouping.

3.3.4 Goal modeling in EEML

Goals in an EEML model can be decomposed into sub-goals and goal connectors such as "and", "or", or "xor". Those connectors can be used to specify logical relationships between the goal and its sub-goals. Besides, EEML provides more connecting relation types to associate goals with the elements in an EEML process model. The connecting relationships in the EEML goal modeling are listed in Table 3.3.

3.3.5 Goal specification in WSMO

Goal models in WSMO [210] are descriptions of Web services that would potentially satisfy the user desires. They provide the user view in the Web service usage process. Goal is represented through the capability of the Web services the user would like to have, and the interface of the Web service the user would like to have and interact with. A set of properties strictly belonging to a goal are defined as non-functional properties of a WSMO goal. A goal may be defined by reusing one or several already-existing goals by using goal mediators.
Table 3.3: EEML goal modeling relations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation type</th>
<th>Related type</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal connector</td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>Indicate relationships between goals. A goal connector is used when needing to link several goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is source of</td>
<td>person/organization (origin)</td>
<td>The person or organization that is the source of the goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applies to</td>
<td>task/resource role (target)</td>
<td>The task or resource role which the goal is relevant for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is precondition for</td>
<td>input port (target)</td>
<td>A rule to describe more precisely the condition for starting a task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is postcondition for</td>
<td>output port (target)</td>
<td>A rule to describe more precisely the condition for ending a task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is decision rule of</td>
<td>decision point (target)</td>
<td>A rule to guide the performance of a decision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is action rule of</td>
<td>task (target)</td>
<td>A rule for automation of task</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.6 Goal modeling and process modeling

Although most goal modeling methods do not directly address business process issues, the modeling primitives in those modeling languages are close to process modeling elements, such as actor, task, resource. However, those goal modeling methods do not provide mechanisms to associate goal models to legacy process models. The i* /GRL approach analyzes requirements with strategic dependencies among goals, actors, tasks and resources. In KAOS requirements specification, goals are refined into constraints, objects and operations which are assigned to agents. Actor or agent, resource or object, task or operation and constraint are usually modeling constructs in most process models. That discloses the underlying relationships between goal models and process models. EEML [59] includes goal modeling as one of its four modeling domains. Different types of connecting relationships between goals and process models are defined in EEML goal modeling. WSMO [210] has goals to represent an objective for which fulfillment is sought through the execution of a Web service. The association of a goal and Web services is established through the capability of Web services and a set of ontology mediators. For a business driven SOA, intentional service modeling [157] describes a service in business terms, i.e. goals and to organize their publication, search and composition of the basis of these descriptions. A goal in the intentional service model is described as a state to be reached or maintained by the service. Operation of a business goal is executed through a composition of derived intentional services from MAP [156], a process model expressed in a goal driven perspective.

3.4 Semantic Annotation Methods and Tools

Semantic annotation is currently regarded as an approach to enable the Web content machine-understandable in order to achieve the Semantic Web applications. Such a kind of approach usually requires an annotation schema or reference ontologies with explicitly-defined, consensually-agreed, and machine-understandable semantics to annotate the content.

Semantic annotation methods have been proposed to be used in giving semantics to unstructured digital resources, such as digital documents, Web pages and images by
providing unified structured metadata. Emerging semantic annotation of Web services is relating concepts in Web services to domain specific ontologies, such as MWSAF (METEOR-S Web Service Annotation Framework) [133].

Manual annotation is a tedious work. Semi-automatic and automatic annotation can facilitate this task. Some efforts on automatic and semi-automatic semantic annotation of textual documents have already done in [32] and [70]. Usually, the text extraction using some lexical analysis and grammatical functions is applied to achieve the semi-automatic annotation. AI technologies and semantic mapping are often used in Web services for the semi-automatic semantic annotation.

3.4.1 MnM

MnM [184] is an annotation tool to support both automated and semi-automated semantic markup of Web pages. MnM integrates a Web browser with an ontology editor and provides open APIs to link to ontology servers and for integrating information extraction tools [193]. With the browser, users can have an overview of the knowledge models which are stored on the ontology server. A set of tags defined in the ontology are selected to annotate segments of text on web pages. MnM uses SGML/XML format tags and inserts them into the document.

A machine learning technique is applied for information extraction in MnM. The manual tagged documents are treated as training corpus over which a learning algorithm is run to learn the extraction rules. Learning can result in a library of induced rules which can be used to extract information from texts. The extracted information is sent to the ontology server and fills predefined slots associated with an extraction template. The slots are the properties of a particular class defined in the ontology. MnM can handle multiple ontologies at the same time and allows inherited definitions to be displayed for ontology editing and browsing. Moreover, MnM can access ontology servers through APIs, and also access ontologies specified in a markup format, such as RDF and DAML+OIL [193].

3.4.2 KIM (Knowledge & Information Management)

KIM [127] is a knowledge and information management platform for automatic semantic annotation, indexing and retrieval of Web documents. The automatic semantic annotation in KIM can be seen as a classical named-entity recognition (NER) and annotation process. The NE (Named-Entity) type is specified through a reference to the KIMO (KIM Ontology) with the focus on named entity classes. KIMO is a lightweight top-level ontology including some basic distinctions between entity types (such as locations, agents, events, situations), real-world entity types of general importance (e.g. meetings, employment positions, commercial, government), and characteristic attributes and relations for featured entity types. The KIM KB (Knowledge Base) aims to provide quasi exhaustive coverage of the most important entities in the world. The entities stored in KB are instances with their proper classes and aliases. The entity descriptions in KB and the KIM ontology are stored in the same RDF(S) repository. Thus, KIM provides for each entity reference in the document (i) a link (URI) to the specific class in the ontology, and (ii) a link to the specific instance in the KB [136].
3.4. SEMANTIC ANNOTATION METHODS AND TOOLS

The dual mapping allows the information extraction process to be improved by providing disambiguation clues based on attributes and relations [153]. KIM uses GATE’s document management functionality and other generic NLP components such as Tokenizer, Part-of-Speech Tagger, and Sentence Splitter [136] in the information extraction processing.

3.4.3 AeroDAML

AeroDAML [72] is a knowledge markup tool applying NLP (Natural Language Processing) techniques to automatically generate DAML annotations from Web pages. The natural language information extraction techniques are used to assign words and relationships to ontologies as instances of DAML classes and properties. A commercial information extraction product called AeroText is used in AeroDAML as the NLP component. There is a common knowledge base in AeroDAML which contains domain independent rules for extracting proper nouns and relations. DAML generation components are used to translate the extraction results into a RDF triple model by referencing an ontology. As a result, the RDF model is serialized to a DAML annotation. Two levels of default ontologies can be referenced: the lower level ontology from the common knowledge base and the top level ontology from the WordNet noun synset hierarchy. In addition, a custom ontology can also be input as the reference ontology in the annotation.

3.4.4 OntoMat-Annotizer

OntoMat-Annotizer (OntoMat for short) is a component-based, ontology-driven annotation tool for Web documents. It is the implementation of CREAM (CREAting Metadata for the Semantic Web), a framework for an annotation environment. In the CREAM method, an ontology is represented by statements expressing definitions of DAML+OIL classes and properties. Based on those definitions, annotations are a set of instantiations of classes, attributes and relationships that attached to an HTML document. Annotations are described through the metadata which are derived from ontology definitions. Such metadata is stated as relational metadata because it contains relationship instances [49].

OntoMat supports both manual and semi-automatic annotation. The semi-automatic annotation approach is developed in S-CREAM (Semi-automatic CREAM) The semi-automatic metadata creation takes advantage of information extraction techniques to propose annotations to metadata creators. A learnable information extraction component – Amilcare [16] is integrated in S-CREAM.

3.4.5 MWSAF (METEOR-S Web Service Annotation Framework)

MWSAF [133] is a framework for semi-automatic annotation of Web service descriptions with relevant ontologies. MWSAF is developed under the METEOR-S project [187]. METEOR-S provides a mechanism to add data, functional, execution, and QoS (Quality of Service) semantics to WSDL files and a comprehensive framework for Semantic Web composition is provided in MWSCF [166].
Ontologies referenced in the annotation are modeled in DAML, RDF-S, or OWL. WSDL descriptions use XML Schema to provide the basic structure of the data to be exchanged by Web services. Hence, a SchemaGraph is used as a common representation format to facilitate the match between an ontology model and a XML Schema. Through the SchemaGraph, pairs of comparable concepts from the ontology model and WSDL descriptions are found. The semi-automatic annotation of MWSAF is accomplished through **Element Level Match** and **Schema Level Match** between the comparable ontology concepts and WSDL concepts. The element level match is the measure of the linguistic similarity between two concepts based on their names. Some NLP techniques are applied in the element level match, such as NGram, synonym matching, abbreviation expansion, stemming, tokenization, etc. [159]. The schema level match is the measure of structural similarity between two concepts. The structural similarity is calculated by the geometric mean of sub-concept similarity and sub-concept match. Sub-concepts of an ontology concept are the property concepts of the ontology class, while sub-concepts of WSDL descriptions are the elements of a "complexType" entity in the XML Schema. A ranking mechanism to find the best matching is employed after a WSDL concept has been compared against all the concepts from the ontology.

### 3.4.6 SAWSDL (Semantic Annotations for WSDL and XML Schema)

SAWSDL [201] as a W3C recommendation is aimed to provide an annotation mechanism to add semantics to WSDL descriptions and XML Schemas. The annotation mechanism is accomplished through the extension attributes of WSDL and XML Schema elements to reference concepts from semantic models. A semantic model could be any machine-interpretable representations about an area of knowledge or some parts of the world, e.g. ontologies or mapping documents. The extension attributes fit within the WSDL 2.0, WSDL 1.1 and XML Schema, so that the annotations are embedded in WSDL files and XML Schema. The semantic annotation results are supposed to be used in the Web service publishing, discovery and composition. Moreover, the data mapping of XML Schema types to and from an ontology by the annotation can be used for invocation.

SAWSDL defines the extension attributes **modelReference**, **liftingSchemaMapping** and **loweringSchemaMapping**. The first one is used to annotate a concept in some semantic model to a WSDL or XML Schema component. The component include XML Schema type definitions, element declarations, attribute declarations as well as WSDL interfaces, operations, and faults. The latter two are added to XML Schema element declarations and type definitions for specifying the URIs that reference mapping definitions. **liftingSchemaMapping** defines how an XML instance in a schema is transformed to data in a semantic model. Reversely, **loweringSchemaMapping** denotes how data in a semantic model is transformed to XML instance data [201]. The annotation attributes have prefix "sawsdl", e.g. `sawsdl:modelReference`, `sawsdl:liftingSchemaMapping`.

In the SAWSDL specification, multiple semantic annotations are allowed to be associated with WSDL elements. No restriction is made on the ontology expression language and mapping languages.
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3.4.7 Semantic annotation schema in the INTEROP project

Semantic annotation of enterprise models is the research topic of the Task Group 4 (Semantic Enrichment of Enterprise Modeling, Architectures and Platforms) of the INTEROP project. The purpose of the annotation is to enhance the interoperability of enterprise models in the applications of model exchange, model transformation and model traceability.

As the research results, a semantic annotation schema is proposed based on a set of semantic annotation concerns. The following elements are defined in the annotation schema: identification of the annotation, annotation types, textual description of the annotation content, identification/location of the annotation target, formal definition of the annotation content (e.g. expression of complementary information) [143]. The annotation schema is displayed in Figure 3.10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annotation Id: Annotation identifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uninformal Content</strong> = Natural language comments explaining the intent of the annotation;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annotation Type</strong> = for example, it could be one of:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Decoration</strong>: annotations are comments associated with the annotated object;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Linking</strong>: annotations are links;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Instance Identification</strong>: the annotated object is an instance of a given class and the annotation content (Ref2Ontology) is a link to that class (( \omega_i ));</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Aboutness</strong>: no assertion is made about the existence of an instance of the concept, but there is a loose association with the concept;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- <strong>Pertinence</strong>: the target of the annotation may be of interest for the annotated object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ref2Ontology</strong> = (reference (( \omega_i )) to the ontology concept(s) related to the current model concept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constraints</strong> = (might be written using OCL, with references to the ontology or to the meta-model, when these ones are represented as UML class diagrams).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.10: Schema for semantic annotation of enterprise models [143]

The schema is extendible. It is extended in [145] by three complementary annotations, i.e. structural annotation, lexical/terminological annotation, and behavior annotation. Structural annotation concerns the semantic mapping of modeling constructs at the meta-model level; lexical/terminological annotation refers the names associated with the constructed artifacts to a commonly agreed definition of terms; behavior annotation is used to explicit specify the business logic, the procedures, the rules and the policies of the annotated object.

No specific tool is developed to implement this approach. The automation of the annotation process is neither concerned in this project.
3.4.8 ASTAR

A* is the ATHENA semantic annotation system, which is partially supported by the ATHENA project [57]. A* is a Web application connected with ATHOS tool and with THEMIS tool — two tools are used to model the resources in RDF repositories. Ontology-based semantic annotation in this system is aimed at reconciling semantic heterogeneity among business and technical resources. The following semantic mismatch cases are identified in Table 3.4 [145].

A* allows four increasing levels of annotation, namely terminological, path, simple and full level annotations.

- **Terminological Annotation.** By such annotation, terms are associated with a set of terms from the ontology. Usually naming mismatch, content mismatch and abstraction mismatch can be reconciled by terminology annotation.

- **Path Annotation.** The structure of the schema and the ontology are compared. Complete paths, from the root element to the leaves, of the annotated schema are associated with a set of paths of the ontology. Such annotation can solve the semantic problems such as structural mismatch, subClass-Attribute mismatch, schema instance mismatch and content mismatch.

- **Simple annotation.** At this level it is possible to specify the type of mismatch that each annotation intends to cover. Such information will be re-used for Attribute Granularity mismatch; Encoding mismatch; Precision mismatch, among others.

- **Full Semantic Annotation.** It is a complex annotation including OWL expressions.

3.4.9 Discussion on the survey results of annotation tools and methods

Most of annotation tools and methods in the survey are for unstructured Web textual resources, such as MnM, KIM, AeroDAML and OntoMat-Annotizer, because there have been many research activities and development in this area. For those unstructured information, the annotation is to structure and supply semantic descriptions for information. Information extraction is one of the techniques often applied for the automation of the semantic annotation of the textual resources. We have also surveyed the semantic annotation of structured information — WSDL information for the Web services discovery and composition, such as MWSAF and SAWSDL. Since WSDL is already structured, the annotation is to build the mapping between the structured information and the ontological concepts and relations. Some NLP techniques can also be employed to automate the mapping. Very few work has been completed on the semantic annotation of semi-structured information. Having the both characters of the unstructured and the structured, the semantic annotation of semi-structured information should be able to formalize the structure of information and also build the links between information and ontology. We has included the related work in the INTEROP project, which presents some initial ideas and surface results about the semantic annotation of enterprise models. Another related work — A* provides a tool to annotate models in order to develop future model transformations. The limitation of A* is that
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Document Schema</th>
<th>Reference Ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naming</td>
<td>different labels for the same concept</td>
<td>request for quotation indicated as: RFQuote</td>
<td>request for quotation indicated as: RFQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute Granularity</td>
<td>the same information is decomposed into a different number of attributes (or sub-attributes)</td>
<td>Telephone is represented as a single string</td>
<td>Telephone is a composition of hasPartCountryCode, hasPartAreaCode, hasPartLocalPhoneNumber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structuring</td>
<td>different design structures in organizing the information</td>
<td>Buyer is directly linked to PurchaseOrder</td>
<td>Buyer is linked to the Parties concept and Parties is linked to PurchaseOrder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubClass-Attribute</td>
<td>an attribute, with a predefined value set, is represented by a set of subclasses, one for each value</td>
<td>the type RawMaterial can be represented as an enumeration ('iron', 'copper')</td>
<td>1 or as two subclasses: iron subClassOf RawMaterial, copper subClassOf RawMaterial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schema-Instance</td>
<td>data holding schema information. In the DS example, the semantics of the second field (Name) depends on the value of the first field (Role). In the RO, the semantics is fully captured in the attribute names.</td>
<td>ContacInfo are represented as a pair: Role and Name. While Role is an enumeration = 'Director', 'Secretary', Name is a string</td>
<td>ContacInfo has one field for each Role, which is indicated in the attribute name: DirectorName, SecretaryName, both strings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encoding</td>
<td>different formats of data or units of measure (a Weight expressed in different unit of measure)</td>
<td>Weight expressed in ounces</td>
<td>Weight expressed in kilograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>different content denoted by the same concept - typically expressed by enumeration (the concept described by different enumeration items)</td>
<td>Payment Terms=(30days, 60days, 90days)</td>
<td>Payment Terms=(30days, 45days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>presence/absence of information (a given information is considered in the RO, but not in DS)</td>
<td>preferredDeliveryDate is not considered in the DS</td>
<td>preferred delivery date is present in the RO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>the accuracy of information</td>
<td>Size of a pallet expressed by three integer values: height, length, width</td>
<td>Size of a pallet expressed by a constant conventional value: (small, medium, large)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction</td>
<td>level of specialisation/refinement of the information: generic vs detailed representation</td>
<td>DeliveryTerms</td>
<td>DeliveryTerms gets specialized into: NationalDeliveryTerms and InternationalDeliveryTerms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Lossless mismatches and examples
models must be expressed in RDF format and based on ATHOS metamodel. Moreover, the full semantic annotation in OWL expressions are not supported yet.

3.5 Requirements for Semantic Annotation Systems

Based on the above survey, we have identified a list of requirements for a semantic annotation system, some of which we are targeting in our work.

1. The system should be able to present and parse annotation source models which are originally in certain formats and representations.

2. The system should provide an ontology browser for the overview and manipulation of ontological knowledge.

3. Semantic annotation schema or metadata should be supplied (pre-defined) or generated (ontology-based) by the system.

4. The annotation procedure should be easily manipulated by users with the system, i.e. easy to locate 'annotee' (e.g. entity in source model) and 'annotater' (e.g. concept in ontology) during the annotation.

5. The system should support the maintenance of annotation results (e.g. embedded vs. stand-off annotation).

6. Multiple-ontology references (e.g. different levels of ontologies) might be supported in the system.

7. Different types of annotations (e.g. instance identification, URI links, and other semantic relationships) might be supported.

8. Semi-automation or automation of annotation might be considered in the system.

9. The system might be able to serialize annotation for reuse of annotation results in different systems.

10. It might be possible to conduct semantic inference among ontology-based semantic annotations.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have investigated the diversity of the modeling constructs defined in a number of existing business process modeling languages. The modeling constructs have been categorized according to the process perspectives. The categories illuminates the possibility to map the modeling constructs between different modeling languages in each process perspective. We have also surveyed a number of different process ontologies. Through the survey, we have compared the ontological representations of process perspectives in different process ontologies. The comparison results provide some principles of ontological representations of a process ontology which we can apply in our process ontology proposal for the semantic annotation purpose.
In the goal modeling survey, we have found some overlapping modeling constructs in goal modeling and process modeling, such as actor or agent, resource or object, task or operation and constraint. That discloses the underlying relationships between goal models and process models. Connecting relationships in EEML goal modeling provide more explicit view of such links between goals and processes.

A list of requirements have been identified based on the survey of the annotation tools and methods. Although they are not tailored to the semantic annotation of process models, they provide a good baseline — what a semantic annotation tool should look like and how to develop an ontology-based semantic annotation approach.
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Semantic Annotation Framework for Process Models

As we have discussed previously, process properties of a business process model are represented by meta-model elements/modeling constructs of a modeling language, and model solutions are represented by model elements composed of the modeling constructs. Common expressions of process properties and context references make the heterogeneous process models reconciled and comparable. The enhanced semantic interoperability can facilitate the management and reuse of those process models. In this chapter, a basic semantic annotation framework [94] [92] [93] for process models is presented. The framework provides a common semantic schema to express process properties and reference the heterogeneous solutions of business process models to a consensual representation of systems’ context.

Before we present our framework, we discuss the theoretical basis of this work, and then we elaborate the structure and components of the framework. Under such a framework, a general process ontology is introduced and used as the reference ontology to annotate process properties. A set of semantic mapping rules are defined as the annotation method, and a semantic annotation model is introduced as the annotation schema.

4.1 Theoretical Basis

The theoretical basis underlying our proposal is Ogden & Richard’s semiotic triangle [121], which has been mentioned in section 2.2.1. We use the semiotic triangle to analyze semantic heterogeneity of process models. Ontology plays a major role in our semantic annotation approach, which is also fitted into the semiotic triangle. Thus, in this section we discuss about the relationship between the process models and ontology in the context of semantic interoperability based on the semiotic triangle.

4.1.1 Semiotic triangle

The semiotic triangle is applied in both information modeling and philosophy disciplines. The theory describes relationships between reference, sign and concept (refer to
section 2.2.1). Based on the semiotic triangle we can build the relationships between model, meta-model, modeling language and ontology as shown in Figure 4.1. In the triangle, a model is a conceptualization of referents and it is represented as a set of model denotations in a certain modeling language. Model denotations are signs which signify concepts in the model. The model is an instance of a meta-model, and the meta-model defines a modeling language. A concept is a mental perception which is in a human’s mind. One concept referring to a referent can be represented differently. On the other hand, representations of different concepts may look similar in two models. The differences are results of the way of conceptualization of modeling or representations of model denotations defined in a modeling language. The semantic heterogeneity existing in different models can therefore be distinguished at the model and the modeling language level (we also call it the meta-model level).

![Figure 4.1: Relationships between ontology, model, meta-model and modeling language in the semiotic triangle](image)

In order for a machine to understand the heterogeneous semantics in the models (e.g. various signs of referents referring to the same concepts or synonym signs of referents referring to different concepts), a common understanding of concepts has to be formalized in a machine-interpretable way. An ontology is created for this purpose. In the semiotic triangle, the semantics of concepts are formally in a standard i.e. they are represented as an ontology. Ontologies aid the sharing of knowledge on the basis of the assumption that there is a single reality and the sharing is a matter of aligning the way different people or systems think about it [70]. Therefore, in the semiotic triangle
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concepts can be conceptualized as an ontology in a consensual way.

A meta-model is also a model – a model of the modeling language. For a meta-
model, a modeling referent is a meta-model element or modeling construct, and a
modeling sign is the notation of a meta-model element. A modeling sign standing for
a meta-model element is used to represent a modeling concept in a certain modeling
domain. Semantic heterogeneity problems will still occur on the meta-model level pro-
vided that a meta-model is a model. We assume that a modeling ontology can provide
the common conceptualization of modeling concepts referring to the same modeling refer-
ents. According to Leppänen’s OntoFrame [87], a meta-model can be adapted from
a modeling ontology. The semantic heterogeneity of modeling languages can there-
fore be reconciled through the modeling ontology. Based on this theory, we annotate
the meta-model of a modeling language with the modeling ontology in this research.
The relationship between modeling language, meta-model and modeling ontology is
displayed in Figure 4.2.

![Figure 4.2: Relationships between modeling ontology, meta-model and modeling language in the semiotic triangle](image)

4.1.2 Semiotic triangle for process modeling

In the context of our research, process meta-model, process modeling language, process
model, process model denotation and process ontology are specified in the semiotic
triangle (Figure 4.3). We also include model levels in the figure to explicate the positions
of those modeling concepts. The model levels are adapted from the model level ontology
in [87] to show the different levels of process models. Process meta-model and process
model are both models. Process meta-models are categorized at the meta level, and
process models are at the type level. In this research, we focus on process models at
the type level including their meta models at the meta level. Process models at the
type level are the resources of process knowledge in our context.
4.2 Overview of the Framework

We use ontology-based semantic annotation to deal with the interoperability of heterogeneous process models. The semantic annotation approach is developed and refined in a semantic annotation framework, which contains profile annotation, meta-model annotation and model annotation.

4.2.1 Ontology-based annotation

In this approach, ontology provides a standard representation of terminology and conceptualization to reconcile the semantic heterogeneity of different models. Corresponding to the two-level semantic heterogeneity — meta-model and model level, we need two kinds of ontology: an ontology to relate constructs across different process modeling languages, as well as an ontology to reconcile and align domain specific terminology used in process models. A general and global process ontology can be used to annotate
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Figure 4.4: Semantics reconciliation of process models through ontology-based annotation
the specific and local process meta-model element. The concepts in a local process modeling language usually have the is_a relationship with the concepts from a global process ontology. If the global process ontology can cover all the semantics of the local modeling language (i.e., the local modeling language is a subset of the global process meta-model ontology), the annotation work can keep the complete semantics of the local modeling language. If the local process modeling language is more expressive than the global process ontology (i.e., the set of notations of the local modeling language is larger than the global one), the model will lose some of the semantics which are not annotated by the global process ontology. For those lost semantics, referencing the meta-model of the modeling language is necessary.

A domain ontology provides the standardized terminology and conceptualization of a particular domain. We suppose that a certain domain ontology is agreed and used to reconcile the semantics of model contents. The ontological concepts are referenced by model contents through simple URIs or semantic relationships.

Figure 4.4 provides a depiction of the basic idea of ontology-based semantic annotation. Process models PM and PN are respectively represented in process modeling languages M and N. The notations used in process models are instances of modeling concepts defined in meta-models. For example, the notation for PM1, PM2 and PM4 is an instance of MA, and PN1, PN2 and PN3 are instances of NA. The semantics of the notations are defined in meta-models. In order to reconcile the semantics of the notations, a process ontology is used to mediate the mapping between meta-models M and N. For instance, MA and NA are annotated with a same ontological concept POx in the process ontology, which means notations of MA in PM (PM1, PM2 and PM4) stand for the same meta-model element as notations of NA in PN (PN1, PN2 and PN3). However, model contents in those notations should also be semantically reconciled to understand both models, i.e. what domain phenomenon the notations represent. A domain ontology is referenced to annotate model content. Usually the model contents represented by the same meta-model element are comparable. For example, the contents of PM1, PM2 and PM4 should be reconciled with PN1, PN2 and PN3. Since PM1 and PN1 are annotated with a same domain ontological concept DOx, they are interpreted as semantically equal concepts when comparing the two models. If the contents of two model constructs with different meta-model elements reference to a same domain ontological concept, they are not considered as semantically equal. Although the contents of PM3 and PN4 have a same ontology reference DOy, they are not same because they do not share a same modeling ontological concept at the meta level (POy for PM3 and POz for PN4). In this way, various representations of process models are aligned and reconciled through the reference ontologies, i.e. the process ontology and domain ontology.

4.2.2 Annotation aspects

Annotation in this work is intended to expose the process knowledge carried by heterogeneous process models. In general, the annotation should be able to provide both an overview and a sophisticated comprehension of the process knowledge. We therefore include a profile annotation to profile process models as products. In the profile annotation, a set of metadata is defined to describe the significant characteristics of a
process model from a general view. Comprehending a process model depends on the understanding of the semantic representations of process modeling languages and model contents. We use meta-model and model annotation to catch and represent the process knowledge in the models through building reference relationships between models and ontologies.

Technically, process models to be annotated are serialized into XML representations. During the annotation, the meta-model schema of process models are mapped to a common process ontology in OWL. Model contents in the XML file are transformed into the OWL annotation model. Domain ontologies are referenced by the model contents in the OWL annotation model.

### 4.3 Profile Annotation

Basic and characteristic features of a process model are described by a set of metadata in a profile annotation. A profile contains information about a process model such as the problem domain of the model, the name of the model and the location of the model etc. We categorize metadata elements for the profile annotation according to four types of metadata — administrative, descriptive, preservation, technical and use [4] (see Table 4.1).

- **Administrative**: Metadata used in managing and administering information resources.
- **Descriptive**: Metadata used to describe or identify information resources.
- **Preservation**: Metadata related to the preservation management of information resources.
- **Technical**: Metadata related to how a system functions or Metadata behave.
- **Use**: Metadata related to the level and type of use of information resources.

Usually, the profile information is manually input by annotators. In order to prevent the semantic heterogeneity in the input values, a set of categories and taxonomy are chosen to be referenced for profile annotation. For example, a list of standard abbreviations for the natural languages (e.g. 'EN' for English) are predefined for the value of `dc:language`.

### 4.4 Meta-model Annotation

Semantic heterogeneity problems of diverse process modeling languages can be solved through mapping two modeling languages to each other, or mapping languages to one common process modeling language. Meta-model annotation in our framework deals with this problem by mapping different meta-mode elements to ontological concepts in a process ontology. A process ontology is not supposed to be a new process modeling language but provide a way to represent process knowledge. Therefore, compared with certain process modeling languages, the process ontology provides only general semantics for process modeling but essential semantics for process knowledge.
### Table 4.1: Metadata for profile annotation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Element Label</th>
<th>Cardinality</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>profileAnno:model_version</td>
<td>{0,1}</td>
<td>Version of the process model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>profileAnno:version_date</td>
<td>{0,1}</td>
<td>Date when this version of the process model was created</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>profileAnno:URI</td>
<td>{1,1}</td>
<td>A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is a compact string of characters for identifying the process model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>profileAnno:URL</td>
<td>{1,1}</td>
<td>A Uniform Resource Locator (URL) where the process model can be accessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>dc:creator</td>
<td>{1,N}</td>
<td>Persons or organizations primarily responsible for making the structure and content of the process model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>dc:publisher</td>
<td>{1,1}</td>
<td>A person or an organization responsible for making the process model available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>dc:date</td>
<td>{1,1}</td>
<td>Date of availability of a process model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive</td>
<td>dc:language</td>
<td>{1,1}</td>
<td>Natural language of contents of a process model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservation</td>
<td>profileAnno:documentation</td>
<td>{0,N}</td>
<td>Different formats of description of the content of the process model (e.g. an abstract, an overview of how the process model has been developed, a graphical representation of the process model, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>profileAnno:modeling_language</td>
<td>{1,1}</td>
<td>A modeling language the process model was created in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>profileAnno:language_version</td>
<td>{0,1}</td>
<td>A version of the modeling language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical</td>
<td>profileAnno:modeling_tool</td>
<td>{1,N}</td>
<td>Modeling tools (including the version of the tools) which support the process model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>profileAnno:used_in</td>
<td>{0,N}</td>
<td>Projects and/or applications in which the process model is used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>profileAnno:examplemodel_URL</td>
<td>{0,N}</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Locator (URL) where examples of the process model can be accessed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


4.4. META-MODEL ANNOTATION

4.4.1 GPO (General Process Ontology)

For meta-model annotation, a process ontology is an explicit and formal specification of concepts which are used to model processes in general. It is supposed to provide common and core semantics of process modeling constructs. We have investigated a number of process modeling languages and process ontologies in Chapter 3. Most of them were not initiated for annotation purposes and are not represented in OWL, except OWL-S. OWL-S is designed to describe processes of Web services in OWL. Although a process model in our approach may be regarded as a service, the difference between a Web service and a process model is that a Web service is executable and uses programming-like control constructs as their basic building blocks which are inadequate for all the modeling issues, especially for the type level of modeling. Therefore, we propose a new ontology for meta-model annotation purpose in our framework.

It is difficult to build an ontology to cover all the semantics of various modeling constructs, which would be very complicated. To facilitate the annotation, representations of the ontology should be easily understandable and able to preserve enough semantics of process knowledge. As Musen stated [109]: "Although no simple predicate tells us unambiguously whether a particular specification is an ontology, we can still agree on certain things. We can agree that ontologies enumerate the salient concepts in an application area." A process ontology therefore consists of core concepts which can present the process perspectives specified in Chapter 3.

We set a design principle of the process ontology as simple but comprehensive for modeling process knowledge. Based on such principle, we create an ontology for process modeling, namely General Process Ontology (GPO).

Main concepts defined in GPO

The main concepts in GPO are Activity, Artifact, Actor-role, Input, Output, Precondition, Postcondition, Exception and WorkflowPattern. GPO consisting of those concepts and their relationships are represented using RML [168] in Figure 4.5.

- **Activity** is a central concept which composes a process. Activity is a synonym of process. However, we also found Process is seldom a construct or just a package construct in most process modeling languages because it is obvious that a process model describes processes. Event is used to trigger Activities but it is sometimes used like an Activity. It also sometimes mixed with state. In order to avoid any ambiguity of those concepts, event and state are not included in GPO. We still think event and state are crucial for process models at the execution level but less at the conceptual business process level. We therefore use the concept Activity in our general process ontology. An activity may be an atomic activity or a composed activity represented by the aggregation relation between activities, i.e. one activity is a subActivity of another activity.

- **Artifact** represents something involved in an activity such as product, information, tool and software.

- **Input** and **Output** of an Activity specify what are consumed and produced by this activity respectively. The way an Artifact is involved in an activity can be
specified through its relations with inputs or outputs.

- **Actor-role** is the one who interacts with an activity. Although actor and role are two different concepts, we combine these into one to represent that a role is acted by an actor and an actor is a person, or an organization or a system that operates the activity. The role is not acted by any artifact which is distinguished from the definitions of role in some modeling languages, e.g. ResourceRole in UEML.

- **Precondition** and **Postcondition** represent respectively constraints before an activity starts and after an activity ends. Pre- or Post-conditions may also directly constrain inputs and outputs of activities.

- **Exception** provides additional information about failures of a process or any exceptional cases in a process. The exception can be handled by activities.

- **WorkflowPatterns** represent orderings of different activities. WorkflowPattern can be refined into several specific patterns according to the workflow patterns defined in [191], such as **Choice** (*Exclusive Choice*, *MultipleChoice*, *ParallelSplit*), **Merge** (*SimpleMerge*, *MultipleMerge*, *Synchronization*) and **Sequence**, which are basic control workflow patterns supported by most process modeling languages with logical symbols like AND, OR and XOR. The aim of including workflow patterns in GPO is for the user to navigate preceding, succeeding, synchronizing and exclusive activities, because those workflow patterns denote semantics of process orders.

![General Process Ontology](image)

**Figure 4.5:** General Process Ontology

**Process perspectives in GPO**

With regard to the process perspectives from the paradigm of BPM systems (defined in Chapter 3), GPO has following correspondences: GPO uses **Activity** together with
Input and Output to represent the operational/function perspective. Decomposable Activities and their subActivities can be applied to specify the structural perspective. The resource and organizational perspectives can be presented through the specifications of Artifact and Actor-role respectively. The control perspective of a process is represented by Precondition, Postcondition of Activities and a set of WorkflowPatterns and Exception to link Activities. No particular concept is identified to represent the data transaction perspective but the links between Artifact and Input or Output can be used to specify changes of data values associated with a certain Artifact.

4.4.2 Mapping rules in Meta-model annotation

GPO is a mediator for semantic reconciliation of process modeling concepts and it should not be seen as a new process modeling language, but a means to annotate the process modeling constructs. In a meta-model annotation a process modeling language is annotated manually by annotators. The procedure of meta-model annotation is in fact to set mapping rules between the GPO concepts and process modeling language constructs or meta-model elements. The mapping rules consist of both one-to-one and one-to-many correspondences between the GPO concepts and modeling language constructs or meta-model elements. More complicated cases might occur, such as a correspondence between a GPO concept and a combination of several modeling constructs or meta-model elements. To define mapping rules for different cases, we categorize three types of modeling constructs — AtomicConstruct, EnumeratedConstruct and ComposedConstruct. Each single modeling construct is an AtomicConstruct, an EnumeratedConstruct is a list of several AtomicConstructs, and a ComposedConstruct is composed of several AtomicConstructs.

Mapping Rules:

- One-to-one mapping: a GPO concept is referred by an AtomicConstruct (e.g. GPO:Activity) is mapped to EEML:Task;
- One-to-many mapping: a GPO concept can be referred by several modeling language constructs respectively which are enumerated in an EnumeratedConstruct (e.g. GPO:Artifact) can be mapped to EEML:Information Object or EEML:Material Object;
- One-to-combination mapping: a GPO concept is referred by a combination of those modeling language constructs in a ComposedConstruct (e.g. GPO:WorkflowPattern is mapped to a combination of EEML:Flow and EEML:Decision Point).

Different technologies can be employed to represent the mapping rules, such as XML, RDF/RDFS or OWL. An OWL representation is exemplified below. A namespace metaAnno is used to encode meta-model annotation in these three mapping cases:

```xml
<metaAnno:AtomicConstruct rdf:ID=CONSTRUCT_ID>
  <metaAnno:refers_to rdf:resource=&GPO_ONTOLOGY#MODELING_ONTOLOGY_CONCEPT/>
  <metaAnno:modeling_language_construct rdf:resource=&MODELING_LANGUAGE#LANGUAGE_CONSTRUCT/>
</metaAnno:AtomicConstruct>
```
Once the mapping rules are defined for a certain process modeling language, process models in that process modeling language can be described by the GPO concepts, i.e. the GPO concepts are used as metadata to annotate process semantics. We call the process models described by the GPO metadata as GPO-annotated process models. A GPO-annotated process model will be formalized in a process semantic annotation model (PSAM) in section 4.6.

4.5 Model Annotation

The purpose of model annotation is to annotate model (contents) with domain ontologies. Models (contents) are instances of the meta-model and those instances usually describe certain domains. The representations of domains are often various due to diverse uses of terminology and conceptualization, resulting in semantic heterogeneity of model contents. Domain ontologies are agreed as standard representations and semantic definitions of domain concepts by annotation users. Semantic heterogeneity of model (contents) can be reconciled by referencing ontological concepts represented in domain ontologies. In model annotation, the annotation method is building semantic mappings or relationships between model contents and domain ontologies.

The mapping method for model annotation

Different mapping strategies can be used between concepts in the model and the domain specific ontology. They can be simple rules applied in meta-model annotation – by referring specific model contents in modeling constructs to corresponding domain concepts. More complicated mappings can be defined through refined semantic relationships between concepts used in models and concepts defined in a domain ontology.

Simple reference. If a simple mapping by reference is applied, it assumes that almost all concepts in the model have equal or approximately equal concepts in the
ontology. The semantic relationship of mapping can be defined as one type – refers_to. We have adopted such a mapping strategy in our method for meta-model annotation to build the correspondences of concepts between modeling languages and GPO. In the model annotation, users can choose this strategy provided the concepts in the models are very close to the concepts in the domain specific ontology. The strategy of simple reference is easy to apply and also makes it relatively simple for the machine to infer the mapping relationships without complicated algorithms.

**Refined semantic relationships.** Concepts used in process models are variously defined initially for different projects. Therefore, it might be difficult to find equally defined concepts in the domain specific ontology for process models. However, since they are still within one domain, there must be some semantic relationships between the concepts in models and in ontologies. In order to represent the semantic relationships precisely, we define some refined semantic relationships to link the concepts between models and ontologies for the model annotation.

The model annotation can be accomplished with the help of meta-model annotation, because the models related to domain information are usually artifacts, actor-roles, activities and exceptions. Artifacts and actor-roles are usually static concepts in the domain ontology. Activities and exceptions are usually related to the task concepts in the domain ontology.

Semantic relationships and the corresponding annotation denotations generally used for the model annotation are listed in Table 4.2. Both synonym and polysemy relationships are symmetrical. Note that same_as and different_from are not at the individual level like the OWL individuals relationships. Hypernym and hyponym are inverse relationships. Usually concepts in the ontology are more general, while model concepts are relatively concrete for specific projects. Thus, kind_of is more often used than super-Concept_of when annotating model concepts with ontology concepts. We provide more human sense expressions of meronymic relationship for artifacts, actor-roles, activities and exceptions respectively. For artifacts, we use part_of, e.g. Engine is a part of Airplane; for actor-roles, we use member_of, e.g. Airline is a member of Air Alliance; for activities, we use phase_of, e.g. Flying is a phase of Traveling; for exceptions, we use partialEffect_of, e.g. Payment is cancelled is a partial effect of Booking has failed. The inverse relationship of meronym is holonymic relationship, which is seldom used in this framework because of the similar reason described for the hyponym relationship.

It is possible to represent some of the semantic relationships with OWL expressions, such as owl:equivalentClass for synonym, owl:disjointWith for polysemy, rdfs:subClassOf for hypernym and hyponym. Those OWL expressions can be used to displace the corresponding annotation notations for OWL inference. If an annotation model and a reference ontology are both represented in OWL, the inference can be made on the two OWL files. For example, a concept C_m in the annotation model is specified as same_as an ontology concept O_1, and O_1 is defined as rdfs:subClassOf another ontology concept O_2 in the ontology. An inference result could be C_m is sub-Class of (kind_of) O_2 too.

After the meta-model annotation, the model can be described as a GPO-annotated process model. Accordingly, the model annotation can be done directly in the GPO-annotated process model instead of the original model. Thereby, the model annotation notations will also be formalized in the process semantic annotation model in section
Table 4.2: Semantic relationships, corresponding annotation denotations, and OWL constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic Relationship</th>
<th>Annotation Denotation</th>
<th>OWL expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synonym</td>
<td>alternative_name(terminology level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>same_as(concept level)</td>
<td>owl:equivalentClass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polysemy</td>
<td>different_from</td>
<td>owl:disjoinWith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypernym</td>
<td>kind_of</td>
<td>rdfs:subClassOf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyponym</td>
<td>superConcept_of</td>
<td>rdfs:subClassOf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meronym</td>
<td>part_of(Artifact)</td>
<td>rdfs:subClassOf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>member_of(Actor-role)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>phase_of(Activity)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>partialEffect_of(Enemy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holonym</td>
<td>compositionConcept_of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instance</td>
<td>instance_of</td>
<td>OWL Individual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Process Semantic Annotation Model

As described in section 4.4, a process model is represented by the GPO concepts after the meta-model annotation. The model annotation is then applied on the contents of the GPO-annotated model. In this section, we formalize the GPO-annotated model as a process semantic annotation model (PSAM). The domain ontology for a certain domain is built or selected by domain experts for the model annotation.

Definition 1. **PSAM containing the concepts of GPO and domain specific ontology is defined as follows.**

\[
PSAM = (AV, AR, AF, WP, I, O, \Theta_{pre}, \Theta_{pos}, E, PD)
\]

Where \( AV \) is a set of activities composing a process, \( AR \) is a set of actor-roles interacting with a process, \( AF \) is a set of artifacts participating in a process, \( WP \) is a set of workflow patterns, and each workflow pattern denotes an ordering of activities. \( I \) is a set of input parameters, \( O \) is a set of output parameters, \( \Theta_{pre} \) is pre-conditions when a process starts, \( \Theta_{pos} \) is post-conditions when a process ends, \( E \) is a set of possible exceptions occurring during a process. \( PD \) is a subset of the domain ontology \( D \) concepts, i.e. \( PD \subseteq D \), including static ontology concepts and task ontology concepts.

Definition 2. An activity can be considered as a simple process. Therefore an annotated activity is described as follows.

\[
AV_i = (id, model_fragment, name, alternative_name, has_Actor_role, has_Artifact, has_Input, has_Output, is_in_WorkflowPattern_of, has_Precondition, has_Postcondition, has_Expected, has_subActivity, same_as, different_from, kind_of, superConcept_of, phase_of, compositionConcept_of, instance_of)
\]
Each element in a PSAM model has an id and name to uniquely identify the element. Model_fragment is the identifier of model fragment in the original process model for keeping the link between the annotated model fragment and its annotation information. Alternative_name provides a synonym of the name at the terminology level. Elements has_Actor - role, has_Artifact, has_Input, has_Output, is_in_WorkflowPattern_of, has_Precondition, has_Postcondition, has_Exception, has_subActivity denote the relationships between the activity and other related elements according to the GPO definition. The ids of the related elements are used in those relationships. We use same_as, different_from, kind_of, superConcept_of, phase_of, compositionConcept_of to annotate the activities with the domain ontology concepts, i.e. using semantic relationship to map an activity to a concept in the domain ontology. instance_of is to specify the modeled activity is an instance of the domain ontology class.

Definition 3. An actor-role is a person, agent or organization that interacts with an activity. The annotated actor-role is represented as follows.

\[ AR_i = (id, model\_fragment, name, alternative\_name, same\_as, different\_from, \]
\[ \text{kind\_of, superConcept\_of, member\_of, compositionConcept\_of, instance\_of}) \]

Definition 4. An artifact is a thing consumed, used or produced in an activity.

\[ AF_i = (id, model\_fragment, name, alternative\_name, same\_as, different\_from, \]
\[ \text{kind\_of, superConcept\_of, part\_of, compositionConcept\_of, instance\_of}) \]

Definition 5. A workflow pattern represents the type of the ordering of activities.

\[ WP_i = (id, model\_fragment, name, alternative\_name) \]

Refined workflow patterns are defined as follows.

\[ Choice_i = (id, model\_fragment, name, alternative\_name, has\_inActivity, \]
\[ has\_outActivity, has\_logicConnector) \]

Where the cardinality of has_inActivity is 1. The has_logicConnector element of ExclusiveChoice_i, MultipleChoice_i, and ParallelSplit_i has value XOR, OR or AND respectively.

\[ Merge_i = (id, model\_fragment, name, alternative\_name, has\_inActivity, \]
\[ has\_outActivity, has\_logicConnector) \]

Where the cardinality of has_outActivity is 1. The has_logicConnector element of SimpleMerge_i, MultipleMerge_i, and Synchronization_i has value XOR, OR or AND respectively.

\[ Sequence_i = (id, model\_fragment, name, alternative\_name, has\_inActivity, \]
\[ has\_outActivity) \]
Where the cardinalities of both has_inActivity and has_outActivity are 1.

**Definition 6.** Input and output are defined as parameters of an activity, which include value and data type. They are usually related to artifacts participating in the activity.

\[ I_i = (id, \text{model_fragment}, \text{name}, \text{alternative_name}, \text{data_type}, \text{related_artifact}) \]

\[ O_i = (id, \text{model_fragment}, \text{name}, \text{alternative_name}, \text{data_type}, \text{related_artifact}) \]

If the same artifact related with both input and output parameters of an activity, the state of the artifact must change through this activity. We call it transformation.

**Definition 7.** Precondition and postcondition are presented by expressions to constrain input and output. The constraints are usually used as contract in services or process composition.

\[ \Theta_{\text{pre}} = (id, \text{model_fragment}, \text{name}, \text{alternative_name}, \text{related_input}) \]

\[ \Theta_{\text{post}} = (id, \text{model_fragment}, \text{name}, \text{alternative_name}, \text{related_output}) \]

**Definition 8.** Exception happens in an activity and it can be handled by an activity.

\[ E_i = (id, \text{model_fragment}, \text{name}, \text{alternative_name}, \text{handler_activity}, \text{same_as}, \text{different_from}, \text{kind_of}, \text{superConcept_of}, \text{partialEffect_of}, \text{compositionConcept_of}, \text{instance_of}) \]

Exception will be annotated using predefined exception types in a domain ontology. The activity handling the exception is pointed out by handler_activity.

PSAM is modeled in OWL when it is implemented for annotation applications. Appendix G.1 presents the OWL representation of a complete PSAM.\(^1\)

### 4.7 A Simple Example of Process Semantic Annotation

There is a business process model to describe a very simple process of buying merchandise. It can be reused in any specialized and complicated purchase process. We assume it is originally built in EEML [77]. This purchase process contains only a task 'purchase'. There are two person roles in this task named 'Client' and 'Seller'. The process starts with a milestone 'agreed deal' and ends with a milestone 'deal finishes'. One flow links from 'agreed deal' to the input port of the task 'purchase' and another flow links from the output port of 'purchase' to 'deal finishes'. A resource role 'Order' coming to the input port is and another resource role 'Receipt' is out of the output port. The EEML process model of a purchase process is illustrated in Figure 4.6.

We applied the semantic annotation approach to annotate the purchase model. The EEML modeling constructs are annotated with GPO concepts in meta-model annotation. In this case, EEML modeling constructs are mapped to the GPO concepts

\(^1\text{A complete PSAM contains the part of PSAM presented in this chapter and the extension part of PSAM in Chapter 5.}\)
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Figure 4.6: EEML process model example: purchase process

following the mapping rules for meta-model annotation. For example, the EEML Task is one-to-one mapped to the GPO Activity. Based on the meta model annotation, the GPO concepts will take the place of the corresponding process modeling constructs to describe the process. A domain ontology is employed to annotate the model contents which are described in the process annotation model. For instance, the EEML task "purchases" is a GPO activity, and this activity is annotated as a kind of domain ontology concept 'buy' in the PSAM model. Figure 4.7 illustrates the annotation results of the purchase model.

We exemplify parts of the PSAM instance of annotation results which are represented in OWL. The example here is only a demo of the OWL representation. In the demo the data type of model_fragment is defaulted as URI and the data types of other properties are not specified, which can be compared with the PSAM instances in OWL from exemplars in Appendix H2.

```
<GPO:Activity rdf:ID="av1">
  <GPO:model_fragment rdf:resource="&eeml_purchase;#oid6"/>
  <GPO:name>purchases</GPO:name>
  <GPO:alternative_name>Purchase</GPO:alternative_name>
  <GPO:has_Actor-role>
    <GPO:Actor-role rdf:resource="#ar1"/>
  </GPO:has_Actor-role>
  <GPO:has_Actor-role>
    <GPO:Actor-role rdf:resource="#ar2"/>
  </GPO:has_Actor-role>
  <GPO:has_Actor-role>
    <GPO:Actor-role rdf:resource="#ar3"/>
  </GPO:has_Actor-role>
  <GPO:has_Input>
    <GPO:Input rdf:resource="#in1"/>
  </GPO:has_Input>
```

2The exemplars are introduced in Chapter 7.
<GPO:has_output>
  <GPO:Output rdf:resource="#out1"/>
</GPO:has_output>

<GPO:Actor-role rdf:ID="ar1">
  <GPO:has_output>
    <GPO:Output rdf:resource="#out1"/>
  </GPO:has_output>
  <GPO:kind_of rdf:resource="&domonto;#buy"/>
</GPO:Actor-role>

<GPO:Actor-role rdf:ID="ar2">
  <GPO:Input rdf:ID="in1">
    <GPO:model_fragment rdf:resource="&eeml_purchase;#oid11"/>
    <GPO:name>Order</GPO:name>
    <GPO:alternative_name>Order</GPO:alternative_name>
  </GPO:Input>
</GPO:Actor-role>

Figure 4.7: Annotated EEML process model example: purchase process
4.8 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a semantic annotation framework to manage semantic heterogeneity of process models from the following perspectives: basic description of process models (profile annotation), process modeling languages (meta-model annotation), and process models (model annotation). Two ontologies are used for annotation purposes: General Process Ontology for meta-model annotation, and a domain ontology for model annotation. Furthermore, we have defined a set of mapping strategies for guiding users to annotate models.

As a formal result of the proposed framework, the process semantic annotation model (PSAM) provides a common semantic annotation schema for annotating semi-structured IS solutions. A PSAM model describes the process properties of a process model fragment in a way of representing process knowledge, and contents in the PSAM model are mapped to context references for domain semantic reconciliation. Process models are therefore transformed into process knowledge of IS solutions which are represented in the PSAM models after annotation. The PSAM models are supposed to be able to help the human and machine to understand heterogeneous process models with reconciled process semantics.

An extension of the semantic annotation framework will be elucidated in next chapter. The framework is extended by adding pragmatic metadata, namely providing a method to specify intentions of systems' owners, which are achieved through process models.
Chapter 5

Extension Semantic Annotation — Goal Annotation

In this chapter, we elucidate the annotation of process models and process model fragments with a goal ontology to specify organizational objectives (i.e. intentions of systems’ owners) achieved by processes. The aim of goal annotation is to pragmatically facilitate recognizing process knowledge conveyed by heterogeneous process models based on the enriched intentional semantics of processes [95].

A goal ontology is a set of conceptualized goals and relationships among them. Based on the investigation of several goal modeling methods applied in requirements engineering and process modeling, we propose goal ontology design principles and semantic representations.

Goal annotation is a procedure to organize and define the process knowledge with goal ontology, i.e. building relationships between process models and pre-defined goal concepts. Defining those relationships is the major task of goal annotation, which indicates what relationships are supported in annotation and how annotation can be implemented. Consequently, the goal annotated models can be queried and reused in a goal-driven method with the goal ontology.

5.1 Goal-Driven Process Knowledge Discovery

As knowledge, business process models are required and reused for achieving business objectives or goals. On the other hand, a process model describes the capability and utility of a process, i.e. how the process achieves certain results. Therefore, goals can be used to describe what a knowledge user desires when searching and applying process models, which is known as goal-driven discovery approach. In such a way, the knowledge user does not need to specify models’ identification such as name or location of the process models, but only specify his/her business objectives or goals to query the models. The search engine finds the process models through mapping the goal request and capability of process models. This approach provides a pragmatic way for users to discover knowledge because goals are obvious for users to specify their request. The discovery process is a black box for users who have no idea of the availability (existence and location) of desired process models. Goal-driven discovery is also transparent for
process models since there is no need for representations of process models but only for process capability specifications.

To facilitate the goal-driven discovery, capability of processes should be explicited in process models. However, most process modeling languages do not supply such a mechanism. Even if they are goal-supported modeling, they typically differ in various languages. Moreover, the representations of capability might also differ by terminology and conceptualization, which are common problems in any heterogeneous models. By extending our semantic annotation framework, a goal ontology is adopted to annotate process models for specifications of the process capability. With a goal ontology, the user can specify his/her goal request. The goal-driven discovery process is to match goal requests with goal annotation of process models through the goal ontology definitions.

In goal annotation, a goal ontology provides definitions of a set of business objectives or goals. In requirements engineering, business objectives or goals can be described in natural language or specified in goal models. Goal models are usually made for requirements elicitation and then used to derive process models. Goal modeling methods in requirements engineering provide references for building a goal ontology. When implementing a goal annotation, we need to establish the relationships between process models and the goal ontology. Goal annotation becomes one element of the semantic annotation framework which complements the approach from a pragmatic perspective.

5.2 Goal Ontology for Semantic Annotation

In this work, business goals are formalized in a goal ontology, which provides semantic representations of goals in a consensual way for different organizations. The focus in this section is goal ontology modeling. Firstly, we start from the discussion about the principles of goal ontology modeling in our approach. Based on the principles, we then define our goal ontology model in OWL.

5.2.1 Goal ontology design principles

Since we focus on process models, the first design principle is that the goals to be linked to process models should be process achievable. Thus, the research will not include the goals related to technical factors such as the usage of computing resources or financial aims like reaching a certain amount of gross profit. Furthermore, the process knowledge in our research is at model level not at instance level. Accordingly, goals defined for a certain domain are relatively abstract but not very concrete for an application. We are concerned with for example, the accomplishment of customers ordering of a cell phone but do not interested in the instance goal like satisfying Joan’s ordering of SAMSUNG E568. In order to organize goals at a rational abstraction level, a goal ontology is domain specific and organized into categories.

As the second design principle, the corresponding relationships between a goal ontology and a process model should be easily built to facilitate the goal annotation. Many goal modeling languages have modeling constructs which are relevant to process modeling, so that those goal modeling approaches from the literature could be referred to model goal ontology concerning this principle. Distinct from those goal modeling languages, a goal ontology is used to normalize the semantic representation of agents’
intentions not to analyze goals for requirements elicitation, specification or validation. The goal analysis mechanism can find out from why to how, but a goal ontology just focuses on why. Hereby, we should tailor those goal modeling approaches for our purpose rather than just reuse them.

However, in the existing goal modeling methods, goals are represented informally or semi-formally, and they are not machine-understandable. A goal ontology provides references of goal concepts for annotation users to annotate process models, and the annotation results are supposed to be machine-understandable in order to enable machine to manipulate process knowledge discovery and reuse. Therefore, semantics of goal ontology should be both human- and machine-interpretable, which is the third design principle. We use OWL to represent a goal ontology and they are well modeled in classes, properties and relationships. The details of modeling the goal ontology in OWL are further elaborated in next section.

5.2.2 Semantic representations of a goal ontology

Following those principles, we make a meta-model of the goal ontology. In this meta-model, the goal ontology is defined based on goal categories and goal targets.

A goal is a condition or state of affairs in the world that stakeholders would like to achieve [40]. Soffer et al. [167] defines a goal as a set of stable states. In [205], state of a thing is described as the vector of values for all property functions of a thing. In the context of process modeling, states must be represented as values for properties of process and properties of objects involved in process. That is, a goal can be expressed as states of activities (e.g. "delivery is processed") or states of artifacts (e.g. "receipt is received"). The goal target could be Activity or Artifact. Usually the 'accomplished' is regarded as the goal state of an activity, whilst the state of an artifact has to be specified for different goals. Goal is an organizational concept and goals are held by stakeholders. 'Actor' is defined to represent the goal owner in i*/GRL and 'Agent' is applied in KAOS when analyzing the potential goal realizer. Actor-role is therefore the goal target in the goal ontology as well. In KAOS, goals are non-operational objectives and constraints are operational objectives. Although constraints are not goals, goals can be operated by constraints [21]. In this sense, Constraint is also the goal target. Some goals may be represented as constraints statements, e.g. the quality constraints (wrt. time, cost, security etc.) to processes according to domains. The relationships between Goal and those targets are simply defined because the purpose of the goal ontology is not to analyze the goal like those existing goal modeling methods. The targets show the different perspectives of viewing a goal. These targets are represented in the same way as the concepts in PSAM, which provides potential links between a goal ontology and process models.

In general, goals can be classified into hard goals and soft goals [110]. Hard goals are related to functional requirements and they are obviously supported by process. Soft goals are about global qualities of a system. Most of soft goals are related to non-functional requirements (colloquially "-ilities"). Soft goals do not have clear-cut criterion for their satisfaction, and they are satisfied when there is sufficient positive and little negative evidence for this claim [110].

Relations of goals should be specified in a goal ontology. A goal could be represented
in a relatively general sense (e.g. security goal) or in a specific way (e.g. safe payment), so the subsumption relationship should be supported. Relations between two goals having the same or different effects can be regarded as semantic equivalence or semantic difference. Decomposition relation – an important characteristic found in most goal analysis should be specified in the goal ontology too.

Based on the above analysis, semantics of goals in a goal ontology are specified through categories, expression perspectives and relationships. OWL Classes and Properties provide a way to define the semantics of goal concepts. Standing for goal categories, Hard Goal and Soft Goal are two upper level classes for all goals in general. Hard goals are functional and usually they are domain-dependent, so they are usually specific from different domains. Soft goals can be described generally in a set of "-ilities" (which are regarded as soft goal category), and also specific according to domains. Attributes and relations of a goal class are represented through owl:DatatypeProperty and owl:ObjectProperty respectively. Based on the analysis of expression perspectives, we know that a goal can be represented through specifying the targets such as Activity, Artifact, constraint and Actor-role. If those targets are already defined in domain ontology as classes, a goal can establish relationships with them. Otherwise, the goal uses attributes to represent them. To make the terminology consistent (with GPO), we name the relations/attributes as targetActivity, targetArtifact, targetRole and targetConstraint. State is modeled as an attribute of Artifact, which is associated with the targetArtifact of a goal.

The subsumption relationship (owl:subClass) is used to represent goal hierarchy. A simple part-whole relationship represent goal composition. OWL does not provide any built-in primitives for part-whole relations (as it does for the subclass relation). However OWL contains sufficient expressive power to capture most, but not all, of the common cases [200]. We therefore apply a simple part-whole relationship to represent the decomposition of goal concepts. The 'part' goals contribute the impacts to the 'whole' goal. The logic connections (OR, AND, XOR) between the parts are not considered in the goal ontology due to two reasons as follows. First, it is the representational capability of OWL. Second, such concrete goal analysis mechanisms are not necessary for a goal ontology. A goal ontology should be general to applications and decomposition of a goal depends on a specific application. A goal ontology is more like a taxonomy of goal concepts serving for semantically-aligned goal representation. Hence, the terminology presenting goal concepts in a goal ontology should be normalized. In addition, some general attributes such as ID, name, description are attached to a goal class to identify a goal concept. Semantic representation of a goal ontology is specified in the meta-model shown in Figure 5.1.

5.3 Relations between Process Models and a Goal Ontology

We can see that based on the design principles of a goal ontology modeling, underlying relations between process models and a goal ontology becomes clear. These relations can be used to derive goal annotation relationships of process models.

We start by clarifying some concepts involved in the relations. We assume that a
process model depicts a process, and a process consists of numbers of activities. As we have defined in GPO, an activity may be an atomic activity or a composite activity. In our semantic annotation framework, we define that a process model comprises a set of activities ($AV$) and an activity can be decomposed into sub-activities. If an activity in a process model is not an atomic activity which is composed of a set of related activities, it is regarded as a process model fragment in this context. A goal ($g$) can be linked to a whole process model or to a process model fragment. We assume that process models are already organized into a decomposable hierarchy of activities referencing a domain ontology in the model annotation phase. Each level of activities in the hierarchy can be considered as goal annotation targets.

**Definition 9.** In the semantic annotation framework, a process model ($PM$) can be partitioned into several process model fragments ($PMF$). Each PMF comprises a set of hierarchically organized and decomposable $AV$.

$$PM = PMF \otimes PMF \text{ and } PMF = AV \otimes AV$$

**Definition 10.** Any goal concept ($g$) in a goal ontology ($G$) is possibly related to an activity ($av$) in a $PM/PMF$:

$$\forall (g, av) \text{goalRelated}(g, av) \text{ } \text{ } (a)$$

- if the property $\text{targetActivity}(av')$ of a $g$ is same or synonymous with $av$:

$$\exists (av') \text{targetActivity}(g, av') \land av' = av \text{ } \text{ } (b)$$

- if the property $\text{targetArtifact}(af')$ of a $g$ is related to the output of $av$ and the State ($s'$) of $af'$ is the value of the Output ($o$) of the Artifact ($af$):

$$\exists (af', af, s', o) \text{targetArtifact}(g, af') \land \text{hasState}(af', s') \land s' = o \supset \text{hasOutput}(av, o) \land af' = af \supset \text{relatedTo}(o, af) \text{ } \text{ } (c)$$

\(^1\text{Note: An atomic activity can not be decomposed, but it is not an event either.}\)
• if the property targetRole \((ar')\) of a \(g\) is related to an Actor-role \((ar)\) involved in \(av\):

\[
\exists (ar') targetRole(g, ar') \land ar' = ar \supset hasActor\text{-}role(av, ar)
\]

\(d\)

• if the targetConstraint \((c')\) expressed in a \(g\) is involved in (involvedIn) pre-Condition \((pre)\), postCondition \((post)\) or Exception \((e)\) of \(av\):

\[
\exists (c', pre, post, e) targetConstraint(g, c') \land (\text{involvedIn}(c', pre) \supset hasPrecondition(av, pre) \lor \text{involvedIn}(c', post) \supset hasPostcondition(av, post) \lor \text{involvedIn}(c', e) \supset hasException(av, e))
\]

\(e\)

Therefore,

\[(a) \equiv (b) \lor (c) \lor (d) \lor (e)\]

Those definitions denote how an activity might be associated with a goal by specifying the facts of an activity that might affect a goal. Checking above cases through matching algorithms can automatically provide a list of possible goal annotations. The decisions of the desired goal annotations are left to the annotators. We hereby call such a mechanism semi-automatic goal annotation.

**Definition 11.** A goal ontology \((G)\) comprises a set of hard goals \(G^h\) and a set of soft goals \(G^s\).

\[G = \{G^h, G^s\}\]

The relations are further specified based on the context of the process models and the goal ontology. We define the relations as follows:

**Definition 12.** Hard goals can be achieved by an activity or activities. I.e. the relation between an activity \((av)\) and a hard goal \((g^h)\) is \(\text{achieves}(av, g^h)\).

**Definition 13.** Soft goals can be positively or negatively satisfied by an activity or activities. I.e. the relation between an activity \((av)\) and a soft goal \((g^s)\) is \(\text{positively\_satisfies}(av, g^s)\) or \(\text{negatively\_satisfies}(av, g^s)\).

Since the activities in the process models are decomposable, the relation between goals and a composite activity could be inferred based on the relations between goals and component activities.

**Definition 14.** If an activity \((av)\) is a component of another activity \((av^\Delta)\) in a process model/model fragment, \(av\) is the subactivity of \(av^\Delta\), i.e. \(\text{subActivityOf}(av, av^\Delta)\). \(av^\Delta\) is a Composite Activity in that model.

Usually the effects of hard goals achieved by a subActivity can contribute to its composite activity. That is,

**Definition 15.** If \(av\) is the subactivity of \(av^\Delta\) and \(av\) achieves \(g^h\), \(av^\Delta\) achieves \(g^h\):

\[
(\forall (av, g^h) \exists av^\Delta) \text{subActivityOf}(av, av^\Delta) \land \text{achieves}(av, g^h) \rightarrow \text{achieves}(av^\Delta, g^h)
\]
5.4 PSAM WITH GOAL ANNOTATION

However, the effects of soft goals can not be simply passed in the same way as hard goals. To a composite activity, the contribution of a soft goal from a subactivity might be enhanced or reduced by other subactivities which positively or negatively satisfy the same soft goal. The contribution could be calculated if the effects of soft goals are quantified. This issue is only simply considered in our current work by simple contribution calculation rules. All effects of soft goals are regarded as the same.

The contribution of a soft goal to a composite activity is determined by comparing the numbers of subactivities which positively satisfy and negatively satisfy the same soft goal. That is,

Definition 16. Let a $g^s$ is positively satisfied by $N$ subactivities, and is negatively satisfied by $M$ subactivities in a composite activity $av'$. Consequently,

- **positively_satisfies** $(av', g^s)$, if $N > M$
- the effect of $g^s$ is counteracted for $av'$, if $N = M$
- **negatively_satisfies** $(av', g^s)$, if $N < M$

The relations between goals and activities defined in this section will be applied to build annotation links between the goal ontology and process models in the goal annotation. That is to say, the metadata schema of the goal annotation for process models is:

| ActivityID | achieves | positively satisfies | negatively satisfies | GoalID |

5.4 PSAM with Goal Annotation

With goal annotation in the semantic annotation framework, the PSAM includes the references of the goal ontology.

$PSAM = (AV, AR, AF, WP, I, O, \Theta^{\text{pre}}, \Theta^{\text{pos}} E, PD, PG)$, where $PG$ is a subset of goal ontology ($G$).

The annotated activity is also updated as follows and the complete PSAM can be represented in OWL (see Appendix G.1).

Definition 17. $AV_i = (id, model\_fragment, name, alternative\_name, has\_Actor\_role, has\_Artifact, has\_Input, has\_Output, is\_in\_WorkflowPattern\_of, has\_Precondition, has\_Postcondition, has\_Exception, has\_subActivity, same\_as, different\_from, kind\_of, superConcept\_of, phase\_of, compositionConcept\_of, instance\_of, achieves|positively\_satisfies|negatively\_satisfies)$
5.5 Goal Annotation Procedure

In goal oriented requirements engineering, goal analysis and modeling is usually a top-down procedure — decomposing high level goals down to lower level goals and operational activities. Goal annotation is a bottom-up procedure — first annotating low level sub-activities and then annotating higher level activities and finally the whole process model with goal ontology. Focusing on the activity, we describe the goal annotation procedure accompanied with the meta-model annotation and model annotation in a UML Activity diagram in Figure 5.2. Through meta-model annotation, activities are identified by the markup Activity in PSAM. In the model annotation phase, if a domain ontology is available as the activity references, the identified activities are annotated with concepts in domain ontology references via the semantic relations such as same_as, different_from, kind_of, superConcept_of, phase_of, and compositionConcept_of. If the domain goal ontology is available, the possible links between the activities and the goal ontology can be checked based on the relations described in section 5.3. We
employ the annotation from the component activities to the composite activities. The contributions of the goals annotated to the low level component activities can be passed to or calculated for their upper level composite activities.

In goal annotation, we modify goal annotation relations through \(\text{achieves} \_{\text{Goal}}/\text{positively} \_\text{satisfies} \_{\text{Goal}}/\text{negatively} \_\text{satisfies} \_{\text{Goal}}\) in previously defined PSAM in Chapter 4. An example of goal annotation of an activity that achieves a hard goal is as follows:

\[
<\text{psam:Activity rdf:ID="ID"}>
<\text{psam:model_fragment rdf:resource="&MODEL_NAMESPACE#MODEL_ID"}>
...
<\text{psam:achieves rdf:resource="&GOAL_ONTOLOGY#GOAL_ONTOLOGY_CONCEPT"}/>
\]

### 5.6 Summary

As an extension of the semantic annotation framework, a goal annotation approach has been elaborated in this chapter. The goal annotation has been designed for a goal-driven management of heterogeneous process models on the conceptual level. Since business process models as IS solutions were created for achieving the intentions of systems’ owners, a new problem to achieve similar intentions might reuse those solutions. Goal annotation helps humans and machines to locate the process knowledge by specifying the goals of process models.

The approach relies on a goal ontology, which provides common semantic representations of goal concepts. A goal ontology reconciles intentional semantics represented in heterogeneous models. The purpose of the goal annotation is twofold: 1) to enrich the semantics of the objectives of processes; 2) to provide a pragmatic way to find process knowledge based on business goals. Based on a set of goal ontology design principles, we proposed a way to describe the semantics of goals for process model annotation purpose. We have also discussed relations and rules between process models and goal ontologies. The formalization of the relations can be implemented to facilitate an automatic or semi-automatic goal annotation procedure in practice. In our semantic annotation framework for process models, process models are first described by PSAM (process semantic annotation model) after meta-model annotation, and then referenced with domain ontology in model annotation. Goal annotation is therefore employed based on the domain annotated PSAM models.
Chapter 6

Pro-SEAT (Process SEmantic Annotation Tool)

In order to facilitate semantic annotation of process models, we have developed a prototype of the semantic annotation tool — Pro-SEAT (Process SEmantic Annotation Tool). The tool implements the proposed semantic annotation framework. Development of the tool included planning system modules, defining data structure, designing annotation algorithms, and implementing functions and user interfaces. The tool supports all the phases of the semantic annotation procedure. In addition, a query-based model navigator is included in the tool.

6.1 Components of Prototype Environment

Pro-SEAT is an isolated application, independent of modeling tools. As an annotation tool, it is used to attach additional information in models. However, we need to import existing process models into the annotation tool. This requires the annotation tool to read models created by certain modeling tools. In this work, we take Metis\(^1\), a modeling product from Computas partner Troux Technologies, as our modeling environment. Metis supports different modeling languages, such as UML, EEML and BPMN by its powerful Metamodel Developer. Models created by Metis are formatted in XML which is analyzable by XML parsers. The annotation tool therefore contains functions to parse and read Metis models.

OWL technology is chosen for modeling ontology in the proposed semantic annotation approach. Therefore, the annotation tool should provide an OWL ontology browser and an ontology selection to support the ontology-based annotation. In the prototype, we integrate the Protégé-OWL API which can parse and manipulate OWL ontologies. An OWL ontology could be edited by any ontology editors, including the Protégé-OWL.

The current version of the semantic annotation tool — Pro-SEAT can read original process models created in Metis and OWL ontologies. The main task of the tool is to apply the annotation framework to build relationships between models and ontologies.

\(^1\url{http://www.computas.com/templates/Page_____371.aspx}
As an output of the system, the annotation result is stored in an OWL instance file, separately from the original process model.

6.1.1 Process modeling environment — Metis

Metis is an enterprise modeling environment. Metis provides a Metis Architect including:

- Model Browser. Provides end-users with ability to view (read-only) models published on the Internet or local area network.
- Model Annotator. Model reviewers can offer comments and feedback in "sticky note" style. Annotated models provide an easily accessed audit of proposed model changes and decisions.
- Model Editor. Creates visual models from enterprise data and can accommodate change on a detailed, operational level to assure information relevancy. It also allows users to publish models to a web server.
- Model Designer. Targets the more advanced modelers responsible for visual display and dynamic behavior of models, objects, and relationships.
- Model Developer. Offers a powerful development tool for advanced developers who need to create, adapt, or extend objects, relationships, and search criteria within a meta-model template.
- Data Import Facility. Allow users to visually model how external data should be imported into Metis.

Metis is a family of integrated products for visual model development and publishing plus a repository. Metis is a XML modeling tool and all models and meta-models are stored in an XML repository. The entire tool is configured by XML Schemas, and can be used to create or extend XML Schemas. The point-and-click publishing capability produces Web-browsable XML graphical models and views [51].

The XML files of models which are created in Metis are the inputs to Pro-SEAT. Therefore, Pro-SEAT should provide support to parse and read Metis generated models.

6.1.2 Ontology modeling environment — Protégé-OWL editor

The Protégé-OWL editor is an extension of Protégé [147] that supports the Web Ontology Language (OWL). The Protégé-OWL editor enables users to load and save OWL and RDF ontologies; edit and visualize classes, properties and SWRL rules [202]; define logical class characteristics as OWL expressions; execute reasoners such as description logic classifiers; edit OWL individuals for Semantic Web markup [148]. We make use of the Protégé-OWL editor as the ontology modeling environment to model the GPO, the domain ontology and the goal ontology. Those ontologies are then saved in OWL files which will be loaded in the annotation tool. The annotation results — PSAM models generated from the annotation tool are in OWL. The results can be loaded in Protégé-OWL editor so that we can use Protégé-OWL editor to edit, visualize, and reason on the PSAM models independent from the annotation tool.
6.1. COMPONENTS OF PROTOTYPE ENVIRONMENT

6.1.3 System modules in the semantic annotation tool — Pro-SEAT

Pro-SEAT includes a module to read and display the Metis process models as the source of process knowledge. Because meta-models and models generated by Metis are both in XML format, an XML parser is needed when reading models. There are several XML parsers available. Since it is a prototype, we did not examine the performance of different parsers at this stage. We chose XML DOM Parser from JAXP [179] to parse meta-models and models into DOM tree nodes, so that meta-models and models are displayed in a tree view. Besides, profile and meta-model annotation results are exported in XML format and they will be parsed when being loaded.

![System modules of the prototype](image.png)

**Figure 6.1:** System modules of the prototype

In order to keep the Metis model structures and also facilitate the manipulation of models, a module of constructing parsed data into Metis model structures is developed in the system. In the module, a set of Java Classes and Interfaces are defined which follow the data structures of Metis.

An ontology management module is required for loading, parsing and manipulating OWL ontologies using the Protégé-OWL API [146]. The Protégé-OWL API is an open-source Java library for the Web Ontology Language and RDF(S). The API provides classes and methods to load and save OWL files, to query and manipulate OWL data models, and to perform reasoning [146]. By applying the Protégé-OWL API, we can have the Protégé ontology browser and the ontology selection panel integrated in Pro-SEAT. The PSAM model generated from a meta-model annotation file is an OWL file, and the annotation results are stored as instances of this OWL file. We can use the same module of handling the OWL ontology to open and save the annotation results.

The central modules of the system are those realizing the annotation phases defined in the semantic annotation framework: profile annotation module, meta-model annotation module, model annotation module, and goal annotation module. The main functions of those modules are connecting models and ontologies through semantic relationships which are defined as annotation properties in PSAM. The annotation results are saved respectively in a profile annotation result file, a meta-model annotation result file and a PSAM file.
A process knowledge query application module interacts with the OWL module by loading the ontology and the annotation results for an ontology-based query.

The user interface module manages interactions between a user and the system, so that it connects most system modules. Figure 6.1 specifies the interaction relations between those system modules.

### 6.2 Data Structure

In this section, we present the data structures using RML from the logical view to specify the interrelations between the entities participating in the system. We have adapted the MDD (Model Driven Development) methodology in the design and the implementation of the prototype. The structured entities in the design phase correspond to the *Java Classes* and *Interfaces* in the implementation.

**Figure 6.2:** Structure of entities in the Pro-SEAT prototype

First, we provide an overview of data structures of the entities in Figure 6.2. Generally, an annotation structure is the annotation link between a model and the annotation framework. A model usually consists of meta-model file(s) and model file(s). Both
6.2. DATA STRUCTURE

types of model files share same features such as "file name", "file suffix" and "file type". Profile annotation, meta-model annotation, model annotation and goal annotation are four components of the annotation framework. Ontologies (GPO, domain ontology and goal ontology) are the reference ontologies in the different annotation components. A PSAM file is derived from GPO and its content comprises the model annotation and the goal annotation. The schema of PSAM models we defined in section is in fact the extended GPO model in OWL, which is included in section G.1 of Appendix G.

Next we describe the data structure of each annotation component. In Figure 6.3, any model is the target of a profile annotation and URIs of reference ontologies are to be specified in the profile annotation.

![Figure 6.4: Structure of entities in the meta-model annotation](image)

For a meta-model annotation (Figure 6.4), the meta-model file is the annotation target and the reference ontology is GPO. A meta-model file is composed of meta-model elements. GPO contains a number of the GPO concepts. The meta-model annotation results are composed of semantic mappings between meta-model elements and the GPO concepts. In the current version of the prototype, only Metis models are imported. In Figure 6.5, two specific modeling languages are exemplified in the data structure of the Metis meta-model elements.

![Figure 6.5: Metis meta-model structure](image)
Figure 6.6 displays the structure of entities in the model annotation, in which a model file is the annotation target. The model file is composed of model constructs. The ontological concepts defined in a domain ontology are referenced or semantically mapped to model elements in the model annotation. The Metis model element is one kind of model element and its members include ‘Object’ and ‘Relation’ — two abstract types in the meta-level definitions of the Metis model (Figure 6.7).

In Figure 6.8 we can see that the structure of entities in the goal annotation analogous with the model annotation. One distinct difference is that an intermediate granularity of the model — model fragment is between a model file and model elements. The goal annotation can link a goal ontology concept to a model fragment that comprises several model elements. In terms of the process model annotation, the process model fragments are composed of a set of activities (Figure 6.9).
6.3 Goal Annotation Algorithm

In the current version of Pro-SEAT, there are no particular algorithms to implement the manual procedures of profile, meta-model and model annotations. However, based on the formal definitions of goal annotation (see Chapter 5), we design algorithms to semi-automate the goal annotation procedure. A semi-automatic goal annotation is implemented through the algorithms in the following cases.

- A. Match a target activity \((av')\) of a goal \((g)\) in the goal ontology \((G)\) with the Activity \((av)\) in a PSAM model.

- B. Match a target artifact \((af')\) of a goal \((g)\) in the goal ontology \((G)\) with the Artifact \((af)\) and Output \((o)\) in a PSAM model.

- C. Match a target role \((ar')\) of a goal \((g)\) in the goal ontology \((G)\) with the Act-role \((ar)\) in a PSAM model.

- D. Match a target constraint \((c')\) of a goal \((g)\) in the goal ontology \((G)\) with the Precondition \((pre)\), Postcondition \((post)\), and Exception \((e)\) in a PSAM model.

To automate the matching, we exploit semantic mappings through both ontology comparison and string match between ontology references and model elements. To rank mapping results, weights are assigned to the different ways of mapping \((\sigma)\) is for a weight of ontology comparison. \(\tau\) is for a weight of string match). In ontology comparison, three different semantic relationships applied in model annotation are taken into account in the assignment of weights. The synonym ("same_as") relationship is given the highest weight for a complete match \((\sigma = 1)\), and the hypernym ("kind_of")
is given a lower weight for a subsumption relationship ($\sigma = 0.8$), and the meronym
("phase_of" for activity, "part_of" for artifact, "member_of" for actor-role) is given the
lowest weight for a subset relationship ($\sigma = 0.5$). In the string match, an exact match
gets higher weight than a sub-string match ($\tau = 1$ for exact match, and $\tau = 0.5$ for
sub-string match).

Weights are also different for each case. We set different weight parameters for four
cases matching. Values of parameters can be set by users. For example, $\alpha$ is used as the
weight for calculation results of ontology comparison in case A, and $\epsilon$ is for calculation
results of ontology comparison in case C. Details of the algorithm are described in
Appendix D.

When matching a goal concept ($g$) with an activity ($av$) in models, all the four cases
must be checked on $g$ and $av$. The result of a match is a total weight by summing the
calculation results from four cases. The higher total weight is, the better $g$ matches $av$.

6.4 Functionality and User Interface

The main functionalities of Pro-SEAT in this prototype version are as follows: profile
annotation, meta-model annotation, model annotation, goal annotation and query-
based model navigation. UI (User Interface) for each annotation phase has a similar
layout, which is built as a template and instantiated for different annotation phases.
Figure 6.10 shows main user interface components in the Pro-SEAT tool.

A meta-model tree and a model tree are listed on the left side of the main frame. The meta-model and the model trees have the same hierarchical structure as the tree
structure viewed from the Metis tool. The panel on the right side is for manipulating
annotations and displaying results. If it is an ontology-based annotation, such as a
meta-model, a model or a goal annotation, a reference ontology browser will be opened
and embedded on the right annotation panel. A console is located at the bottom of
the frame. Figure 6.10 is an instantiation of the user interface template for a meta-
model annotation. Appendix E presents and visualizes the graphical user interfaces of
Pro-SEAT for each annotation phase.

In the current version of Pro-SEAT, a navigator UI provides the function of query-based model navigation (Figure 6.11). The process knowledge user can select a reference ontology concept as the query word and submit the query to the system. During the query, the system can make inference based on the ontology. Therefore, the system would return the model elements annotated with not only the given ontology concept but also the inferred concepts of the given ontology concept. Inferences concerned in a query includes semantic equivalence, subsumption and aggregation relationships between concepts.

6.5 Summary

The proposed annotation approach could be realized through different tool implementations by various technologies. The prototype developed in this work shows one possible implementation. This annotation tool provides a way of annotating meta-models and model elements with OWL ontological concepts. The current version of the model annotation tool is mainly designed for interpreting models created by the Metis tool. It can be extended to import other models produced by different modeling tools. Because the tool integrates the Protégé-OWL API, it can load any OWL ontology created by Protégé.
Annotation results are stored in OWL files which are separated from the original models. Links to the original models are specified in the annotation results. It indicates that one model may have more than one annotation file. Different annotation results might be used for different applications.

Annotation results are modeled in an annotation schema which is built on GPO—a process meta-model ontology. Hereby, the annotation schema is defined as ontology properties of GPO. The annotation schema can be extended through extending properties of GPO. The annotation schema is independent of this annotation tool and it can be interpreted by any OWL reader.

One of the limitations of the tool is a lack of the visual model explorer. Only a tree view of the model hierarchy is provided. Moreover, when re-generating the PSAM models from a meta-model annotation, the results of the model and the goal annotation will be lost. Most of the annotation work is still manual. Automatic annotation using the mapping algorithm can be considered in the further development of the annotation tool.
Chapter 7

Exemplar Studies and Application System

Having the methodology guidance and tool support, we can demonstrate the semantic annotation approach in exemplar studies. In the study, we have process models that describe a same business domain (logistics process) but are modeled in different modeling languages and by different enterprises. We need domain and goal ontologies about such a business domain for the annotation. Since there are no formal logistics ontology available, we formalize the SCOR (Supply Chain Operations Reference-model) [163] specifications into logistics domain and goal ontologies using OWL. Following the semantic annotation framework and methods, we deploy the annotation by using ProSEAT. Complete annotation results are used in the evaluation phase to validate the applicability of the semantic annotation approach in a process knowledge management application. Therefore, a system architecture is also depicted in this chapter to exploit a process knowledge management application based on the semantic annotation framework.

7.1 Semantic Annotation Procedure

The semantic annotation employed in the exemplar studies consists of four phases: profile annotation, meta-model annotation, model annotation and goal annotation (Figure 7.1). In a profile annotation phase, the annotator inputs basic information following the format of metadata which has been defined in Table 4.1. A general process ontology is employed to map process modeling constructs in a meta-model annotation. Based on the meta-model annotation results, PSAM can be initially generated for a new model annotation. The model content represented by PSAM is then annotated with the domain ontology in the model annotation phase. A goal annotation is employed as a succeeding step of the model annotation, i.e. annotating PSAM with goal ontology. Generally, the meta-model, model and goal annotation phases should be implemented step by step in a sequence, but the profile annotation can be made at any time. For example, the URI of the domain ontology can be inputed when the domain ontology is loaded for the model annotation. After completing all the four phases, process models become the process knowledge represented in PSAM models.
7.2 Exemplars

Three process models have been chosen in order to explicate how the proposed semantic annotation framework and approach are applied in the process knowledge management of heterogeneous process models. The models are from two different enterprises, and they are created in different modeling languages. The business processes described in those models are from logistics domain. $PM_A$ is from enterprise A and it is a purchase order process made in BPMN [12], whilst two other models $PM_{B1}$ (an item receiving process) and $PM_{B2}$ (an item delivery process) from logistics department in enterprise B are built in EEML [77]. The models depicts different detail of process knowledge, because two enterprises have different ways of dealing with their business. For example, the delivery process models for enterprise B are relatively simple compared with the delivery processing in enterprise A. However, both of them can achieve the same goals.

7.2.1 Sales logistics process in BPMN

The case of enterprise A is taken from [48]. $PM_A$ is a big model covering most detail processes of sales logistics. The process model includes the following main activities — Client RFQ processing, Client quotation processing, Standard order processing, Delivery processing, Shipping processing and Bill processing.

Four actors are involved in $PM_A$ — client, sales department, financial department, and logistics department. Client RFQ processing, Client quotation processing, Standard order processing and Bill processing are mainly carried out by sales department and interacted with client. Delivery processing and Shipping processing are the main activities in the logistics department. Both Delivery processing and Standard order processing need the task credit control in the financial department.

Client RFQ processing and client quotation processing

In $PM_A$, the client RFQ processing can produce the quotation created from the inquiry or the inquiry is rejected if it is invalid. Analogously, after the client quotation processing, the validity of the quotation is checked. The quotation might be rejected if it is invalid, otherwise it can be referred to by an order in the standard order processing.
Figure 7.2: Sales logistics process of enterprise A in BPMN
**Standard order processing and credit control**

Standard order processing begins when an order is placed. In this processing, the order must be checked and edited accordingly. The credit control in financial accounting is carried out just following the task – edit order. After credit control, one of three tasks is possible: 1) accept order, 2) block order, or 3) reject order.

**Delivery processing**

The delivery will be opened when the delivery date takes place. Once opened, the credit control is carried out to check if the credit requirements are fulfilled. If the credit control is successful, a series of tasks follow, such as determine or transfer delivery route, determine serial numbers of delivery item, check the stock of the delivery items, determine picking place and delivery batch, check the availability of delivery items (fully or partially available). If the partial delivery is not allowed, the delivery quantity can be accordingly corrected or items are rejected. Next, the delivery items are picked completely or partially. The task – pick delivery items, can be iterated if the partially picked occurs and the picking is carried out again. Pack delivery items follows the task of picking delivery items. As a result, a delivery is created at the end of the delivery processing.

![Figure 7.3: Checking availability of the delivery of enterprise A in BPMN](image)

**Shipping processing and bill processing**

The shipping processing starts with the task of transportation planning after the delivery processing. Based on the planning, the transportation processing takes place. The shipping papers and the bill are consequently created and checked.

The original models of $PM_A$ displayed in Figure 7.2. Some details of the delivering are illustrated in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4. The main processing and tasks described in the exemplar are modeled as the BPMN Logical Processes and are allocated into different Swimlanes which represent the four actors in the BPMN model. Sequences of the processing are represented by the control and flow notations.
7.2. EXEMPLARS

7.2.2 The TelCo item receiving and delivery process in EEML

The second case is from INTEROP project [145]. Enterprise B is specialized in telecommunications, in production and distribution of batteries, as well as in retail sales of everyday technology products. The company is called TelCo. TelCo does not have its own warehouse but uses the services of logistics company – Orbit Ltd. But TelCo has its logistics department who is responsible for items receiving and delivering. Thus the main functions of logistics department are to make orders and control Orbit Ltd.

In $PM_{B1}$ and $PM_{B2}$, the item receiving process and the item delivery process are described as a series of EEML tasks. The actors in the $PM_{B1}$ are commercial department, logistics department and Orbit warehouse, whilst the actors in the $PM_{B2}$ are logistics department, IT, sales department, financial department, Orbit warehouse, franchisee and shop. Those actors are modeled as the EEML organization in both models.

**Item receiving process**

$PM_{B1}$ depicts the items receiving process of the TelCo company (Figure 7.5). The logistics department receives orders to suppliers about expected quantities of items, and then starts to receive the items. After receiving the items, the logistics department checks the items.

These are sub-tasks included in some tasks in the model because of three types of items receiving — regular orders to local suppliers, consignment and import. In the case of the regular orders to local suppliers, they deliver the items with protocols and issue an invoice. In the case of the import deliveries, sometimes there are differences in quantities received from a foreign supplier. The department issues a protocol for the whole quantity and another protocol for the deficit with minus quantity. The second protocol is followed by an export invoice or an invoice to the insurance company. The process details are described in the decomposition of the task *check import items* in Figure 7.6. After checking the items, the received items will be transferred to Orbit.
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Figure 7.5: TelCo item receiving process

Figure 7.6: Decomposition of the check items
Meanwhile the department sends a report to Orbit in order to inform them what to expect.

**Item delivering process**

$PM_{g2}$ is the item delivery process in the TelCo case. Items are delivered to shops and franchisees. On a certain date (predefined) all orders from one shop are consolidated. The orders are checked against the available stock. The orders are corrected if there is not enough items in the stock. The order correction procedure is set by the sales department and it is processed using an external application in the IT department. After all the orders for a day are approved, items are to be delivered. If it is a franchisee order, it is followed by a delivery protocol and an invoice. The invoice is issued in the Orbit warehouse and is sent to the customer along with the items. If it is an order from a shop, there follows only a delivery protocol.
The delivery process to shops of enterprise B in EEML is illustrated in Figure 7.7, and some of the process detail is displayed in Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.9.

### 7.3 SCOR Reference Ontology

SCOR is a process reference model that has been developed and endorsed by the Supply-Chain Council as the cross-industry standard diagnostic tool for supply-chain management. A SCOR reference model has been developed to describe the standard business activities associated with all phases of satisfying a customer’s demand. As standards, the model can be formalized as a reference ontology for supply-chain management domain.

There are three level process details in the reference model. The top level defines the scope and content of SCOR. Five process types — Plan, Source, Make, Deliver and Return are defined at this level. The second level is the configuration level defining the core "process categories". The third level is the process element level, decomposing the process categories into the process elements. The process element level consists of process element definitions, process element information inputs, and outputs, process performance metrics, best practices, system capabilities required to support best practices, and systems/tools. As an example, a logic flow of the SCOR level 3 process elements is depicted in Figure 7.10.

The level 3 process elements provide enough details of references for domain activities. In this work, we model domain ontology concepts based on the SCOR process elements at level 3 for model annotation purpose. The SCOR ontology from the INTEROP project [62] is extended. The extended ontologies include SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT, SCOR_MGM_PROCESS and SCOR_ORGANISATION. SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT are objects which are needed or produced by SCOR process elements. SCOR_MGM_PROCESS are the SCOR process elements at level 3 which are organized in a hierarchy following the SCOR
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Figure 7.10: SCOR S1 process of sourcing stocked product [164]

levels (from level 1 to level 3). SCOR_ORGANISATION are organizations/persons who are involved in the process elements. The goal ontology in this domain is also from SCOR. Usually the hard goals are derived from process elements and also from their inputs and outputs. Performance attributes defined in SCOR can be modeled as a set of General Soft Goal Category such as Reliability, Responsiveness, Flexibility, Cost, and Assets. Domain specific soft goals are derived from the metrics of performance attributes [167].

The SCOR ontology is formalized in OWL. To organize those concepts, we categorize domain concepts with the 3A concepts (Activity, Artifact, Actor-role) defined in GPO. The purpose of the categories is to establish the mapping relationship between a PSAM model and the reference ontology when annotation. The categories and concepts are modeled as OWL Classes, and they are organized by a subsumption hierarchy.

The ontology concepts which are organized in "SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS" are sub-classes of Activity, the input/output ontology concepts ("SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT") are sub-classes of Artifact and the organizational ontology concepts ("SCOR_ORGANIZATIONAL") are sub-classes of Actor-role.
Table 7.1: OWL definition of the SCOR ontology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWL Ontology Class</th>
<th>Subsumption Relation</th>
<th>OWL Properties</th>
<th>Property Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS</td>
<td>owl:subClassOf</td>
<td>hasInput</td>
<td>multiple SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hasOutput</td>
<td>multiple SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>precedes</td>
<td>multiple SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>isPrecededBy</td>
<td>multiple SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT</td>
<td>owl:subClassOf</td>
<td>hasInputTo</td>
<td>multiple SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>isOutputOf</td>
<td>multiple SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>has_state</td>
<td>(data property inherited from Artifact)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOR_ORGANIZATIONAL</td>
<td>owl:subClassOf</td>
<td>hasParts</td>
<td>multiple Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>part_of</td>
<td>multiple Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>targetActivity</td>
<td>multiple Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>targetArtifact</td>
<td>multiple Artifact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>targetRole</td>
<td>multiple Actor-role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>targetConstraint</td>
<td>(data property)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS has object properties hasInput and hasOutput to specify inputs and outputs of each process element. The object properties precedes and isPrecededBy indicate logic flows between the process elements. Inversely, SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT has the object properties hasInputTo and isOutputOf to relate itself to SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS. A data property has_state is defined as a property of Artifact. This property can be used associated with hasInputTo and isOutputOf properties to indicate that a same artifact with different states represents different inputs/outputs.

Goal ontology concepts are organized into Hard and Soft Goals. Soft goals are further organized into some general soft goal categories. We integrate the domain ontology and goal ontology into one OWL file, because they are both derived from SCOR descriptions. According to the semantic representation of the goal ontology in Chapter 5, the values of the object properties targetActivity, targetArtifact, and targetRole are from the domain ontology Activity, Artifact and Actor-role respectively. TargetConstraint is modeled as a data property since there is no corresponding ontological definition in the domain ontology. A pair of inverse properties hasParts and part_of are defined for a goal concept to represent the semantics of goal decomposition. An OWL model of the SCOR ontology is presented in Table 7.1.

The identified domain and goal concepts from the SCOR specifications are modeled as sub-Classes of the above categories. Values of the properties for a SCOR Class are specified through the OWL restrictions. As examples, Figure 7.11, Figure 7.12, Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14 illustrate the sub-Classes of the SCOR_MGMT_PROCESS, SCOR_INPUT_OUTPUT, Hard Goal and Soft Goal in the Protégé-OWL editor.
7.4. ANNOTATION OF PROCESS MODELS WITH PRO-SEAT

In this section, we will describe the annotation of $PM_A$, $PM_{B1}$ and $PM_{B2}$ with the Pro-SEAT annotation tool. The annotation follows our semantic annotation framework and approach, including profile annotation, meta-model annotation, model annotation and goal annotation.

7.4.1 Profile annotation

The descriptive and technical information about models in the profiles are important in this scenario. Title and description of models may help to identify the model content in general. The title of $PM_A$ is "sales logistics process" and the main processing is depicted in the description. The titles of $PM_{B1}$ and $PM_{B2}$ are "stock logistics process" and "delivery logistics process" respectively. In this scenario, the three models are classified under the same category "Business and Economy" [211] and domain is "SCO
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Figure 7.13: SCOR hard goal Sourced Products are Verified in Protégé-OWL editor

(Supply Chain Operations). The SCOR ontology is therefore a domain ontology in the exemplar studies. We assume that the reference domain ontology applied in the annotation is SCOR (Supply Chain Operations Reference-model) [163]. The URI and URL of SCOR ontology are specified in the profile annotation. Technical information about PM_A shows that the modeling language is BPMN, the language_version is 1.0, and the modeling tool is Metis 5.2.2. PM_B1 and PM_B2 are also built with the tool Metis 5.2.2 but the modeling language is EEML and the version of EEML is 2005. Part of profile annotation of PM_A is exemplified in a tag language as follows.

...<dc:title>sales logistics process</dc:title>
<profileAnno:category>Business and Economy</profileAnno:category>
<profileAnno:domain>SCO</profileAnno:domain>
...
<profileAnno:modeling_language>BPMN</profileAnno:modeling_language>
<profileAnno:language_version>1.0</profileAnno:language_version>
<profileAnno:modeling_tool>Metis 5.2.2</profileAnno:modeling_tool>
...

7.4.2 Meta-model annotation

The annotation of meta-models in this scenario includes annotating BPMN 1.0 and EEML 2005 with GPO. The mapping rules as defined in the semantic annotation framework, meta-model elements can be one-to-one, many-to-one or combined-to-one mapped to a GPO concept. Table 7.2 shows the mapping results for meta-model annotation.

During the implementation of the annotation tool, we made practical adjustments to the GPO as follows. WorkflowPattern is simplified by specifying sequences of activ-
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Figure 7.14: SCOR soft goal Improve Supplier Delivery Performance in Protégé-OWL editor

Table 7.2: Mapping the EEML and BPMN meta-model elements to the GPO concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPO concepts</th>
<th>EEML elements in METIS 5.2.2</th>
<th>BPMN elements in METIS 5.2.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Logical Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor-role</td>
<td>Organization, Person</td>
<td>Swimlane including Horizontal Swimlane and Vertical Swimlane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact</td>
<td>Resource, Role, Information Object, Software Tool, Manual Tool, Material Tool, Location</td>
<td>Data Object, property 'Data' in Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Input Port</td>
<td>Input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Output Port</td>
<td>Output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkflowPattern</td>
<td>Combination of Flow, Milestone and Decision Point</td>
<td>Combination of Event (including Start Event, Intermediate Event, End Event), Sequence Flow, Gateway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precondition</td>
<td>Milestone, Decision Point</td>
<td>Event (including Start Event, Intermediate Event, Gateway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcondition</td>
<td>Milestone, Decision Point</td>
<td>Event (including End Event, Intermediate Event, Gateway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception</td>
<td>Decision Point</td>
<td>Event (when event type is error) together with Sequence Flow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

activities with the properties has_precedingActivities and has_succeedingActivities of Activity. Moreover, mapping the same meta-model element to two different GPO concepts is not supported, because it produces the identical instances of different OWL Classes (e.g. a same milestone in the EEML model will be the instance of Precondition and the instance of Postcondition at the same time). This violates the OWL modeling principle that instances of different OWL Classes should be unique. A solution of the implementation of Pro-SEAT is to modify the GPO ontology by inserting an abstract concept Condition as the super-Class of Precondition and Postcondition. The mapping between the modeling elements and Precondition/Postcondition is therefore transferred to the mapping between the modeling elements and Condition. The distinction of Precondition and Postcondition (i.e. which model element is the instance of Precondition and which model element is the instance of Postcondition) can be specified in the model annotation phase through the properties has_Precondition and has_Postcondition of an Activity.

After the meta-model annotation, three models can be represented using GPO
concepts through the meta-model mapping. The contents in different models are then expressed in a same process knowledge representation language, e.g. an Activity named "check availability of delivery item" has an Actor − role called "logistics department" in enterprise A (originally represented in PM\_A as a logical process 'check availability of delivery item' in a swimlane 'logistics department' in BPMN) vs. an Activity named "check stock" has an Actor − role called "logistics department" in enterprise B (originally represented in PM\_B2 as an organization object "logistics department" participates in the task 'check stock' in EEML).

7.4.3 Model annotation

In the model annotation phase, model elements as GPO instances will be annotated with reference ontologies. Since PM\_A and PM\_B2 are about the delivery process, the reference ontologies for annotating the Activities are mainly from the category DELIVER under SCOR\_MGMT\_PROCESS. Furthermore, the products are stocked products so that the process elements of D1 Deliver Stocked Product are the corresponding references. For PM\_B1, most of the Activities refer to the process elements of S1 Source Stocked Product. Artifacts and Actor-roles refer to the SCOR\_INPUT\_OUTPUT and SCOR\_ORGANIZATIONAL for all three models.

Relationships between model elements such as has\_subActivity, has\_Input, has\_Output, etc. (defined in GPO) should be instantiated in the model annotation phase. Some of the relationships can be directly transformed from the original process models, and some are specified by the annotation user. Such annotations can enrich the implicit semantics in the original models or compensate for the lost information caused by the transformation from the meta-model annotation.

7.4.4 Goal annotation

For the goal annotation, the semi-automatic goal annotation function of Pro-SEAT is run in the exemplar studies. Through the execution of goal annotation algorithms defined in section 6.3, the possible goal annotation results can be deduced automatically based on the model annotation information. Pro-SEAT provides a list of goal options by matching the SCOR goal ontology with the PSAM models. From the list, annotation users then select suitable goals manually to annotate the model fragments.

7.4.5 Annotation results

Complete annotation results of three models are presented in Appendix H in OWL. For the sake of representation clarity and limited space, in this section we represent parts of the annotation results of three models in Table 7.3, Table 7.4 and Table 7.5. The first column of the tables lists the PSAM Activity instances which are also the model elements of Logic Process in PM\_A or Task in PM\_B1 and PM\_B2. The second column is the model annotation result: the Activities are annotated with SCOR process elements or categories through the semantic relationships same\_as, kind\_of and phase\_of. The third and fourth columns are the goal annotation results. The SCOR goal ontology is associated with each Activity instance in the case of achieving certain hard goals,
positively and/or negatively satisfying soft goals. Details of the annotation analysis are depicted in Appendix F.

After annotating all the Activities, Artifact, Actor-role, Input and Output of a PSAM model with domain ontology, the knowledge representation of those process models is aligned with the SCOR ontology. Thus the process knowledge is explicit and open to a third party who is interested in model exchange, system integration and business cooperation in the SCOR domain. Goal-oriented analysis and goal-driven search of process models and model fragments can be deployed based on the SCOR goal ontology which is referenced in the annotation. For instance, the annotation information can help an analyst to find out the processes which are related to the verification costs.

7.5 Process Knowledge Management System Based on Semantic Annotation

Generally knowledge management (KM) refers to a range of practices used by organizations to create, codify, and disseminate knowledge for reuse, awareness and learning within or across the organization. In the context of the thesis, process models from different enterprise systems are distributed process knowledge to be managed for the cooperation business. The hypothesis is that process models have been represented in our process annotation models — PSAM models in OWL, which is a way to represent process knowledge. However, enterprises need a service to manage the desired knowledge. Therefore, the management service should provide the query functions to set users’ search conditions and then return search results. The search conditions can be set based on profiles or contents of process models. The query should not only be keyword-based but also ontology-based, so the semantic relationships among queries and models/model fragments should be machine-interpretable during the query. Moreover, users need the system to help them "discover" knowledge, to do this users need only provide the business goals and the system should return the process models/knowledge fulfilling the goals. Since the process knowledge is represented by process models, the search results are models or model fragments. No matter which way to represent the models — the visual display or the textual description, the knowledge management service should allow the users to navigate the knowledge conveniently, such as providing both a complete view and a partial view of models/model fragments.

Following our semantic annotation framework, an enterprise can use the semantic annotation client tool to annotate model resources. The client tool sends the annotation models to the server through which the process knowledge is stored into a knowledge repository. Since the annotation models are represented in OWL — XML-based files, the repository is an XML-based repository. The process knowledge query, discovery and navigation functions can also be implemented as user interfaces on client side. Knowledge users can edit the search queries and business goals on the client side and submit the queries and goals to the server. The search and discovery services are executed on the server. The search results are returned from the server to clients. Finally, users can navigate the returned process knowledge/models on the client side.
### Table 7.3: Part of semantic annotation results of $PM_A$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSAM Activity Instance</th>
<th>Semantic Annotation</th>
<th>Goal Annotation Relations</th>
<th>SCOR Goal Ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Client RFQ processing phase_of D1.1 Process Inquiry and Quote</td>
<td>achieves</td>
<td>Inquiry and Quotation is Processed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client quotation processing phase_of D1.1 Process Inquiry and Quote</td>
<td>achieves</td>
<td>Inquiry and Quotation is Processed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard order processing same_as D1.2 Receive Enter and Validate Order</td>
<td>achieves</td>
<td>Order is Consolidated; Order is Placed; Order is Processed; Order is Validated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Control phase_of D1.2 Receive Enter and Validate Order kind_of ED.5 Manage Deliver Capital Assets positively_satisfied</td>
<td>Reduce Order Entry and Maintenance Costs; Increase Return on Deliver Capital Assets negatively_satisfied</td>
<td>Reduce Order Processing Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor delivery date phase_of ED.1 Manage Deliver Business Rules positively_satisfied</td>
<td>Improve Deliver to Customer Delivery to Date Performance; Improve Deliver to Customer On Time Delivery Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check delivery items phase_of D1.3 Reserve Inventory and Determine Delivery Date positively_satisfied</td>
<td>Improve Deliver Performance; Raise Order Quantity Fillrate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check availability of delivery items phase_of ED.3 Manage Deliver Information positively_satisfied</td>
<td>Ensure Full Delivery; Improve Deliver to Customer On Time Delivery Performance; Improve Deliver to Customer Delivery to Date Performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create delivery kind_of ED.3 Manage Deliver Information achieves</td>
<td>Delivery is Scheduled; Delivery Terms are Generated positively_satisfied</td>
<td>Ensure Full Shipment; Ensure Full Delivery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation planning same_as D1.7 Select Carriers and Rate Shipments achieves</td>
<td>Delivery is Scheduled positively_satisfied</td>
<td>Ensure Full Shipment; Reduce Order Shipment Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation processing same_as D1.12 Ship Product achieves</td>
<td>End Items are Delivered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 7.4: Part of semantic annotation results of PMg1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSAM Activity Instance</th>
<th>Semantic Annotation</th>
<th>Goal Annotation Relations</th>
<th>SCOR Goal Ontology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Get the order to suppliers</td>
<td>phase_of S1.1 Schedule Product Deliveries</td>
<td>achieves</td>
<td>Sourced Product are On Order; Order is Placed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>positively_satisfies</td>
<td>Reduce Order Processing Time; Reduce Order Receipt Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check items from local suppliers</td>
<td>kind_of S1.3 Verify Product</td>
<td>achieves</td>
<td>Sourced Product are Verified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>positively_satisfies</td>
<td>Reduce Order Receipt Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check consignment items</td>
<td>kind_of S1.3 Verify Product</td>
<td>achieves</td>
<td>Sourced Product are Verified; Product Quality is Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>positively_satisfies</td>
<td>Reduce Order Receipt Time; Reduce Verification Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check imported items</td>
<td>kind_of S1.3 Verify Product</td>
<td>achieves</td>
<td>Sourced Product are Verified; Procurement Notification to Supplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>negatively_satisfies</td>
<td>Reduce Order Processing Time; Improve Supplier On Time Delivery Performance; Process Invoice Without Error; Reduce Order Processing Costs; Reduce Order Receipt Time; Reduce Verification Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>check the item quantities</td>
<td>phase_of S1.3 Verify Product</td>
<td>achieves</td>
<td>Product Quantity is Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue the deficit protocol</td>
<td>phase_of ES.9 Manage Supplier Agreements</td>
<td>achieves</td>
<td>Procurement Notification to Supplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>negatively_satisfies</td>
<td>Reduce Order Processing Time; Improve Supplier On Time Delivery Performance; Reduce Order Processing Costs; Reduce Order Receipt Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue an export invoice</td>
<td>phase_of S1.5 Authorize Supplier Payment</td>
<td>achieves</td>
<td>Payment is Authorized to Supplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>negatively_satisfies</td>
<td>Reduce Order Processing Time; Reduce Order Processing Costs; Reduce Order Receipt Time; Process Invoice Without Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>store items in Orbit</td>
<td>kind_of S1.4 Transfer Product</td>
<td>achieves</td>
<td>Sourced Products are Transferred; Available Inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSAM Activity</td>
<td>Semantic Annotation</td>
<td>Goal Annotation Relations</td>
<td>SCOR Goal Ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consolidate orders</td>
<td><strong>same_as</strong> D1.4 Consolidate Orders</td>
<td><strong>achieves</strong></td>
<td>Order is Processed; Order is Consolidated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>positively_satisfies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check stock</td>
<td><strong>phase_of</strong> D1.3 Reserve Inventory and Determine Delivery Date</td>
<td><strong>achieves</strong></td>
<td>Order is Validated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>positively_satisfies</strong></td>
<td>Raise Order Quantity Fillrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct orders</td>
<td><strong>phase_of</strong> D1.2 Receive Enter and Validate Order</td>
<td><strong>achieves</strong></td>
<td>Order is Validated; Order is Processed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>positively_satisfies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>negatively_satisfies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit control</td>
<td><strong>phase_of</strong> D1.2 Receive Enter and Validate Order</td>
<td><strong>achieves</strong></td>
<td>Order is Validated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>positively_satisfies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>negatively_satisfies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate delivery protocol</td>
<td><strong>kind_of</strong> ED.3 Manage Deliver Information</td>
<td><strong>achieves</strong></td>
<td>Delivery Terms are Generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>positively_satisfies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue invoice</td>
<td><strong>phase_of</strong> D1.15 Invoice</td>
<td><strong>achieves</strong></td>
<td>Invoice to Customer is Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>negatively_satisfies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send items</td>
<td><strong>kind_of</strong> D1.12 Ship Product</td>
<td><strong>achieves</strong></td>
<td>End Items are Delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliver items to franchisees</td>
<td><strong>phase_of</strong> D1 Deliver Stocked Product</td>
<td><strong>achieves</strong></td>
<td>Invoice to Customer is Issued; End Items are Delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliver items to shops</td>
<td><strong>phase_of</strong> D4 Deliver Retail Product</td>
<td><strong>achieves</strong></td>
<td>End Items are Delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>positively_satisfies</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.5. **PROCESS KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM**

7.5.1 **System architecture**

The architecture of the system for process knowledge management is shown in Figure 7.15. Since the process knowledge management system is based on the semantic annotations, we include the annotation client tool in the system architecture. In the context of this thesis, the annotation client tool is Pro-SEAT. Annotators work with the annotation client tool to annotate the original process knowledge resources. Annotators in this scenario should be model experts and domain experts to assure the annotation quality\(^1\). The original process knowledge resources — models and meta-models in XML files and XML schema files are stored in the local process model repository.

As references, ontologies are essential in our approach. Ontologies are stored on an ontology server. When annotators employ the annotation with the client tool, the selected ontologies must be loaded from the ontology server. The annotator should select appropriate domain ontologies and goal ontologies according to the ontology categories. The GPO ontology is only applied for the meta-model annotation.

Completing the annotation, annotators submit the annotated process models and/or the annotated meta-models to process knowledge repository server. It is allowed to modify the annotated models stored on the knowledge repository server but the authorization and the authentication are required (which we do not consider in this approach).

Knowledge users might be different from annotators. They do not know about the original process models but the system will assist them to access the desired process models. There are three applications for knowledge users, i.e. process knowledge query, discovery and navigation. Those applications are implemented by client user interfaces and application servers. Through the user interface, users can edit the queries or provide business goals. Queries can be keyword-based or ontology-based. For the ontology-based query, users can browse domain ontologies from the ontology repository and use ontology concepts to form a query. Goal ontologies can be applied by users to set goals for the knowledge discovery. When the application server receives queries or goal requirements from the client, the matchmaker component and the reasoner component co-work with ontologies to find process models. The reasoner uses description logic inference technology on both the ontological query and the ontological annotation, because ontologies and annotations are all in OWL. Based on the inference, the matchmaker matches user’s query/goals with annotated models in the repository. The application server sends the search results to the client and the returned knowledge/models can be explored by the client. Users can navigate process knowledge/models from different views according to the process properties defined in PSAM.

7.5.2 **Semantic reasoning**

The underlying logic basis of OWL is description logic, which can provide the inference services of the knowledge for semantic reasoning (w.r.t. an ontology \(\mathcal{O}\)) [53]:

- **Consistency.** Check if the knowledge is meaningful. (Is \(\mathcal{C}\) is satisfiable w.r.t. \(\mathcal{O}\)? i.e. \(\mathcal{C}^I \neq \emptyset\) in some model \(I\) of \(\mathcal{O}\)?)

\(^1\)The quality of annotation affects the quality of knowledge.
Figure 7.15: Architecture of the process knowledge management system based on semantic annotation

- **Subsumption.** Structure knowledge and computer a taxonomy. (Does $C$ subsume $D$ w.r.t. $O$? i.e. $C^I \subseteq D^I$ in every model $I$ of $O$?)

- **Equivalence.** Check if two classes denote same set of instances. (Is $C$ equivalent to $D$ w.r.t. $O$? i.e. $C^I = D^I$ in every model $I$ of $O$?)

- **Instantiation.** Check if individual is an instance of a class. (Is $x$ an instance of $C$ w.r.t. $O$? i.e. $x^I \in C^I$ in every model $I$ of $O$?)

- **Retrieval.** Retrieve the set of individuals that instantiate a class and a property.
  - Retrieve the set of $i$ s.t. $i \in C$ w.r.t. $O$.
  - Retrieve the set of $(x, y)$ s.t. $(x, y) \in R$ w.r.t. $O$.

Semantic reasoning can be useful in the ontology-based querying of process knowledge. The reasoning about the classes and properties of an ontology is often called as
T-Box inference, whilst A-Box inference is associated with instances of the classes [53]. In the process knowledge management system, the knowledge model PSAM is the instance of the GPO ontology and the contents in PSAM are from domain ontology (e.g. the SCOR ontology in the exemplar studies). Therefore, A-Box inference can be employed when retrieving the process model fragments which are represented as the GPO instances in the PSAM model. Meanwhile, T-Box inference can be applied on reasoning the semantic relationships of the ontological concepts between query and domain ontology.

7.5.3 Simple walkthrough examples

We use some annotation results from the exemplar studies to exemplify how the system architecture and semantic reasoning technique are applied in the application of process knowledge management. Three enterprise models have been annotated with GPO and SCOR ontologies. The annotated model fragments represented in PSAM are stored in the repository, which are to be retrieved, discovered and navigated by model users.

In one example, the model user needs to look for some model fragments about the process which deal with 'Bill' in both enterprise systems. The following steps must be taken (formalized in (i), (ii), and (iii)):

1. The search question must be translated as a query using PSAM 'language' derived from GPO ontology and terminologies from SCOR ontology.
   - The process is defined as Activity and 'Bill' is instance of Artifact according to the GPO ontology.
   - The term "Bill" in the user’s question is same as the concept 'Bill' in the SCOR ontology.
   - The query submitted to the system is then interpreted as "Find the Activities which have Artifact Bill.", which is formalized in (i) with respect to the GPO and SCOR ontology.

2. The system analyzes and executes the query accompanied with reasoner.
   - The reasoner employs the T-Box inference to get all the equivalent concepts and all the sub-Classes of Bill in the SCOR ontology, which is formalized in (ii). In this case, Invoice is semantically equal to Bill, and Bill of Materials is a sub-Class of Bill.
   - The query is expanded by the three concepts, i.e. "Find the Activities which have Artifact Bill, Invoice or Bill of Materials".
   - According to the PSAM annotation, the model instances of Artifact can have the references of Bill, Invoice, and Bill of Materials through the semantic relationships such as same_as, kind_of and part_of. The query is hereby expanded based on the annotation information, which is formalized in (iii). A-Box inference is applied in (iii) to find out the model fragments \((x, y)\) which are annotated as the instances of Activity and Artifact.
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Query:

\[ ?x | (x, \text{Bill}) \in R: \text{has}_\text{artifact}, x \in \text{Activity} \]

w.r.t \( O^{\text{spo}}, O^{\text{scor}} \)  

(i)

T-Box inference:

\[ ?C | C = \text{Bill} \text{ w.r.t. SCOR ontology } O^{\text{scor}} \]

\[ ?C | C \subseteq \text{Bill} \text{ w.r.t. } O^{\text{scor}} \]  

(ii)

A-Box inference:

\[ ?y | (x, y) \in R: \text{has}_\text{artifact}, y \in \text{Artifact} \text{ w.r.t. } O^{\text{spo}} \]

\[ (y, C) \in R: \text{same}_\text{as}, \text{kind}_\text{of}, \text{part}_\text{of} \text{ w.r.t. } O^{\text{spo}} \]  

(iii)

After running query and inference tasks, the system finds the following model fragments which are about the process dealing with "Bill":

1. \( PM_A \): "Check relevant bills". In the original model of \( PM_A \), this Activity has an Artifact "bill" which is annotated with the SCOR ontology concept "Bill".

2. \( PM_{B2} \) "Send items". In the original model of \( PM_{B2} \), this Activity has an Artifact "invoice" which is annotated with the SCOR ontology concept "Invoice" (an equivalent concept of "Bill" in the SCOR ontology).

Another example is about a goal query of process knowledge. The model user would like to search the process model fragments having the impact on the goal of improving delivery performance. Similar steps are undertaken formalized in (j), (jj), and (jjj):

1. The search question is translated as a query using PSAM, GPO and SCOR terminology.

   - Goal is only used to annotate \textit{Activity} in PSAM, the search target is hence \textit{Activity} of PSAM in the repository.

   - \textit{Improve Delivery Performance} is a soft goal defined in the SCOR ontology, which is chosen as the keyword for the query.

   - An \textit{Activity} in PSAM is annotated with a soft goal through the relationship \textit{positively_satisfies} and \textit{negatively_satisfies}. Therefore, the query submitted to the system is then interpreted as "Find any \textit{Activity} which \textit{positively_satisfies} or \textit{negatively_satisfies} the goal \textit{Improve Delivery Performance}". The query is formalized in (j).

2. The system analyzes and executes the query accompanied with a reasoner.

   - A reasoner employs the T-Box inference to get all the equivalent concepts, all the sub-Classes and all the composition members (\textit{has_parts}) of \textit{Improve Delivery Performance}, which is formalized in (jj):

     - The sub-Class inference results in \textit{Improve Deliver to Customer Performance} and \textit{Improve Supplier Delivery Performance}.

     - Process Invoice Without Error, Ensure Full Delivery and Decrease Percentage of Defective Supplied are the part-goals of \textit{Improve Deliver to Customer Performance}. 

Furthermore, through the transition of the inference, the composition members of Improve Deliver to Customer Performance (i.e. Improve Deliver to Customer On Time Delivery Performance, Improve Deliver to Customer Delivery to Date Performance) and of Improve Supplier Delivery Performance (i.e. Improve Supplier On Time Delivery Performance, Ensure Supplier Delivery to Date Performance) should also be involved in the query.

- The query is expanded by those inferred concepts, i.e. 'Find the Activities which positively_satisfies or negatively_satisfies the goals Improve Delivery Performance, Process Invoice Without Error, Ensure Full Delivery, Decrease Percentage of Defective Supplied, Improve Deliver to Customer Performance, Improve Supplier Delivery Performance, Improve Deliver to Customer On Time Delivery Performance, Improve Deliver to Customer Delivery to Date Performance, Improve Supplier On Time Delivery Performance, and Ensure Supplier Delivery to Date Performance.'

- When executing the query formalized in (jjj), C will be replaced by all the inferred concepts and A-Box inference is applied to locate the instance of Activity (x).

Query: \( ?x | (x, \text{ImproveDeliveryPerformance}) \in R: \text{positively_satisfies, negatively_satisfies}, x \in \text{Activity w.r.t O}^{spo}, O^{scor} \) (j)

T-Box inference: \( ?C | C = \text{ImproveDeliveryPerformance w.r.t. O}^{scor} \)
\( ?C | C \sqsubseteq \text{ImproveDeliveryPerformance w.r.t. O}^{scor} \)
\( ?C | \text{ImproveDeliveryPerformance has_parts C w.r.t. O}^{scor} \) (jj)

A-Box inference: \( (x, C) \in R: \text{positively_satisfies, negatively_satisfies} \) w.r.t. \( O^{spo} \) (jjj)

After running the query and inference, the system finds the following model fragments which might have an impact on the goal of improving delivery performance:

1. \( PM_A: \) "Check delivery items" (positively_satisfies Improve Delivery Performance); "Correct the delivery quantity" (positively_satisfies Improve Deliver to Customer Performance); "Check availability of delivery items" (positively_satisfies Ensure Full Delivery); "Monitor delivery date" (positively_satisfies Improve Deliver to Customer On Time Delivery Performance and Improve Deliver to Customer Delivery to Date Performance); "Edit partial delivery information" (negatively_satisfies Ensure Full Delivery).

2. \( PM_B: \) "Receive items from local suppliers" (positively_satisfies Ensure Supplier Delivery to Date Performance and Improve Supplier On Time Delivery Performance); "Issue the deficit protocol" (negatively_satisfies
3. Improve Supplier On Time Delivery Performance; "Issue an export Invoice" \textit{(negatively\_satisfies Process Invoice Without Error)}.

3. PM$_2$; "Correct orders" \textit{(positively\_satisfies Ensure Full Delivery)}; "Issue Invoice" \textit{(negatively\_satisfies Process Invoice Without Error)}.

7.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have exemplified the semantic annotations—profile annotation, meta-model annotation, model annotation and goal annotation through two exemplar studies. A BPMN model and two EEML models have been selected from two different business organizations in a same business domain about logistics processing. The representations of two models have shown the diversities of modeling notations, conceptualizations, terminologies, and business processing ways. GPO as the semantic mediator for modeling languages, has been mapped to BPMN and EEML in the meta-model annotation phase. Two models have been transformed into the PSAM models with Pro-SEAT. The SCOR reference model provides the process templates and standards of logistics process, and it has been chosen as domain ontology for the model annotation and the goal annotation. The level 3 process elements with inputs and outputs from SCOR have been formalized as SCOR domain ontologies in OWL. In order to facilitate the semantic reference from the PSAM model to the domain ontology, the SCOR concepts have been organized in Activity, Artifact and Actor-role categories. The goal ontology has been derived from the process elements, the inputs and outputs, and the metrics of performance attributes of the SCOR specifications. The semi-automatic goal annotation has been conducted by Pro-SEAT based on the goal annotation algorithms.

To illustrate the applicability of the semantic annotation approach, we have outlined a process knowledge management system integrating the semantic annotation components. Making use of the Semantic Web technology, the semantic reasoning such as T-Box and A-Box inference has also been exemplified on the semantic annotation results for the process knowledge management purpose. In next chapters we will conduct more systematic evaluation and applicability validation of our method.
Part III

Evaluation
Chapter 8

Quality Evaluation of the Method

Evaluation of the method and prototype implementation consists of two parts: 1) quality analysis of semantic annotation framework and method, and 2) applicability validation based on annotation results. In this chapter, we focus on the quality of our method. We apply a quality framework — SEQUAL to provide a systematic analysis on the quality of GPO (General Process Ontology), PSAM (Process Semantic Annotation Model) and the annotation tool Pro-SEAT. The quality of the work is evaluated based on the use experience of the exemplar studies, which is also related to the applicability validation of the work in Chapter 9.

8.1 Evaluation Design

Since the underlying theory of our work is information modeling, we look at the criteria and metrics of the evaluation in the information modeling discipline. GPO and PSAM have been created for the knowledge representation of process models. If the PSAM definition in chapters 4 and 5 is regarded as a modeling language, GPO is the meta-model of it, and an instance of PSAM is a model. In our exemplar studies, the original EEML/BPMN process models are translated into the PSAM models in a common process knowledge modeling language based on GPO. We therefore apply a general quality framework of models and modeling languages in the evaluation. The quality framework is based on the semiotic theory\(^1\), which is also the theoretical basis of our annotation framework. Hence the whole work is built and evaluated under the same theoretical foundation. The quality categories are selected from the quality framework and evaluated through the exemplar studies. The annotation tool is also evaluated according to the quality framework. However, since it is only a prototype, the performance of the system and the user interface is not taken into account in the evaluation.

8.2 Settings for the Quality Evaluation

In this section we discuss a general quality framework — SEQUAL [80], which is used for this evaluation work. A set of facts from the annotation approach and exemplar

\(^1\)The quality categories in the quality framework correspond to the semiotic ladder [33].
studies are identified and explained to correspond to the quality categories which are defined in the quality framework.

8.2.1 SEQUAL

SEQUAL (SEmiotic QUALity framework) is the latest version of the general quality framework of models and modeling languages which was earlier reported in [73], [76], and [78]. This quality framework was developed with the objective of providing a systematic structure for evaluating the desirable properties for conceptual models. It has been useful in wider context of understanding quality in areas such as requirements engineering [74], enterprise modeling [78] [115], interactive modeling [77], and evaluating and comparing modeling languages such as UML [75], OWL [91].

Compared with other approaches and frameworks available for evaluating modeling approaches, SEQUAL provides a systematic evaluation method and it has three unique properties:

- It distinguishes between goals and means, i.e. by separating what to achieve from how to achieve it.

- It is closely linked to linguistic and semantic concepts, which particularly including the discussion on the terms of the semiotic theory — syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.

- It is based on a constructivistic world-view, recognizing that models are usually created as part of a dialogue between the participants involved in modeling, whose knowledge of the modeling domain and potentially the domain itself changes as modeling takes place.

Early version distinguished among three quality categories for conceptual models (syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic) according to steps on the semiotic ladder [33]. The quality goals corresponding to the categories are syntactic correctness, semantic validity and completeness, and comprehension (pragmatic). The framework distinguishes between goals and means to reach the goals. In the later extensions, more quality categories have been added so that the entire semiotic ladder is included, that is, physical, empirical, syntactic, semantic, perceived semantic, pragmatic, social and organizational quality. The main concepts of the framework and their relationships for quality of models are illustrated in Figure 8.1.

Physical quality is to check how the externalized model \( M \) could be persistent and available enabling the audience to make sense of it. Persistence is usually associated with the protection against loss or damage. It also sometime includes previous versions of the model, if these are relevant. Availability is dependent on its externalization and distributability.

Empirical quality focuses on model \( M \) itself. Empirical quality deals with the variety of elements distinguished, error frequencies, and ergonomics for CHI (Computer-Human Interaction) for documentation and modeling tools.

Syntactic quality is the correspondence between the model \( M \) and the language extension \( L \) of the modeling language. Syntactical correctness is the goal of this quality
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Figure 8.1: SEQUAL framework for discussing quality of models [80]

category, which requires that all statements in the model conform to the syntax and vocabulary of the language.

Semantic quality is the correspondence between the model $M$ and the modeling domain $D$. The semantic validity and the semantic completeness are goals for this quality.

Perceived semantic quality is the correspondence between the social actors’ interpretation $I$ of a model $M$ and their current knowledge $K$ of the domain $D$.

Pragmatic quality is the correspondence between the model $M$ and the audiences’ interpretation of it $I$. Usually social pragmatic quality (to what extent people understand the models) and technical pragmatic quality (to what extent tools can be made that can interpret the models) are differentiated. In addition, the pragmatic quality includes to what extent the participants are able to change the domain after interpreting the model or learning from it. The goal for pragmatic quality is comprehension, i.e. the degree to which a model can be understood.

Social quality focuses on social actors’ interpretations $I$. The goal of social quality is agreement among their interpretations.

Organizational quality is the correspondence between the model $M$ and the modeling goals $G$. Organizational goal validity and organizational goal completeness are related to this quality.

The quality framework of modeling languages keeps the same concepts used in the quality framework of models. However, the core concept is language extension $L$ but not model externalization $M$ anymore. Six quality categories of language quality are
identified as follows.

**Figure 8.2:** Language quality in the quality framework [80]

- **Domain appropriateness** indicates whether the modeling language addresses the problems of eliciting/representing relevant facts of the problem domain. Domain appropriateness is primarily a means to achieve semantic quality.

- **Participant appropriateness** indicates whether the modeling language corresponds to what the participants perceive as a natural way of working, i.e., the modeling language they have known. This is primarily a means to achieve pragmatic quality.

- **Modeler appropriateness** indicates whether the modeling language assists the modelers in externalizing their knowledge. Modeler appropriateness is primarily a means to achieve semantic quality.

- **Comprehensibility appropriateness** indicates whether the social actors are able to comprehend the models made in the modeling language. Comprehensibility appropriateness is primarily a means to achieve empirical and pragmatic quality.

- **Tool appropriateness** indicates whether the modeling language lends themselves to automated tool support or assists in support for reasoning. Tool appropriateness could be means to achieve syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic quality through formal syntax, mathematical semantics, and operational semantics, respectively.
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- **Organizational appropriateness** indicates whether the model made in the modeling language achieves the organization’s goals. This is the means to support organizational quality.

Figure 8.2 indicates how these appropriateness are related to the concepts in the quality framework. Those categories are related both to the meta-model and to the notation.

8.2.2 The facts corresponding to the quality categories from the exemplar studies

In order to apply the general quality framework, we firstly specify the facts corresponding to the sets in the quality framework. The quality categories relate to the relationships between the following facts.

**Annotation model**

In this scenario, the annotation process and the annotation result are evaluation targets. In our approach, the annotation result is an instance of the annotation model. Therefore, the PSAM model is the externalized model in the quality framework.

**Goals of annotation**

The annotation (the PSAM modeling in our approach) is to represent the knowledge stored in the existing process models through a set of agreed semantically-defined concepts and formats. Therefore, the goals of annotation depend on the original modeling goals in each case and also depend on the goals of knowledge management. A number of goals are identified from the cases as follows.

- **G1** - The annotation should improve the readability of the existing process models.
- **G2** - The annotation should help sharing process knowledge among different organizations within a domain.
- **G3** - The annotation should help to analyze and validate the existing process models.
- **G4** - The annotation should be helpful in the semantic reconciliation of models and to facilitate reuse and integration of models.

**Modeling domain**

In general, the modeling domain is about processes in the enterprise modeling domain. In this case, it is the SCO (Supply-Chain-Operation) domain.

**Language extension**

GPO is the meta-model of PSAM and determines the definitions of PSAM. Thus, GPO defines the syntax of the annotation model. Since GPO is created in OWL, a PSAM model is the instance of the OWL model and it has the syntactical features and constraints of OWL.
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Modeler — model annotator

In this scenario, model annotators are modelers. They create the annotation by applying their modeling and domain knowledge. In the exemplar studies, we assume that the annotators of PM$_A$ know the modeling language BPMN and their BPMN models quite well. The similar assumption for the annotators of PM$_B$ and PM$_B2$ is the knowledge of the EEML modeling language and EEML models. Moreover, they understand thoroughly their business process and domain definitions. Such a role corresponds to the modeler in the quality framework.

Participant actor — annotation user

Annotation users are the consumers of the annotation results. In the cases, they make use of the annotation information in the process knowledge management activities, such as querying information, analyzing models, and eliciting/inferring interested knowledge. They correspond to the participant actors in the quality framework.

Annotation tool

The annotation tool is used to support the annotation procedure. The annotation tool — Pro-SEAT provides the functions for profile annotation, meta-model annotation, model annotation and goal annotation.

8.3 Quality Analysis

The quality evaluation includes the quality of GPO, the PSAM definitions, the annotated PSAM model instances and the annotation tool for the cases. GPO is defined as the meta-model of the annotation model, and the PSAM definitions are applied as the notation of the modeling. Thus, the language quality is analyzed on GPO and the PSAM definitions. The model quality is discussed based on the instances in the exemplar studies. The quality categories of SEQUAL are also applied to evaluate to which extent it improves the model quality.

8.3.1 GPO and PSAM quality evaluation

1. Domain appropriateness. GPO has been defined by referring most process modeling languages in enterprise modeling, and GPO includes the most vital and frequently used concepts in describing a business process. Compared with those languages, the GPO concepts are more general in the enterprise process domain. Accordingly, specific semantics in the domain can only be abstracted or encapsulated into a set in GPO. Such a quality evaluation can be made through the analysis of the meta-model annotation in the exemplars. For example, in EEML the resources could be the following different concepts — Organization, Person, Information Object, Skill, Software Tool, Manual Tool, and Material Tool. And the resource role is played by those resources. In the meta-model annotation, only two concepts Actor-role and Artifact in GPO are found to correspond
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to those resources. It is obvious that more specified semantics from the organizational perspective will be missing when representing the EEML model by the GPO concepts. When annotating BPMN with GPO, an exact semantic mapping between Data Object and Actor-role, between Swimlane and Artifact could be made without losing the semantics of the original BPMN models. With respect to the concepts of Activity, Input, Output and WorkflowPattern in GPO, it is relatively easy to map to both EEML and BPMN concepts. Thus, GPO is mainly designed from the process and function perspectives. The main concepts defined in SCOR are process elements, inputs and outputs. GPO provides enough concepts to represent such a domain. However, the relationships defined in EEML and BPMN cannot be directly mapped to the GPO concepts. Relationships between the GPO concepts are not applied during the meta-model annotation phase but directly generated in the PSAM model. Moreover, the annotation model is not only a process model but should support the ontology-based annotation. The relations linking the GPO concepts and the ontology concepts are specified in a PSAM model as well. All in all, GPO and PSAM have proper domain appropriateness.

2. Participant appropriateness. As we have discussed perviously, GPO is relatively simple compared with most enterprise process modeling languages. Since we assume that the annotators are process modeling specialists, learning GPO should not be a problem. In the profile, model and the goal annotation, we also assume the annotators are domain experts and understand the original models quite well. The only request for them is to have some knowledge about ontology and semantic relationships when employing the ontology-based annotation.

3. Modeler appropriateness. Since the GPO concepts are more general than a particular enterprise process modeling language, some specific semantics in the original models could not be conveyed in the PSAM model. However, as we argued before, GPO is not initially created as a comprehensive process modeling language. The intention of the proposal is to elicit the most important and useful process knowledge and to represent it in annotation models for knowledge management. In the meta-model annotation phase, a possible mapping from GPO to a particular modeling language has only three types — one-to-one, one-to-many, and one-to-combination, which means that the modeling language elements can be mapped to only one GPO concept. In the current prototype implementation many-to-one mappings are not supported. After the transformation based on the meta-model annotation, all the PSAM models have the same structure. Therefore the modeler can not make any other creative structure.

4. Comprehensibility appropriateness. Only 29 concepts are identified in the current version of GPO and the PSAM specification. The concepts and the relationships between them are relatively straightforward for annotation users to interpret just by reading the names. With respect to the relations linking the GPO concepts and the ontology concepts, only three semantic relationship categories (synonym, hypernym, and meronym) from PSAM are chosen for the exemplar studies. Also the name of those semantic relationships are specified according to the GPO
concepts. For example, the meronym is represented by "phase_of" for Activity, "part_of" for Artifact and "member_of" for Actor-role.

5. Tool appropriateness. PSAM is defined using a formal syntax and modeled in OWL. OWL is XML-syntactic compilable and it can be parsed by available commercial or non-profit parsers. The semantics of GPO and PSAM are also formally defined according to the OWL semantic definitions. The GPO concepts are modeled as owl:Class and the relations are modeled as owl:ObjectProperty and owl:DatatypeProperty. For our work, OWL DL is the basis of the annotation models. OWL DL was designed to support the existing Description Logic business segment and has desirable computational properties for reasoning systems [195]. The Protégé-OWL API is integrated in the annotation tool so that the syntax and the semantics of GPO and PSAM can be interpreted by the tool.

6. Organizational appropriateness. Due to the fair comprehensibility appropriateness and the application goals of this work, GPO and PSAM are theoretically easy to understand for audiences from different enterprise units. However, further empirical evidence is required to establish this claim.

8.3.2 Quality analysis of the annotation model instances

A specific annotation model is an instance of the PSAM model that is transformed from the original process models and annotated with ontological concepts. The quality of GPO and PSAM will impact the quality of the PSAM models. The evaluation of the PSAM models concludes how the model quality relates to the usability of the annotation results.

Physical Quality

We first look at how the knowledge of the domain has been externalized by the annotation models. Such a goal could be achieved through the means of domain appropriateness, participant language appropriateness and knowledge externalizability appropriateness. As we have discussed in the quality analysis of those appropriateness above, the PSAM models can present most information about the process and functional perspective. The EEML and BPMN models have presented the logistics processing comprehensively due to their expressiveness. Based on the meta-model annotation results, the original models are transformed into the PSAM models. Ideally, the transformation should keep exactly the same information as the original models. It is obvious that more one-to-one mappings in the meta-model annotation, more knowledge represented in the modeling elements can be preserved after the transformation. In the exemplar studies, five one-to-one mappings are in the annotation of BPMN and three are in the annotation of EEML. In EEML, different resources are specified and they all could be mapped to the GPO concepts Artifact and Actor-role respectively. Thus, the PSAM models of $PM_A$ should have better physical quality than the ones of $PM_B$. Fortunately, those specific resources are not much applied in the original EEML models $PM_B$. That is, not much domain knowledge is lost because of the meta-model
annotation in this case. However, annotating the relationships defined in the modeling languages is not supported by this approach. The relationships between the GPO concepts are defined in GPO so that knowledge in the PSAM models are interpreted according to the GPO definitions. Compared with the original models, the PSAM models have additional knowledge — the ontological knowledge, which is introduced during the model annotation and the goal annotation. In the exemplar studies, the domain ontology is related to the SCOR standard, while the goal ontology provides the knowledge about the objectives of process and also the links to the SCOR process metrics. In chapter 9, we discuss what useful knowledge can be externalized by the PSAM models.

The PSAM models are then checked to determine if they are easily available and maintainable. The meta-model annotation result for each modeling language is stored in an XML file. Such results can be reused in generating the PSAM models by different models in the same modeling language. The generated PSAM models are OWL models, so that the PSAM models can be read and edited by any OWL editing tools. Model annotation and goal annotation is then made to the PSAM models. However, if there is any change of the meta-model annotation, the PSAM models based on the meta-model annotation result have to be re-generated. That means all the model and the goal annotation work made on the PSAM models will be lost.

**Empirical Quality**

There is no graphic notation for the annotation model. All the generated PSAM models are textual OWL files so that the readability of the model is poor without the tool support. The PSAM models are categories according to the GPO concepts. Since no graphic notation is used for the GPO concepts, the concepts such as "Activity", "Artifact", "Actor-role" are not distinct to the user. There is a limited number of categories since only eight GPO concepts are used in the exemplar studies. However, when the original model is large\(^2\), the list of the instances for each GPO concept is long. For example, 33 instances of Activity are listed for the annotation in \(PM_A\) and only 14 instances of Activity in \(PM_{B2}\). From the experience of using Pro-SEAT, it turns out that it is more difficult to find a desired instance in the PSAM model of \(PM_A\) compared with the one of \(PM_{B2}\). The instance is named with the model textual title and its model id from the original process models. When two instances have the same model title but different model id, mistakes will be made by picking the wrong instance because of a confusion with the title.

**Syntactic Quality**

As an OWL model with classes and instances, the PSAM models should comply the OWL syntax. Since the PSAM models are generated from the meta-model annotation result, the premise is that the syntax of GPO and the mappings have been validated. GPO is created by Protégé and the correctness of the syntax is checked by Protégé. The meta-model mapping rules have also been set to comply with OWL syntax.

\(^2\)The size of the model depends on the number of the model elements, i.e. the instances in the PSAM model.
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Semantic Quality and Perceived Semantic Quality

The semantic quality of the annotation models depends on the semantic quality of both the original models and the annotation. We have assumed that the original process models are semantically correct and complete. The semantics of the generated PSAM models are consequently determined by the transformation from the original models to the PSAM definitions.

More semantics are introduced during the model and the goal annotation. The quality of such semantics is categorized into the perceived semantic quality in this approach because it corresponds to annotators' and annotation users' interpretations and their knowledge of the domain. Most annotation operations are manual, but Pro-SEAT supports the semi-automatic goal annotation which might help to achieve semantic validity and completeness. In Pro-SEAT, the ontology-based query interface provides the service to perceive the semantics of the annotation. The perceived semantic quality of annotation model is further validated through the applications and analyzed in chapter 9.

Pragmatic Quality

Since the annotated process models are OWL model instances, it is not difficult for an annotation user to understand the annotation schema and structure. Moreover, ontology is designed in a human understandable way and the annotation user is supposed to know about the domain. There is no problem for the annotation user to read the models, but it is hard for the user to see the whole picture of the models without the support of a visualization tool. However, the OWL models can be interpreted by any tools supporting OWL DL. Since the SCOR ontology provides explicit representation of conceptualization of supply chain domain, the references in the annotation help annotation users learn the domain and adapt processes of $PM_A$, $PM_{B1}$ and $PM_{B2}$, which is evident in the applicability validation in Chapter 9. Besides, the pragmatic quality of $PM_A$, $PM_{B1}$ and $PM_{B2}$ represented in Pro-SEAT also depends on the pragmatic quality of Pro-SEAT, which is discussed in the following section.

Social Quality

One of the goals for the proposed approach is to help process knowledge sharing among different organizations within a domain. The ontologies are assumed to be the domain standards which are agreed by different audience. GPO is the meta-model ontology. The PSAM models are generated from this standard and the model content is annotated with domain standard. In the exemplar studies, SCOR is chosen to be the common standard and modeled as the domain ontology, because SCOR is already well known in many enterprises for the supply-chain management in practice. The original models $PM_A$, $PM_{B1}$ and $PM_{B2}$ are all within the supply-chain domain.

Organizational Quality

For the organizational quality of the PSAM models and the tool, we can check if the modeling goals can be fulfilled and addressed by the proposed approach.
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- **G1** - The annotation should improve the readability and comprehensibility of the existing process models.

  The semantic annotation enriches the model semantics by referencing the ontology concepts using semantic relationships. Thus, with the referenced ontology, the semantics of the model elements can be interpreted more correctly and completely by both human and machine. With respect to the pragmatic quality of Pro-SEA T we find that the annotation functions do not really address this goal. However, the ontology-based query in Pro-SEA T provides the functions to navigate the process models. Since the annotation results are in OWL, the machine can read and reason the semantics in the annotation model. This goal is further analyzed in Chapter 9.

- **G2** - The annotation should help process knowledge sharing among different organizations within a domain.

  From the discussion on the social quality, we find that this goal has been addressed by the annotation models. The applicability of the approach in Chapter 9 proves that the annotation models can fulfill this goal.

- **G3** - The annotation should help to analyze and validate the existing process models.

  Satisfaction of this goal is checked and discussed in Chapter 9.

- **G4** - The annotation should be helpful in model reuse and model integration.

  Such goal is related to G2. The annotation models have not been applied in any real applications of model transformation and model integration. The applicability of the annotation results are only described in the application scenario under the exemplar studies. This goal is further analyzed in Chapter 9.

8.3.3 Quality Evaluation of Pro-SEA T

The annotation tool is also the means to achieve quality annotation results. Thus the tool evaluation is to validate the performance of Pro-SEA T on achieving model quality.

- **Physical Quality** - Pro-SEA T provides the functions of importing the original process models, loading the ontology, editing and saving the meta-model annotation, the model and the goal annotation results. The current version of the tool is mainly designed for interpreting the models in XML created by Metis tool. The tool can only load the ontology in OWL format and the integrated ontology API is the Protégé 3.2.1 OWL API. There is no database repository deployed for the annotated process knowledge, but only the XML or OWL files and folders are used to manage the knowledge. Therefore, the benefit is that the knowledge is easy to distribute and could be published on the Web, while the disadvantage is the lack of a systematic way to manage the files and their inherent links. This might be compensated by integrating the CO2SY system which is developed by Strašunskas [175] for managing the interrelationships between product fragments.
• Empirical Quality - The details of model annotation and goal annotation are displayed in the property fields for each instance in Pro-SEAT. The layout of those properties are not well organized in groups and the sequence of the properties is displayed variously each time when running the tool. Thus, it is hard to navigate the properties when manipulating the annotation. Nevertheless, the operation of the annotation is simple — just select the reference concept from the ontology tree by clicking or entering the reference value.

• Syntactic Quality - The prototype of the annotation tool does not provide the functions for performing a syntax check from the user interface, but invalid OWL models can not be parsed by the OWL API in Pro-SEAT.

• Semantic Quality and Perceived Semantic Quality. The current annotation tool does not support any semantic consistency or completeness checking during the annotation.

• Pragmatic Quality - Pro-SEAT does not provide a visualization of process models, annotation models and ontologies. The imported original process model from Metis is listed in the tree-view. The tree-view of the model keeps the same structure as in the Metis tool. It is not difficult for the Metis user to interpret the model in Pro-SEAT. The Protégé’s tree-view of ontology is also integrated in Pro-SEAT so that the subsumption relationship between ontology concepts can be viewed in Pro-SEAT. The other relationships represented in OWL properties and constraints can not be displayed in Pro-SEAT, which would hide the complexity and help the annotator to identify the concepts easily. The annotation models are listed and navigated according to the GPO concepts. In Pro-SEAT, it is difficult to establish an overall view of the annotation model or check the inter-relationships between annotations. A model search interface is integrated in Pro-SEAT. Based on the annotation results, it facilitates the navigation of the process models and the annotation information by focusing on the GPO categories.

8.4 Requirements Satisfaction of the Semantic Annotation System

Recall the requirements we identified for the semantic annotation system in section 3.5. Next, we examine what and how the requirements for Pro-SEAT have been met in this section.

1. The system should be able to present and parse annotation source models which are originally in certain formats and representations.
   Pro-SEAT can present and parse the process models in XML format which is generated from Metis modeling tool.

2. The system should provide an ontology browser for the overview and manipulation of ontological knowledge.
   The integrated Protégé-OWL API provides the functionality to browse ontologies.
3. Semantic annotation schema or metadata should be supplied (pre-defined) or generated (ontology-based) by the system.

    OWL formatted GPO ontology can be loaded in Pro-SEAT. After the meta-model annotation, the PSAM schema for model and goal annotation can be generated in Pro-SEAT.

4. The annotation procedure should be easily manipulated by users with the system, i.e. easy to locate "annotatee" (e.g. entity in source model) and "annotater" (e.g. concept in ontology) during the annotation.

    This requirement has been discussed through the analysis of empirical quality and pragmatic quality in section 8.3. Stronger evidence should be collected from more usability studies involving end-users.

5. The system should support the maintenance of annotation results (e.g. embedded vs. stand-off annotation).

    The annotation is stand-off annotation in this work so that it allows the dynamic changes of the user-specific annotations.

6. Multiple-ontology references (e.g. different levels of ontologies) might be supported in the system.

    So far, a top-level ontology for meta-model annotation and domain ontology for model and goal annotation are supported in this work.

7. Different types of annotations (e.g. instance identification, URI links, and other semantic relationships) might be supported.

    The main supported annotation types supported by Pro-SEAT are URI links and the semantic relationships such as synonym, hypernym and meronym.

8. Semi-automatic or automatic annotation might be considered in the system.

    The implementation of the goal-annotation algorithms contribute the semi-automation of the tool, which partially meets the requirement.

9. The system might be able to serialize the annotation results for reuse in different systems.

    The annotation result from Pro-SEAT is in OWL and it is serialized. Thus, this requirement is met through the test that the annotation result can be represented in Protégé-OWL Editor.

10. It might be possible to conduct semantic inference among ontology-based semantic annotations.

    The satisfaction of the requirement of semantic inference will be exemplified in next chapter.

### 8.5 Summary

As evaluation method for ontology-based semantic annotation is a new research topic as the emerging semantic annotation approaches applying the Semantic Web techniques. According to the author’s knowledge, there is no systematic evaluation methodology for
semantic annotation approaches and tools. Maynard in [102] identified some requirements for ontology-based annotation tools such as expected functionality, interoperability, usability, accessibility, scalability and reusability. Usually, criteria and metrics for performance evaluation, such as precision, recall and F-measure [154], are defined for the evaluation of semi-automatic or automatic semantic annotations by using information extraction techniques. However, the evaluation is mainly for the semantic annotation of textual contents. The model features are certainly not concerned, but they are very important in our case of the semantic annotation of business process models. Moreover, those metrics are not sufficient for ontology-based information extraction, because the distinction between right and wrong is less obvious [102]. We do not apply any information extraction techniques in our system and the current prototype of the annotation tool mainly supports manual annotation.

We have chosen SEQUAL that has been widely and successfully applied in the information modeling area, to evaluate the proposed approach. Also SEQUAL shares the same theoretical foundation with our semantic annotation framework. According to the semiotic quality categories, the quality analysis has been made at both the meta-model level (GPO and the PSAM specifications) and model level (the PSAM model instances and Pro-SEAT), which make up our semantic annotation method.
Chapter 9

Validation of Applicability

In this chapter, we validate the applicability of annotation results derived from the proposed method. The validation is undertaken through an application scenario, where a new IS solution is modeled through selecting and reusing annotated process model fragments. The validation is supposed to check if the annotation method can facilitate process knowledge management, which is the general application objective of this work. Quality evaluation for Chapter 8 is further analyzed based on the discussion of the application results.

9.1 Validation Design

A walkthrough scenario of a process knowledge management application is deployed in this chapter based on the semantic annotation results from the exemplar studies of Chapter 7. In the scenario, the annotated process models ($PM_A$, $PM_{B1}$ and $PM_{B2}$) are IS solutions presenting logistics process knowledge of different organizations, and a new IS problem (an integrated sales delivery solution for their cooperative business) is supposed to be dealt with by reusing and integrating some of the solutions which can achieve goals of the new system.

The annotation results which we got from the exemplar studies are the source data consumed by the application scenario. The annotation goals set in section 8.2.2 concretize a general application objective of our annotation method— to facilitate process knowledge management. The validation is therefore to measure the goals. Based on the goals, a set of requirements are derived. The requirements are implemented through a set of SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language Combining OWL and RuleML) [202] rules and queries. The rules and queries are executed on the annotation results. The validation is thus to check how the returned query results fulfill those requirements in the context of the application scenario. In addition, semantic validity and semantic completeness of the annotation models are analyzed in the validation. The implementation tool of the application is Protégé-OWL with the SWRL editor and the Jess rule engine ¹.

Accuracy of mapping between ontologies and models may affect the validation results. Therefore, we assume that the ontology-based annotation is accomplished by

¹http://herzberg.ca.sandia.gov/jess/
modeling experts and domain specialists, who provide reliable mappings. Accuracy of
the annotation is hereby not taken into account in the evaluation.

9.1.1 Application requirements

In this applicational scenario, users need to navigate models for browsing the process
knowledge of the legacy IS solutions, search interesting knowledge candidates for building
a new solution, select suitable model fragments from the candidates, and reuse the selected model fragments in a knowledge-based integration. We therefore elicit the
following requirements to implement the application. The requirements are associated
with the annotation goals (G1-G4) identified in section 8.2.2. If the annotation method
fulfills the requirements of the application, it satisfies the annotation goals too.

- **RE1 - Navigation requirements.** For the purpose of browsing knowledge, navigate
  process models ($PM_A$, $PM_{B1}$ and $PM_{B2}$) (related to G1). Such a requirement
can be decomposed into following sub-requirements by specifying the interests of
  process properties.
    - **RE1.1** - List Activities and their sub-Activities.
    - **RE1.2** - List Activities and their preceding or succeeding Activities.
    - **RE1.3** - List Activities and their Artifacts.
    - **RE1.4** - List Activities and their Actor-roles.
    - **RE1.5** - List Activities and their Preconditions or Postconditions.

- **RE2 - Search requirements.** For the purpose of locating interesting knowledge
  candidates, search the corresponding process model fragments across different
  business models by using the SCOR domain ontology (related to G2). Such a
  requirement can be decomposed into following sub-requirements by specifying
  the interests of ontological concepts.
    - **RE2.1** - Find the model fragments of process models that reference to SCOR
      Management Process.
    - **RE2.2** - Find the model fragments of process models that reference to SCOR
      Input/Output.
    - **RE2.3** - Find the model fragments of process models that reference to SCOR
      Organizational.
    - **RE2.4** - Find the model fragments of process models that reference to SCOR
      Goal.

- **RE3 - Semantics checking requirements.** For the purpose of selecting suitable
  model fragments, check the semantics of the process models and the annotation
  results (related to G3). Such a requirement can be decomposed into following sub-
  requirements by specifying the interests of process semantics defined in PSAM.
    - **RE3.1** - Check the Artifacts related to the Input/Output of Activities.
    - **RE3.2** - Check the Activity sequences.
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- RE3.3 - Check the Artifacts in sub-Activities.
- RE3.4 - Check the Actor-roles in sub-Activities.
- RE3.5 - Check the goal annotations in sub-Activities.
- RE3.6 - Check the Precondition/Postcondition of Activities.
- RE3.7 - Check the information flow from Outputs to Inputs.

- RE4 - Knowledge discovery requirements. For the purpose of reusing and integrating model fragments, acquire the implicit knowledge across different models through reasoning on ontological relationships (related to G4). Such a requirement can be decomposed into following sub-requirements by specifying the interests of potential relationships between process properties of different models.
  - RE4.1 - Find out semantic relationships between the Activities of different process models.
  - RE4.2 - Find out semantic relationships between the Artifacts of different process models.
  - RE4.3 - Find out semantic relationships between the Actor-roles of different process models.
  - RE4.4 - Find out goal relations between the Activities of different process models.
  - RE4.5 - Find out possible integration points among different process models.

9.1.2 SWRL rules and tool

SWRL is an acronym for Semantic Web Rule Language. As stated in [149]:

It is intended to be the rule language of the Semantic Web. SWRL is based on a combination of the OWL DL and OWL Lite sub-languages of the OWL Web Ontology Language. It allows users to write Horn-like rules to reason about OWL individuals and to infer new knowledge about those individuals. These rules are expressed in terms of OWL concepts. SWRL is more expressive that OWL DL alone yet retains its formal semantics. It does so, however, at the expense of decidability.

We use SWRL to formalize the application requirements for each annotation model – a PSAM instance model in OWL. Running the SWRL rules shows the computational capability of the annotation models, which is one of the benefits of the proposed approach. Analyzing the rule-execution results helps check what knowledge can be derived from the annotation results and how the results fulfill the application requirements.

SWRL

SWRL rules are of the form of an implication between an antecedent (body) and consequent (head). The intended meaning can be read as: whenever the conditions specified in the antecedent hold, then the conditions specified in the consequent must also hold. SWRL rules are written in terms of OWL classes, properties and individuals.
Both the antecedent and consequent consist of zero or more atoms. Atoms in these rules can be of the form $C(x)$, $P(x,y)$, $\text{sameAs}(x,y)$ or $\text{differentFrom}(x,y)$, where $C$ is an OWL description, $P$ is an OWL property, and $x,y$ are either variables, OWL individuals or OWL data values. A "human readable" form of a SWRL rule is:

$$\text{antecedent} \rightarrow \text{consequent}$$

where both antecedent and consequent are conjunctions of atoms written $a_1 \land \ldots \land a_n$. Variables are indicated using the standard convention of prefixing them with a question mark (e.g. $?x$) [202].

**SWRLTab and SQWRLQueryTab**

The SWRLTab [151] is a development environment for working with SWRL rules in Protégé-OWL. It supports the editing and execution of SWRL rules. It also provides the mechanism to turn SWRL into a query language – SQWRL (Semantic Query-Enhanced Web Rule Language). The SQWRLQueryTab [150] is a plug-in to the Protégé-OWL SWRLTab and it provides a convenient way to visualize the results of queries on an OWL ontology. In the evaluation, we employ SWRLTab to formalize the requirements from section 9.1.1 into SWRL rules in order to validate the annotation results. Most of the rules are queries which can return the query results in SQWRLQueryTab. The SQWRL provides SQL-like operations to retrieve knowledge from an OWL ontology.

## 9.2 Application Requirements in SWRL Formulation

In the exemplar studies, the BPMN model ($PM_A$) and the EEML models ($PM_{B1}$ and $PM_{B2}$) are annotated by the proposed approaches. Those three models are to be shared with each other and integrated in a process knowledge management application. The application requirements are formalized into a set of SWRL queries and rules which are executed on those annotated models. The queries and rules are generally defined for all models, but they can be also specified by replacing the variables with certain values for specific models.

### 9.2.1 Formalize RE1 - Navigation requirements

RE1 is related to G1 (The annotation should improve the readability and comprehensibility of the existing process models). The sub-requirements identify what knowledge of the process models should be read directly from the annotation results. The requirements in RE1 are formalized in Table 9.1.

### 9.2.2 Formalize RE2 - Search requirements

RE2 is related to G2 (The annotation should help sharing process knowledge among different organizations within a domain). The search should look up all the three models without problems associated with semantic heterogeneity. A domain ontology which acts as the common understanding of the domain is essential in supporting the machine
to understand the semantically-reconciled process knowledge from different organizations. In the PSAM models, an ontology is referenced by models through annotation relationships which are represented using OWL properties such as same_as, kind_of, part_of, mapped_to, achieves, positively_satisfies and negatively_satisfies. Therefore, those properties should be specified in the SWRL queries or rules (see Table 9.2).

### 9.2.3 Formalize RE3 - Semantic check requirements

RE3 is related to G3 (The annotation should help to analyze and validate the existing process models). It is used to infer the underlying process knowledge according to the annotation and to check the semantic completeness and semantic validity of annotation models. The SWRL formulations of RE3 are listed in Table 9.3. The queries for inferences are usually built through correlations to OWL properties. For example, besides the Object Property has_Artifact of Activity, the relationship between Activity and Artifact can also be inferred through connecting relations among Activity, Input, Output, and Artifact. RE3.1 (Check the Artifacts related to the Input/Output of Activities) is therefore formalized as IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact, IRule-Activity-Output-hasArtifact and QRule-Activity-hasArtifact. They can be used to infer the fact that if an Artifact is related to the Input or Output of an Activity, the Activity might have such an Artifact. Such inference tasks can be used to find possible missing annotations of has_Artifact.

RE3.2 (Check the Activity sequences) needs to figure out the ordinary sequence of activities, sequence of decomposable activities, iterative and inverse sequence. Sequences of decomposable activities sometimes are not easy to navigate directly from the model specifications. Therefore, QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities-hasSubActivity and QRule-Activity-hasSucceedingActivities-hasSubActivity are formalized to infer such implicit semantics.

The properties of sub-Activities could be passed to their super-Activities, which are validated in RE3.3 (Check the Artifacts in sub-Activities), RE3.4 (Check the Actor-roles in sub-Activities) and RE3.5 (Check the goal annotations in sub-Activities). IRule-
Table 9.2: SWRL queries and rules for RE2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RE2</th>
<th>Rule Name</th>
<th>SWRL formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RE2.1</td>
<td>QRule-Activity-sameas</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ same_as(?x, ?y) → query : select(?x, ?y)∧ query : orderBy(?y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-kindof</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ kind_of(?x, ?y) → query : select(?x, ?y)∧ query : orderBy(?y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-phaseof</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ phase_of(?x, ?y) → query : select(?x, ?y)∧ query : orderBy(?y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE2.2</td>
<td>QRule-Activity-Input-mappedto</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ has_Input(?x, ?y)∧ mapped_to(?y, ?z) → query : select(?x, ?y, ?z)∧ query : orderBy(?z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-Output-mappedto</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ has_Output(?x, ?y)∧ mapped_to(?y, ?z) → query : select(?x, ?y, ?z)∧ query : orderBy(?z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasArtifact-sameas</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ has_Artifact(?x, ?y)∧ same_as(?y, ?z) → query : select(?x, ?y, ?z)∧ query : orderBy(?z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasArtifact-kindof</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ has_Artifact(?x, ?y)∧ kind_of(?y, ?z) → query : select(?x, ?y, ?z)∧ query : orderBy(?z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasArtifact-partof</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ has_Artifact(?x, ?y)∧ part_of(?y, ?z) → query : select(?x, ?y, ?z)∧ query : orderBy(?z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE2.3</td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasActor-sameas</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ has_Actor → role(?x, ?y)∧ same_as(?y, ?z) → query : select(?x, ?y, ?z)∧ query : orderBy(?z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasActor-kindof</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ has_Actor → role(?x, ?y)∧ kind_of(?y, ?z) → query : select(?x, ?y, ?z)∧ query : orderBy(?z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasActor-memberof</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ has_Actor → role(?x, ?y)∧ member_of(?y, ?z) → query : select(?x, ?y, ?z)∧ query : orderBy(?z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE2.4</td>
<td>QRule-Activity-achievesHardGoal</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ achieves(?x, ?y) → query : select(?x, ?y)∧ query : orderBy(?y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-positivelysatisfiesSoftGoal</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ positively_satisfies(?x, ?y) → query : select(?x, ?y)∧ query : orderBy(?y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-negativelysatisfiesSoftGoal</td>
<td>Activity(?x) ∧ negatively_satisfies(?x, ?y) → query : select(?x, ?y)∧ query : orderBy(?y)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Activity-subActivity-hasArtifact and IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasActor are used to introduce the implicit annotation of has_Artifact and has_hasActor-role for the super-Activity. The effects of goals from the sub-Activities could be transferred to the super-Activities but it is not necessary for all cases. RE3.5 is therefore formalized as SWRL queries not inference rules by only listing the possible goal annotations transferred from the sub-Activities.

RE3.6 (Check the Precondition/Postcondition of Activities) is formalized into QRule-Activity-hasSamePrecondition and QRule-Activity-hasSamePostcondition. It attempts to find out the redundant Activities with the same conditions or the workflow patterns with the branches divided from the conditions. Besides, for RE3.7 (Check the information flow from the Output to the Input) the information flow (/output-input flow) can be identified through comparing the annotated Input and Output in QRule-Activity-hasOutput-mappedto-sameonto-Activity-hasInput. If an output has an ontology reference which is also referenced by an input, there might be an information flow between the output and the input.

9.2.4 Formalize RE4 - Knowledge discovery requirements

RE4 is related to G4 (The annotation should be helpful in the semantic reconciliation of models to facilitate reuse and integration of models.). This requirement is for analyzing the potential semantic relations between different models. However, SWRL rules can only be applied in one ontology file, such as the SWRL formulations of RE1, RE2 and
### 9.2. SWRL FORMULATION

#### Table 9.3: SWRL queries and rules for RE3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RE3</th>
<th>Rule Name</th>
<th>SWRL formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RE3.1</td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasInput-relatedArtifact</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_input(?x, ?y) ∧ relatedArtifact(?y, ?z)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ∧ query: orderBy(?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasOutput-relatedArtifact</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_output(?x, ?y) ∧ relatedArtifact(?y, ?z)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ∧ query: orderBy(?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_input(?x, ?y) ∧ relatedArtifact(?y, ?z)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ∧ query: orderBy(?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRule-Activity-Output-hasArtifact</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_output(?x, ?y) ∧ relatedArtifact(?y, ?z)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ∧ query: orderBy(?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE3.2</td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities-hasSubActivity</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_precedingActivities(?x, ?y) ∧ has_subActivity(?x, ?z)</code> → query: select(?y, ?z) ∧ query: orderBy(?y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasSucceedingActivities-hasSubActivity</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_succeedingActivities(?x, ?y) ∧ has_subActivity(?x, ?z)</code> → query: select(?z, ?y) ∧ query: orderBy(?y)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-iterative-preceding</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_precedingActivities(?x, ?x)</code> → query: select(?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-iterative-succeeding</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_succeedingActivities(?x, ?x)</code> → query: select(?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRule-Activity-preceding-inverse-succeeding</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_precedingActivities(?x, ?y)</code> → Activity(?y) ∧ has_succeedingActivities(?y, ?x)`</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IRule-Activity-succeeding-inverse-preceding</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_succeedingActivities(?x, ?y)</code> → Activity(?y) ∧ has_precedingActivities(?y, ?x)`</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE3.3</td>
<td>IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasArtifact</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_subActivity(?x, ?y) ∧ hasArtifact(?y, ?z)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ∧ query: orderBy(?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE3.4</td>
<td>IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasActor</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_subActivity(?x, ?y) ∧ hasActor(?y, ?z)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ∧ query: orderBy(?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-subActivity-transitive-achievesHG</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_subActivity(?x, ?y) ∧ achievesHG(?y, ?z)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ∧ query: orderBy(?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-subActivity-transitive-positivelysatisfiesSG</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_subActivity(?x, ?y) ∧ positively_satisfiesSG(?y, ?z)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ∧ query: orderBy(?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-subActivity-transitive-negativelysatisfiesSG</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_subActivity(?x, ?y) ∧ negatively_satisfiesSG(?y, ?z)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z) ∧ query: orderBy(?x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE3.6</td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hassamePrecondition</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ Activity(?y) ∧ name(?x, ?n) ∧ name(?y, ?m) ∧ swrlb : notEqual(?n, ?m) ∧ has_Precondition(?y, ?z)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hassamePostcondition</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ Activity(?y) ∧ name(?x, ?n) ∧ name(?y, ?m) ∧ swrlb : notEqual(?n, ?m) ∧ has_Postcondition(?y, ?z)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?z)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE3.7</td>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasOutput-mappedtosameonto-Activity-hasInput</td>
<td><code>Activity(?x) ∧ has_Output(?x, ?p) ∧ mapped_to(?p, ?o) ∧ Activity(?y) ∧ has_.Input(?y, ?q) ∧ mapped_to(?q, ?n) ∧ swrlb : equal(?o, ?n)</code> → query: select(?x, ?y, ?o)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RE3. For RE4, we have to run the SWRL rules of RE1, RE2 and RE3 on different models respectively and analyze all query results manually. For example, implementing RE4.1 (Find out semantic relationships between the Activities of different process models) needs the SWRL rules QRule-Activity-sameas, QRule-Activity-kindof and QRule-Activity-phaseof for RE2.1 (Find the model fragments of process models that reference to SCOR Management Process). In this application, those rules are run on all the three models, and SCOR Management Processes in the domain ontology are used as the common references (which are specified in the variables in the SWRL rule formulations) to analyze the relationships between the query results of three models. The relationships usually applied in the analysis are ontological relations such as OWL Class subsumption, OWL Class equivalent, ObjectProperty part-whole relationship and etc.

To implement RE4.5 (Find out possible integration points among different process models), we consider the following integration cases by running related SWRL queries and rules for the above requirements.

- **Case 1. Output and input.** If the outputs in one model can be mapped to the inputs in another model, then it is possible to integrate the two models through the outputs and the inputs. QRule-Activity-Output-mappedto and QRule-Activity-Input-mappedto are run on three models respectively. The variable of ontology concept ?z can be replaced by a specific domain concept.

- **Case 2. Sequence of activities.** If the Activities from the three annotation models that have references of the SCOR process elements, then a possible integration of those Activities from different models can be checked according to the sequence definition in SCOR ontology. SWRL queries for RE2.1 (Find the model fragments of process models that reference to SCOR Management Process) can be run in this case, and the variable ?y is specified with a SCOR process element in each query.

- **Case 3. Semantic relationship of activities.** If two Activities from different models have certain semantic relationships with each other according to the domain annotation, then there is a possibility for two Activities to be integrated through the relationships. The SWRL queries for RE2.1 (Find the model fragments of process models that reference to SCOR Management Process) can also be used in this case, and the annotation relationships such as same_as, kind_of and phase_of should be concerned in the integration analysis.

- **Case 4. Ontological relationship of goals.** If two Activities from different models are annotated with the goals and the goals are same or have certain ontological relationships, the possible integration of two models can be analyzed based on the goal annotation. Goal concept is specified to replace the ontology concept variable ?y in the queries QRule-Activity-achievesHardGoal, QRule-Activity-positivelysatisfiesSoftGoal and QRule-Activity-negativelysatisfiesSoftGoal. Through the ontological relationship has_parts or rdfs:subClassOf, the parts or the sub-class of this goal are also specified to replace ?y respectively in the queries.

The SWRL queries and rules above are edited in Protégé-OWL SWRLTab (see Figure 9.1). They are attached to all the OWL files of the annotation models and will
be executed on those OWL instances for the evaluation. Section G.2 of Appendix G presents a SWRL file of above queries and rules.

Figure 9.1: The SWRL rules in Protege-OWL SWRLTab

9.3 Applicability Validation in an Integration Application

The SWRL formulations for requirements are applied in the exemplar studies to validate the applicability of the proposed annotation approach. The validation is described by an application for integrating delivery process from enterprise A and B. The procedure of the implementation of this application is also the procedure of the validation.

The following steps have been undertaken for the integration application. In each step, some query questions are described by the application user, and the query questions are then inferred and answered by executing corresponding SWRL rules of the formalized requirements. Results are then analyzed and adjusted based on the semantic relationships of ontologies and models:

- **Step 1.** Set application goals and get goal-relevant model fragments.
  
  Running QRule-Activity-achievesHardGoal for RE2.4 (Find the model fragments of process models that reference to SCOR Goal) to find process model fragments achieving the integration goals.

  **Query Question:** Find model fragments from the PM\textsubscript{A}, PM\textsubscript{B\textsubscript{1}} and PM\textsubscript{B\textsubscript{2}} which have impact on the goals "Delivery_is_Processed" and "Invoice_to_Customer_is_Processed".

  **Query Inference:** Sub-goals of "Delivery_is_Processed" and "Invoice_to_Customer_is_Processed" are inferred to expand the query, such as "Delivery_is_Scheduled", "Delivery_Terms_are_Generated", "Invoice_to_Customer_is_Processed".
"End_Items_are_Delivered", "Invoice_to_Customer_is_Issued" and "Invoice_to_Customer_is_Paid".

Query Answer: As a result from executing the SWRL query, we have process model fragments (sub-processes) of "Delivering_Processing" in PM\textsubscript{A} and "Deliver_items_to_franchisee" and "Deliver_items_to_shops" in PM\textsubscript{B2} which are relevant to achieve those goals. The screen shot of the exemplified results in Protégé-OWL SWRL Query Tab are illustrated in Figure 9.2 and Figure 9.3.

Figure 9.2: The query result of QRULE-Activity-achievesHardGoal on PM\textsubscript{A}

Figure 9.3: The query result of QRULE-Activity-achievesHardGoal on PM\textsubscript{B2}

- Step 2. Reconcile and align model semantics by using ontology as semantic mediator.

SWRL queries and rules are executed for RE4 (Knowledge discovery requirements) to find semantic relationships between Activity, Artifact and Actor-role in those model fragments resulted from step 1. For example, we check the relationships between the Actor-roles involved in PM\textsubscript{A} and PM\textsubscript{B2}. We need to first find out what Actor-roles are involved in each process.
Query Question: Navigate Actor-roles in the processes of "Delivering_Processing" in \( PM_A \) and "Deliver_items_to_franchisee" and "Deliver_items_to_shops" in \( PM_{B2} \).

Query Inference: In order to later find out the relationships between the Actor-roles of different models based on domain ontology, we need the query results including the model annotations by specifying which domain ontology concepts are referenced by the Actor-roles. Hence, QRule-Activity-hasActor, QRule-Activity-hasActor-sameas, QRule-Activity-hasActor-kindof and QRule-Activity-hasActor-memberof are used to query \( PM_A \) and \( PM_{B2} \).

Query Answer: As results of QRule-Activity-hasActor, an Actor-role "logistics_department" is associated with the model fragments of "Delivering_Processing" in \( PM_A \) (Figure 9.4), and for \( PM_{B2} \) the Actor-roles "logistics_department", "financial_department", "Orbit_warehouse", "shop" and "franchisee" are queried out with respect to those process model fragments of "Deliver_items_to_franchisee" and "Deliver_items_to_shops" (Figure 9.5). The Actor-role "logistics_department" in \( PM_A \) is annotated with the SCOR ontology "Logistics" by the annotation relationship "same_as" (Figure 9.6). The Actor-role "logistics_department" in \( PM_{B2} \) is also "same_as" the SCOR ontology "Logistics" (Figure 9.7), while the Actor-roles "shop" and "franchisee" are both annotated with the SCOR ontology "Customer" by the annotation relationship "kind_of" (Figure 9.8). Besides, "financial_department" is "same_as" the SCOR ontology "Finance" and "Orbit_warehouse" is "kind_of" the SCOR ontology "Warehouse".

Figure 9.4: The query result of QRule-Activity-hasActor on \( PM_A \)

Result Analysis and Adjustment: There are no semantic relationships between "Logistics" and "Customer" in the SCOR ontology. A further step is hereby taken to search the corresponding Actor-roles for each other model. For example, search \( PM_A \) for the Actor-roles that have the annotation reference of "Customer", and search \( PM_{B2} \) for the Actor-roles that have the annotation reference of "Logistics".

By taking an example of "Customer",

Query Question: Find the processes which have Actor-roles with the ontological reference of the SCOR ontology "Customer".
Figure 9.5: The query result of QRule-Activity-hasActor on \(PM_B^2\)

**Query Answer**: The "client" in \(PM_A\) is same_as "Customer", and the Actor-roles 'shop' and 'franchisee' are kind_of "Customer" in \(PM_B^2\).

**Query Analysis and Adjustment**: 'Shop' and "franchisee" in \(PM_B^2\) (represented by the EEML modeling element Organization) are hence semantically aligned as sub-classes of 'client' in \(PM_A\) (represented by the BPMN modeling element Swimlane).

Similar analysis of semantic relationships between the Activities is made by running QRule-Activity-subActivity to check their sub-activities and super-activities, and also running QRule-Activity-phaseof, QRule-Activity-kindof and QRule-Activity-sameas to find out how those Activities are interpreted according to the SCOR ontology. "Deliver_items_to_franchisee" and "Deliver_items_to_shops" in \(PM_B^2\), and "Delivering_Processing" in \(PM_A\) are all phase_of "D1-Deliver_Stocked_Product". Since the Actor-roles 'shop' and 'franchisee' in \(PM_B^2\) are sub-classes of 'client' in \(PM_A\), a corresponding adjustment of the semantic relationship between two models can be consequently made as "Deliver_items_to_franchisee" and "Deliver_items_to_shops" in \(PM_B^2\) can be sub-activities of "Delivering_Processing" in \(PM_A\).

A possible integration path could be expressed as follows ("\(\rightarrow\)" represents sequence flow, and "\{\}" represents sub-activities in the expression):
9.3. APPLICABILITY VALIDATION IN AN INTEGRATION APPLICATION

Figure 9.7: The query result of QRule-Activity-hasActor-sameas on PMB2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QR SWRLQueryTab</th>
<th>QRule-Activity-hasActor</th>
<th>QRule-Activity-hasActor-sameas</th>
<th>QRule-Activity-hasActor-kindof</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deliver Items to franchisee_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>financial_department_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit_control_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>financial_department_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliver Items to shops_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>logistics_department_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate delivery protocol_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>logistics_department_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check stock_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>logistics_department_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate delivery protocol_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>logistics_department_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct orders_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>sales_department_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9.8: The query result of QRule-Activity-hasActor-kindof on PMB2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QR SWRLQueryTab</th>
<th>QRule-Activity-hasActor</th>
<th>QRule-Activity-hasActor-sameas</th>
<th>QRule-Activity-hasActor-kindof</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deliver Items to shops_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>shop_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliver Items to franchisee_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>shop_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliver Items to shops_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>warehouse_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliver Items to franchisee_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>warehouse_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue Invoice_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>warehouse_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send Items_Task_ID</td>
<td>002a00000059psgcyv_</td>
<td></td>
<td>warehouse_Organization_ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Send_inquiry"(PA) → "Send_quotation"(PA) → "Credit_control"(PB) → "Delivering_Processing"(PA) {"Deliver_items_to_franchisee"(PB2); "Deliver_items_to_shops"(PB2)} → "Ship_items"(PB2) → "Receive_delivery"(PA) → "Issue_invoice"(PB2).

• Step 3. Re-order the sequence of integrating activities.
In Step 2, we are able to figure out the ontological relationships between the activities, but we need sequential relationship to integrate them as a process. For instance, the sequence of activities in the integration can be further refined through checking the sequential Activity and sub-Activities of 'Send_quotation' in PA and the preceding Activities and sub-Activities of 'Credit_control' in PB2.
 Applying SWRL queries and rules QRule-Activity-hasSucceedingActivities and QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities for RE1 and QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities hasSubActivity for RE3.2 to rearrange the sequence of integrated process model fragments. Activity sequences are further checked with the SCOR domain ontology, and adjustment of the sequence and hierarchy of activities is made according to the integration context.

Query Question: Navigate the succeeding Activities of 'Send_quotation' in PA and the preceding Activities of 'Credit_control' in PB2.

Query Answer: 'Client_quotation_processing' is found as the succeeding Activity of 'Send_quotation' in PA (Figure 9.9), and 'Check_stock' and 'Correct_orders' are retrieved as the preceding Activities of 'Credit_control' in PB2.
Figure 9.9: The query result of QRule-Activity-hasSucceedingActivities on PM_A

Figure 9.10: The query result of QRule-Activity-hasSucceedingActivities on PM_B

**Query Analysis and Adjustment:** The integrated sequence depends on i) the activity sequence definitions in original process models, ii) the reference sequence defined in the SCOR ontology, and also iii) the new integration requirements which might need different activity sequence from the former two. Adjustment includes merge and decomposition of integrating activities. For instance, "Client_quotation_processing" in PM_A is annotated with the SCOR ontology concept of "D1.1-Process_Inquiry_and_Quote" (Figure 9.11), whilst "Correct_orders" in PM_B2 is annotated as phase of "D1.2-Receive_Enter_and_Validate_Order" (Figure 9.12). Therefore, "Correct_orders" in PM_B2 can be succeeding activity of "Client_quotation_processing" in PM_A and then be adapted as a subActivity of "Standard_order_processing" in PM_A. While, the two Activities "Credit_control" in PM_A and in PM_B2 can be merged into one Activity.

The result of the integration after this step is following (’/’ is used to represent merge):

"Send_inquiry"(PM_A) → "Send_quotation"(PM_A) → "Client_quotation_processing"(PM_A) → "Standard_order_processing"(PM_A) { ; ; ; "Correct_orders"(PM_B2) ; ; ; } → "Credit_control"(PM_A/PM_B2) → "Delivering_Processing"(PM_A) { ; ; ; "Check_stock"(PM_B2) ; ; ; } → "Transportation_processing"(PM_A)/"Ship_items"(PM_B2) → "Receive_delivery"(PM_A) → "Issue_invoice"(PM_B2).
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Figure 9.11: The query result of QRule-Activity-phaseof on PM_A

Figure 9.12: The query result of QRule-Activity-phaseof on PM_B

- **Step 4. Build output-input flow.**
  
The step can be used to find the missing activities and also re-arrange the sequence of activities based on the output-input flow. For example, we can find an output of 'Create_delivery' in in PM_A that matches an input of 'Issue_invoice' in PM_B.

**Query Question:** Find out which Activity in PM_A produces the input of 'Issue_invoice' in PM_B.

**Query Inference:** Such output-input mapping between different models need to be checked with the SCOR ontology as the mapping mediator, because the input/output parameters might be defined quite differently in two models. *Input* and *Output* of activities are checked through running QRule-Activity-Input-mappedto and QRule-Activity-Output-mappedto for RE2.2 (Find the model fragments of process models that reference to SCOR Input/Output).

**Query Answer:** QRule-Activity-Input-mappedto is executed on Activity of 'Issue_invoice' in PM_B and the input is mapped to "Customer_Delivery_Terms" (Figure 9.13). From the result of QRule-Activity-Output-mappedto in PM_A (Figure 9.14), Activity 'Create_delivery' has an output "delivery" which is mapped to "Customer_Delivery_Terms" too.

**Query Analysis and Adjustment:** Because the input of Activity 'Issue_invoice' and the output of 'Create_delivery' are both mapped to "Customer_Delivery_Terms", it is possible for the two Activities to be integrated with each other through the output-input flow. Not all the integrating points have strict integration sequences. For those non-strict integrating model fragments, more analysis have to be done manually based on the application
Figure 9.13: The query result of QRule-Activity-Input-mappedto on PMB2.

Figure 9.14: The query result of QRule-Activity-Output-mappedto on PMA.

context.

The final result of the integration application after above steps is presented ("|") is used to represent non-strict sequence):

"Send_inquiry"(PMA) → "Send_quotation"(PMA) → "Client_quotation_processing"(PMA) → "Standard_order_processing"(PMA) {"Correct_orders"(PMB2)} → "Credit_control"(PMB2) → "Delivering_Processing"(PMA){...; "Check_stock"(PMB2); ...; "Create_delivery"} → "Issue_invoice"(PMB2)("Transportation_processing"(PMA)/"Ship_items" (PMB2) → "Receive_delivery"(PMA)).

More details of the integration process are provided in Appendix F. By running the above SWRL queries and rules, the integration application has been implemented. The realized implementation validated the applicability of the proposed annotation approach through showing the capability of the annotation results to fulfill the requirements listed in section 9.1.1.

9.4 Discussion on Results of the Validation

9.4.1 Automatic vs. manual annotation

During the validation, we found that the results of the SWRL queries for RE1 (Navigation requirements) can display the most information of the models through the annotation, but still some semantics of original models are found missing or incomplete in the annotation models. The results of QRule-Activity-subActivity are the same as the original models, i.e. it is semantic completeness of the Activity composition for the annotation. Such completeness is guaranteed by Pro-SEAT’s automatic transformation from Metis models to PSAM models.
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based on the meta-model annotation. However, the results of QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities, QRule-Activity-hasSucceedingActivities, QRule-Activity-hasPrecondition and QRule-Activity-hasPostcondition are not complete because current Pro-SEAT does not support the automatic annotation of the sequence of Activities. We have to manually annotate such information.

When checking the results of QRule-Activity-hasArtifact and QRule-Activity-hasActor, it turns out that the automatic annotation of associating Artifact or Actor-role with Activity performs better on EEML models than on BPMN models. The reason is that EEML Resource Role (GPO:Artifact/Actor-role) is encapsulated in EEML Task (GPO:Activity) in Metis which behaves in the same way as GPO. However, the BPMN Logic Process (GPO:Activity) is encapsulated in BPMN Swimlane (GPO:Actor-role) but not in the reverse way. The relations can not be automatically transformed as has.Actor-role properties in PSAM models. Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that the function of automatic transformation should be improved in Pro-SEAT. RE1 (Navigation requirements) is almost fulfilled in spite of the missing annotation caused by the manual annotation.

9.4.2 Model analysis based on semantic relationships

The reference ontology is introduced in the SWRL queries for RE2 (Search requirements). The links between the model fragments and the ontology concepts are built through the semantic annotation. When executing the SWRL queries for RE2 (Search requirements) on the three model instances respectively, we found that the synonym (same_as) (i.e. semantic equivalent) relationship is mostly used in annotating Artifacts and Actor-roles, while the hypernym (kind_of) and meronym (part_of, member_of) relationships are rarely used. Nevertheless, for ontology-based annotations of Activities the case is just reverse: more meronym (phase_of) relationships and hypernym than synonym are applied. Such phenomena is observed in all the three models. It shows that Artifacts and Actor-roles in the three models are not very specialized but relatively general and close to the SCOR standard. On the contrary, Activities in different models are quite various and meanwhile the modeling granularity of the Activity is smaller than the SCOR process elements.

9.4.3 Detecting missing annotation

In order to detect missing annotations, we run the query rules ² together with corresponding inference rules ³. For instance, when only running QRule-Activity-hasArtifact on PMB₁, 19 records are returned. If the query is run together with IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasArtifact, the results set consists of 30 records. By running IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact and IRule-Activity-Output-hasArtifact with QRule-Activity-hasArtifact the query returns 40 records. The results of the execution of those inference rules and queries on three models are listed in Table 9.4. We comparing record numbers of the query results, we can see that there are more missing annotation on Artifacts in PMB₁ than in PMₐ and in

²starting with 'Q' in the formulation name (see Table 9.4)
³starting with 'I' in the formulation name (see Table 9.4)
Table 9.4: Query results of the inferred annotation options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SWRL inference rules and queries</th>
<th>PM_A</th>
<th>PM_B1</th>
<th>PM_B2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasArtifact</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasArtifact</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-Output-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasArtifact</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-Output-hasArtifact + IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasArtifact</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasActor</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasActor + IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasActor</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities + IRule-Activity-succeeding-inverse-preceding</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities + IRule-Activity-succeeding-inverse-preceding + IRule-Activity-preceding-inverse-succeeding</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasSucceedingActivities</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasSucceedingActivities + IRule-Activity-preceding-inverse-succeeding</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRule-Activity-hasSucceedingActivities + IRule-Activity-preceding-inverse-succeeding + IRule-Activity-succeeding-inverse-preceding</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The big discrepancy is between running QRule-Activity-hasArtifact alone and running QRule-Activity-hasArtifact together with IRule-Activity-Input-hasArtifact. It indicates that many Artifacts are allocated in the sub-Activities in PM_B2. Such knowledge is not explicitly represented in the original model so that it is difficult for an annotator to be aware of it when manually annotating. A similar case is observed when running QRule-Activity-hasActor and IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasActor on PM_B2. When comparing the three models we notice the following: most Actor-roles are modeled in the sub-Activities of PM_B2; no Actor-role is attached to the sub-Activities in PM_B1; since the way of modeling Actor-role in BPMN is different from EEML (see the previous paragraph), the annotation about has_actor-role for each Activity is made manually but carefully (Only one annotation is missed by mistake). With respect to the annotation about the sequence of Activities, again the most missing annotations are found in PM_B1. The reason is still the hierarchy of the sub-Activities. Three levels of sub-Activities hierarchy prevents an annotator from picking all the preceding and succeeding Activities inherited from the super-Activities.

Not all of the inferred results should be considered as missing annotations. They are just optional annotations to disclose more implicit knowledge carried by the models. Some results of those queries also produce noise to the evaluation because they should not be the correct annotation. For example, the Activity $v_n$ is the sub-Activity of $V_1$ and the Activity $V_2$ precedes $V_1$, but $v_n$ is not the direct preceding Activity of $V_2$ because $v_n$ is not the last sub-Activity of $V_1$. The query results of QRule-Activity-subActivity-transitive-achievesHG, QRule-Activity-subActivity-transitive-positivelysatisfiesSG and QRule-Activity-
subActivity-transitive-negativelysatisfiesSG can be used in the automatic goal annotation. In our method of "calculate the possible goal annotation from the subActivities" in the goal annotation, we synthesize the three inferences in the algorithms. Anyway, inference mechanisms should be taken into account in the development of the annotation tool for the sake of semi-automatic annotation.

9.4.4 Semantic validation

Some SWRL rules can be applied to validate semantic representations in both annotated and original process models. Two examples are provided here:

- When QRule-Activity-hassamePostcondition or QRule-Activity-hassamePrecondition is executed, the results list a set of Activities with same pre/postcondition. Through the observation, we can conclude two situations:

  1. The results are caused by the way of modeling WorkflowPattern: in an EEML model, the logic connection "join" or "choice" is modeled by an EEML Milestone, and the annotated workflow branches from this connection share a same GPO Condition ('eeml:milestone' is mapped to "gpo:condition" in the meta-model annotation). Two evaluation results are therefore brought out:
     a) The EEML model should be improved by changing the way of modeling to specify the semantics of different conditions.
     b) In the annotation model, conditions for different branches should be separate.

  2. Wrong model or redundant Activities with the same Conditions in the original models.

- QRule-Activity-hasOutput-mappedto-sameonto-Activity-hasInput is usually used to navigate the information flow between Activities, which also can be used for the semantic validation. For instance, two different Activities from PMg2 have a same local name "Generate_delivery_protocol", and the outputs of these two Activities are mapped to the same concept "Customer_Delivery_Terms" in the annotation model. According to the query results from QRule-Activity-hasOutput-mappedto-sameonto-Activity-hasInput, the outputs are supposed to be passed to the Activity 'Issue_invoice' as the input. When we check the original model, one of the two Activities (named with "Generate_delivery_protocol") is a sub-Activity of 'Deliver_items_to_franchisees', and it is indeed followed by the Activity 'Issue_invoice' in the original model. However, the other 'Generate_delivery_protocol' which is a sub-Activity of 'Deliver_items_to_shops' has no link to 'Issue_invoice' in the original model. Such observations can be concluded as follows:

  1. Two Activities 'Generate_delivery_protocol' could be functionally implemented by one component.

  2. The annotation of the outputs of the two Activities should be specified distinctively.
CHAPTER 9. VALIDATION OF APPLICABILITY

9.5 Summary

Applicability of the proposed annotation method has been validated through a pro-
cess knowledge management application based on annotated models. A set of require-
ments have been elicited for implementing the application. The validation has therefore
been undertaken by checking the fulfillment of those requirements with the annotation
results. A set of annotation goals in Chapter 8 has been associated with those re-
quirements and measured during the implementation of the application. Analyzing
the validation results also supplement the quality evaluation of Chapter 8. Moreover,
the application has demonstrated how this work can gain the benefits from Seman-
tic Web technology such as SWRL rules and Description Logic inferences through the
validation.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We conclude our work in this chapter. First, answers to the research questions and the achievements of the objectives are discussed. Then, the contributions are emphasized. Finally, limitations of current work and directions of future work are outlined.

10.1 Research Questions and Findings

The main research question presented in Chapter 1 is:

How can semantic interoperability of process models be improved by using semantic technologies such as ontologies in the process knowledge management applications?

Generally, this question has been answered by an ontology-based semantic annotation method, i.e. building the theory of a semantic annotation framework and a semantic annotation model based on a set of ontologies, and the design and implementation of an ontology-based semantic annotation tool, and as well as the applicability validation in business process knowledge management applications.

Furthermore, we elaborate the answers to more specific sub-questions.

- **RQ1.** What kind of semantic interoperability problems exist in business process knowledge management?

  This question is related to semantic heterogeneity of business process models. We first studied modeling basis of business process management and identified two levels semantic heterogeneity in process models — meta-model level and model level. In general, two cases of semantic discrepancies on both levels can be interpreted according to the relationships between sign, referent, and concept in the semiotic triangle: 1) various signs of referents refer to the same concepts; 2) synonymic signs of referents refer to different concepts. The discussion about modeling basis and semantic discrepancies is provided in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. We surveyed semantic heterogeneity of a number of process modeling languages by examining modeling constructs corresponding to the business process modeling perspectives in Chapter 3. Semantics of model contents are dependent on business domains, and only the general semantic discrepancies are considered in this work. The research scope is narrowed down to a study of models in one business domain which is exemplified in the exemplar studies in Chapter 7 and a walkthrough scenario in Chapter 9.
• **RQ2. What kind of ontologies are required for process knowledge management and how to represent them?**

Ontologies can provide a standard and formal representation of a conceptualization, which can be used for semantic reconciliation. Through the analysis of semantic discrepancies at both levels, meta-model and model levels, we have determined that a process modeling ontology is needed for the meta-model level and a business domain ontology is necessary for the model level. A general process ontology — GPO has been proposed and the concepts and their relationships have been defined in a meta-model of process models in Chapter 4. A business domain is determined by the use cases so that the domain ontology is driven from the SCOR reference models. The ontological representations of SCOR have been exemplified in Chapter 7. Besides, a goal ontology representing the process objectives have been regarded as an additional requirement for managing process knowledge. The goal ontology is associated with the contextual semantics of process models, and moreover goal specifications can be used in the goal-driven process knowledge management. A general goal ontology representation has been defined in Chapter 5. In order to facilitate associating goals with processes, some concepts in GPO are reused in the goal ontology representation. A specific goal ontology is domain dependent and an example of the specific goal ontology of SCOR domain has been used in exemplar studies in Chapter 7. All the ontologies have been modeled in OWL with Protégé in order to make use of Semantic Web technologies in applications.

• **RQ3. What metadata are essential for process model interoperability and how are they defined concerning reference ontologies for reconciliation of the heterogeneous semantics of process models?**

In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we have presented our semantic annotation framework, consisting of profile annotation, meta-model annotation, model annotation and goal annotation. The annotation metadata is also referred as annotation schema in this thesis. A set of metadata including Dublin Core has been categorized into the types of administrative, descriptive, preservation, technical and use to describe the profile information of process models in Table 4.1. In the meta-model annotation, different process modeling languages are mapped to GPO to reconcile the different modeling constructs with the common definitions in GPO. There are three cases of mapping: one-one, many-one and combination-one, which need to be specified in the meta-model annotation schema. GPO is the basis of the semantic annotation framework and it constructs the semantic annotation model for model annotation and goal annotation after the meta-model annotation. In the semantic annotation model, process knowledge in original models is represented in a common knowledge representation format. Model annotation is to refer model contents to domain ontology concepts. Simple reference is not sufficient for specifying the semantic discrepancies. We refined the reference through semantic relationships (such as synonym, polysemy, hypernym, hyponym, meronym, holonym and instance) which are usually used in ontology specifications, so that the model annotation looks like to build "intermediate ontologies’ between the domain ontology concepts and the local model contents.
During the process knowledge management, the "intermediate ontologies" can be used to rank and infer the knowledge query results (see Chapter 8). Those semantic relationships are defined in the semantic annotation model together with the relationships defined in GPO. The semantic annotation model is the model annotation schema. Such model annotation schema is extended by goal annotation metadata achieves, positively_satisfies and negatively_satisfies, which are used to associate goal ontology concept with process model fragments. The semantic annotation schema is defined in OWL and a semantic annotation model is instantiated when it is generated as a result of meta-model annotation.

• **RQ4. How can Semantic Web technology to be incorporated in a tool using the proposed approach?**

We have integrated the Protégé Java API into the prototype of our annotation tool — ProSEAT to manipulate the ontologies edited in Protégé (see Chapter 6). With the tool, users can browse the ontologies and select reference concepts from the ontology for the annotation. The tool supports manual mapping between GPO and process modeling languages, automatic generation of an OWL instances of a semantic annotation model for the model and goal annotation, manual model annotation and semi-automatic goal annotation. Annotation results are saved in the OWL instance model, which can be read by any OWL supported system. Semantic inference can be made on the annotation results using OWL DL reasoners such as Racer [61], FaCT++ [162], KAON2 [118], Pellet [96].

• **RQ5. How can we use the proposed approach to facilitate process knowledge management?**

The annotation procedure with the annotation tool in exemplar studies has been elaborated in Chapter 7. Based on the annotation results, a process knowledge management application has been demonstrated in Chapter 9. We have validated the applicability of semantic annotation approach and results. The process knowledge management activities — process knowledge query and process model integration — have been analyzed through checking the satisfactions of a set of identified application requirements. Semantic Web technologies — OWL DL inference with SWRL rules has been applied in the applications and evaluations. The positive evaluation results proved the quality and applicability of the semantic annotation approach in the exemplified process knowledge management application.

From the answers to the research questions, we can associate them with the objectives specified in Chapter 1. We therefore conclude: the solutions to RQ1 achieve the objective "to investigate semantic heterogeneity issues in business process modeling"; the solutions to RQ2 and RQ3 achieve the objective "to explore a comprehensive annotation approach to deal with heterogeneous semantics of process knowledge with referenced ontology"; the solutions to RQ4 achieve the objective "to develop an annotation tool to implement the approach by applying Semantic Web technologies"; the solutions to RQ5 achieve the objective "to evaluate quality and use feasibility of the proposed approach and tool in supporting process knowledge management activities".
10.2 Summary of the Contributions

Based on the answers to the research questions and the achieved objectives, the work contributes to theoretical, methodological and practical body of knowledge.

- **Theoretical contribution:**
  - *Applying semiotic theory as the theoretical basis of the work.* Since our semantic annotation targets are process models at conceptual level, conceptual modeling theories have been adapted for this research. The meaning triangle based on the semiotic theory has been used to identify the semantic heterogeneity existing at meta-model and model levels. The relationships between ontology, model, meta-model and modeling language have been also analyzed through the semiotic framework in section 4.1.1.
  - *Survey and comparison of business process modeling languages and process ontologies according to the process perspectives defined in a Business Process Management Systems Paradigm (Figure 3.1).* The semantic heterogeneity of various business process modeling languages has been investigated through the language survey. Existing process ontologies have been surveyed and compared in order to grasp the common and core concepts for process semantics, which are the basis of our GPO.
  - *General Process Ontology (GPO).* Based on the investigation and analysis of process ontologies and business process modeling languages, a process ontology has been created for reconciling various process modeling constructs. GPO is a step forward to the unified process ontology for the interoperability of process models.

- **Methodological contribution:**
  - *A semantic annotation framework for enriching the semantics of process models when treating them as knowledge.* A fundamental semantic annotation structure and annotation components (profile annotation, meta-model annotation and model annotation) depict how the process knowledge is organized through such annotation framework.
  - *An ontology-based annotation method.* A semantic annotation model has been formalized and a set of semantic mapping rules have been elaborated to guide users to apply the framework and conduct the annotation.
  - *A goal annotation method.* As the way of specifying the objective of processes, a goal ontology representation method has been proposed. Based on the underlying relationships between goal ontology and process models, semi-automatic goal annotation algorithms have been introduced to facilitate the annotation.

- **Practical contribution:**
  - *OWL representation of domain and goal ontologies driven from SCOR specifications.* Since domain and goal ontologies are domain dependent, SCOR
was chosen as the domain references for the annotation in the exemplar studies. SCOR specifications have not been originally represented in OWL ontologies. As the ontology engineering contributions, the SCOR ontologies in OWL representations in this work can be reused in other applications.

- A prototype of the annotation tool. The development of the annotation tool has provided the technical contribution to the system implementation by integrating Semantic Web technology. Also the prototype serves as a testbed in the evaluation of our approach.

- Quality evaluation and applicability validation. The quality evaluation has presented how an evaluation procedure was conducted applying SEQUAL [80]. Through the applicability validation, a possible process knowledge management application has been demonstrated based on the annotation results. The ways of applying the relevant Semantic Web technologies such as DL reasoning and SWRL have also been presented in the application.

10.3 Limitations and Future Work

Semantic annotation enabling e-business and B2B is still an interesting topic in academic and industrial research. On one hand, the needs of semantic annotation for reconciling heterogeneous informations are obviously crucial for the cooperative business nowadays. On the other hand, there exist few comprehensive academic or industrial standards and mature off-the-shelf products for semantic annotation. Moreover, the related methodology and technology such as development and application of ontologies and Semantic Web, are still open issues for the ontology-based semantic annotation. Some limitations of the work and possible extensions are discussed in this section.

- Further automatic enhancement is needed to facilitate the annotation procedure. NLP techniques such as information extraction from model contents and AI techniques like machine learning might be considered in the annotation of semi-structured information too. Furthermore, model abstraction mechanism can be applied to categorize models.

- The work should be evaluated in various domains and applications. The approach has been evaluated on two models for one business domain. The exemplars are from literature sources, and the process models and domain ontologies are experimental design. The usability and applicability should be further validated through real cases studies.

- Evolution of ontologies and model changes have not been taken into account in the annotation. This issue is associated with the flexibility of the approach. Since no gold standard ontology is available and changes are impossible to avoid, the ontology will certainly evolve with the evolution of the domain knowledge, and process models might change too. When that happens, the annotation results will be inconsistent with models and ontologies. It should be possible to provide a mechanism to keep the annotation results for the unchanged parts of model and to evolve the ontology references when the ontology is modified.
• Semantics of relationships in original models have not been taken into account in this approach. Most of the annotation targets in our approach are entities/classes. Semantics conveyed by the relationships between the modeling entities/classes have not been preserved but transformed into the relationships between the GPO concepts, which might cause some loss of model semantics. However, the annotation of relationships is difficult due to the complexity and flexibility of the relationship representations in most semi-structured models.

• Relationship between the semantic annotations of process models at the conceptual level and at the execution level could be developed. Although process models in our application may be regarded as a service, the difference between a Web service and a process model is that a Web Service is executable. A Web service uses programming-like control constructs as their basic building blocks which are inadequate for all the modeling issues. Our approach can compensate for the inadequacy from a different modeling perspective, but more work needs to be completed.
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BPMN

This chapter presents the BPMN modeling elements and notations. The BPMN modeling elements consist of a set of core elements from which an entire set of the BPMN modeling elements are extended. The core elements support the requirement of a simple notation and define the basic look-and-feel of BPMN. The entire list of elements, including the core elements, help support requirement of a powerful notation to handle more advanced modeling situations [12]. The definition of the BPMN elements are standards from [12]. The complete notations are illustrated in [12], but this chapter illustrates the modeling notations implemented in Metis 5.2.2, which we have applied in our work.

A.1 BPMN Elements Categories

There are four basic categories of elements — Flow Objects, Connecting Objects, Swimlanes, and Artifacts. The elements classified into the four categories as follow.

- Flow Objects are the main graphical elements to define the behavior of a Business Process: Events, Activities, and Gateways.
- Connecting Objects provide ways of connecting the Flow Objects to each other or other information: Sequence Flow, Message Flow, and Association.
- Swimlanes are used to group the primary modeling elements: Pool and Lane.
- Artifacts model additional information about the Process: Data Objects, Group, and Annotation.

A.2 Flow Objects

A.2.1 Events

An Event is something that 'happens' during the course of a business process. These events affect the flow of the process and usually have a cause (trigger) or an impact (result). Events are circles with open centers to allow internal markers to differentiate different triggers or results. There are three types of Events, based on when they affect the flow: Start, Intermediate, and End.
A.2.2 Activities

An Activity is a generic term for work that company performs. An activity can be atomic or non-atomic (compound). The types of activities that a part of a Process Model are: Process, Sub-Process, and Task. Tasks and Sub-Processes are either unbounded or contained within a Pool. In Metis, notations of Tasks and Sub-Processes look same – round rectangles. Besides for those Activities, Input and Output can be attached. The notations of Activities are listed in Figure A.2.

A.2.3 Gateways

A Gateway is used to control the divergence and convergence of multiple Sequence Flow. Thus, it will determine branching, forking, merging, and joining of paths. Gateways are represented with diamonds and they can be specified with Gateway Control Types which are icons within the diamond shape (Figure A.3).

A.3 Connecting Objects

A.3.1 Sequence flows

A Sequence Flow is used to show the order that activities will be performed in a Process. A Sequence Flow can be further elaborated as Normal Flow and Exception Flow. A Normal Sequence Flow is usually notated by a line with an arrow connecting activities or gateways. Exception Flow occurs outside the Normal Flow of the Process and is based upon an Intermediate Event that occurs during the performance of the Process. Figure A.4 provides the graphical notation of a Normal Sequence Flow and an Exception Flow.
A.3. CONNECTING OBJECTS

A.3.2 Message flows

A Message Flow is used to show the flow of messages between two participants that are prepared to send and receive them. In BPMN, two separate Pools in the Diagram will represent the two participants (e.g., business entities or business roles). The notation for a Message Flow is illustrated in Figure A.5.

![Message Flow](image)

Figure A.5: BPMN Message Flow

A.3.3 Association

An Association is used to associate information with Flow Objects. Text and graphical non-Flow Objects can be associated with the Flow Objects. A dash line with an arrow is used to associate between Data Objects and Activities. A dash line without arrows is to link between Data Objects to a Sequence Flow or a Message Flow (Figure A.6).

![Association](image)

Figure A.6: BPMN Association
A.4 Swimlanes

A.4.1 Pool

A Pool represents a Participant in a Process. It is also acts as a "swimlane" and a graphical container for partitioning a set of activities from other Pools, usually in the context of B2B situations.

A.4.2 Lane

A Lane is a sub-partition within a Pool and will extend the entire length of the Pool, either vertically or horizontally. Lanes are used to organize and categorize activities. The Pool is notated as Swimlane Diagram and the Lane can be notated with Horizontal Swimlane or Vertical Swimlane, which are illustrated as Figure A.7.

![Swimlane Diagram](image)

Figure A.7: BPMN Swimlanes – Pool and Lane

A.5 Artifacts

A.5.1 Data Object

Data Objects are considered Artifacts because they do not have any direct effect on the Sequence Flow or Message Flow of the Process, but they do provide information about what activities require to be performed and/or what they produce. The notation of Data Object is displayed in Figure A.8.

Grouping and Annotation are not supported by Metis 5.2.2 currently.
A.6 BPMN meta-model tree in Metis 5.2.2

The modeling elements are grouped into two categories in Metis, which are BPM Modeling Domain and Swimlane Diagram. In the Swimlane Diagram category, a Swimlane Diagram Object can group several Swimlanes and Swimlane can be either horizontal or vertical. Other modeling elements are in BPM Modeling Domain. Some additional modeling elements such as Input, Output, Control, Mechanism, Internal Flow are extended and categorized in the BPM Modeling Domain. The screen shot of the BPMN modeling constructs and notations in Metis 5.2.2 is illustrated in Figure A.9.
Figure A.9: BPMN modeling constructs and notations in Metis 5.2.2
Appendix B

EEML 2005

The language vocabulary of EEML 2005 is presented in this chapter. EEML can be used for process and enterprise modeling on different levels (both type and instance level). The language vocabulary is grouped into several domains focusing on different modeling perspectives.

Currently EEML includes four modeling domains — Process modeling, Resources modeling, Goal modeling and Data modeling (UML Class Diagram). In this research, we mainly concern the Process modeling and Resource modeling necessary for describing a business process.

B.1 Process Modeling Domain

B.1.1 Task

The Task concept should be used to represent a limited piece of work within a process. A task can be decomposed into smaller tasks, and, likewise, be a part of a larger task. The notation of a task is a round rectangle. Each task can have an Input Port and an Output Port which are the small diamonds attached to the left and right side within the round rectangle. A task-subtask-structure is shown in an onion-style notation as illustrated below (Figure B.1):

![Figure B.1: EEML Tasks](image_url)
B.1.2 Decision Point

A decision point models a (normally manual) decision performed as part of the overall process. The behavior of the decision point is largely defined by *Logical Relation* specified in a decision point, which describes how to handle multiple flows in or out from the decision point.

A default icon for the decision point is a diamond. And the logical relations can be specified within a diamond. Figure B.2 presents three types of decision points – OR, AND and XOR.

![Decision Points](image)

**Figure B.2:** EEML Decision Points

![Milestone](image)

**Figure B.3:** EEML Milestone

B.1.3 Milestones

The Milestone concept is used to denote a decision point that is regarded to be of specific importance in the process it is a part of.

Examples: When ready to issue a contract, When ready to start a project.

The behavior of Milestone is largely defined by the property *Logical Relation*, which has similar semantics as described on decision-point above. The default icon for a Milestone is in Figure B.3.

B.1.4 Resource role

The term 'role' designates some part played by some resource. A role should always be specified within a context. Typical examples of a role context are i) the organization as a whole, ii) organizational units within an organization iii) a task within the extended enterprise. Roles can be modeled in the context of Task, or externally, meaning the given (implicit) organizational context of the model. In addition, roles may be connected to flows, which is particularly relevant for the Roles of the object-type. Connecting object roles to flows is a convenient way to model document flow, for instance.

Roles may be considered as placeholders for resources, and are introduced to make it possible to talk about the use of resources without being concrete. In principal the
role types as such do not imply anything in terms of being active or passive. A role can be filled by any type of Resource. The default icon for Role is a circle (Figure B.4).

![Figure B.4: EEML Resource role](Resource Role)

## B.2 Recourses Modeling Domain

Resources are things that play specific roles during the process execution or in the organization in general. The resource roles may vary greatly, - some resources are typically viewed as enablers, whereas others comprise the result (or part thereof) of the process.

EEML distinguishes between 6 types of resources, namely Person, Organization, Software Tool, Manual Tool, Material Object, and Information Object.

The typical way of connecting resources to processes is to assign them to resource roles included in the process, or attaching them to flows between tasks e.g. document flow.

The notations of those resources are illustrated in Figure B.5.

![Figure B.5: EEML Resources](Person, Organization, Software Tool, Manual Tool, Material Object, Information Object)

## B.3 EEML modeling relationships

Besides the above object types, EEML defines a set of relationships to link those object types. The relationships are: flows into (between two Decision Points), has part (between a Task and its components, or between a Resource and its component Resources), has input port (between a Task and its Input Port), has output port (between a Task and its Output Port), has resource role (between a Task and its components of type Role), collaborates with (collaborations between two Tasks), is filled by (between Roles and its assignment of Resources), is candidate for (the possible filling of a Role...
by a Resource), describe flow (linking a Resource role to a Flows Into), has member (between Organization and its components of Person).

### B.4 EEML 2005 in Metis 5.2.2

The EEML 2005 modeling constructs are organized in different domains in Metis 5.2.2. Each domain consists of a set of object types and relationships. The metamodel tree structure of EEML in Metis 5.2.2 is displayed in Figure B.6.

![Figure B.6: EEML 2005 modeling constructs in Metis 5.2.2](image-url)
Appendix C

SCOR

SCOR — Supply Chain Operations Reference model [163] is a process reference model that has been developed and endorsed by the Supply Chain Council (SCC) as the cross-industry de facto standard diagnostic tool for supply chain management. The SCOR process reference model provides standard descriptions of management processes, a framework of relationships among the standard processes, standard metrics to measure process performance, management practices that produce best-in-class performance, standard alignment to features and functionality.

By applying process modeling building blocks, the model hereby can be used to describe supply chains that are very simple or very complex using a common set of definitions. SCOR provides three-levels of process detail, namely top level (Level 1), configuration level (Level 2), and process element level (Level 3). The three levels are illustrated in Figure C.1 [208].

Figure C.1: Three levels in the SCOR scope [208]
Level 1 defines the scope and content for the Supply Chain Operations Reference-model. Here basis of competition performance targets are set.

A company’s supply chain can be "configured-to-order" at Level 2 from 30 core "process categories". Companies implement their operations strategy through the configuration they choose for their supply chain.

Level 3 defines a company’s ability to compete successfully in its chosen markets, and consists of:

- Process element definitions
- Process element information inputs, and outputs
- Process performance metrics
- Best practices, where applicable
- System capabilities required to support best practices
- Systems/terms

The metrics are used in conjunction with performance attributes. The Performance Attributes are characteristics of the supply chain that permit it to be analyzed and evaluated against other supply chains with competing strategies. Most metrics in the Model are hierarchical just as the process elements are hierarchical. Level 1 Metrics are created from lower level calculations and are primary, high level measures that may cross multiple SCOR processes. Lower level calculations (Level 2 and metrics) are generally associated with a narrower subset of processes.

C.1 Level 1 Process Definitions

SCOR is based on five distinct management processes: Plan, Source, Make, Deliver, and Return.

- Plan - Processes that balance aggregate demand and supply to develop a course of action which best meets sourcing, production, and delivery requirements.
- Source - Processes that procure goods and services to meet planned or actual demand.
- Make - Processes that transform product to a finished state to meet planned or actual demand.
- Deliver - Processes that provide finished goods and services to meet planned or actual demand, typically including order management, transportation management, and distribution management.
- Return - Processes associated with returning or receiving returned products for any reason. These processes extend into post-delivery customer support.
Level 1 Metrics do not necessarily related to a SCOR Level 1 process. The Level 1 Metrics are the calculations by which an implementing organization can measure how successful they are in achieving their desired positioning within the competitive market space. Figure C.2 list a set of Level 1 Metrics defined in SCOR version 7.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1 Metrics</th>
<th>Performance Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer-Facing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect Order Fulfillment</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order Fulfillment Cycle Time</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upside Supply Chain Flexibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upside Supply Chain Adaptability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downside Supply Chain Adaptability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Chain Management Cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Goods Sold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash-to-Cash Cycle Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on Supply Chain Fixed Assets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure C.2:** Performance Attributes and Level 1 Metrics [164]

### C.2 Level 2 Toolkit

At Level 2, each process can be further described by type. The SCOR process types are *Planning*, *Execution* and *Enable*. The SCOR configuration toolkit defines process categories by the relationship between a SCOR process and a process type. Practitioners select appropriate process categories from the SCOR configuration toolkit to represent their supply-chain configuration(s). The relationship of SCOR process, process type and process category are presented in Figure C.3. The overview of Level 2 process categories are outlined in Figure C.4.

**Figure C.3:** Process Categories [164]
C.3 Level 3 Process Elements

Level 3 presents detailed process element information, including process model, process element definition, performance attributes and accompanying metrics, for each Level 2 Process Category. Process details of S1 Source Stocked Product and D1 Deliver Stocked Product are exemplified in models in Figure C.5 and C.6. In the models, the process elements are ordered in sequence and specified with inputs and outputs. Figure C.7 provides some examples of metrics associated with the performance attributes for the process element Schedule Product Deliveries.
Figure C.5: Level 3 process elements of S1 Source Stocked Product [164]
Figure C.6: Level 3 process elements of D1 Deliver Stocked Product [176]

Figure C.7: Level 3 metrics for S1.1 Schedule Product Deliveries [164]
Appendix D

Algorithm for Semi-Automatic Goal Annotation

The semi-automatic goal annotation is implemented through the algorithms in the following cases.

- **A.** Match a target activity ($a v'$) of a goal ($g$) in the goal ontology ($G$) with the *Activity* in a PSAM model ($a v$).

- **B.** Match a target artifact ($a f'$) of a goal ($g$) in the goal ontology ($G$) with the *Artifact* and *Output* in a PSAM model ($a f, o$).
  - **B.I** Match $a f'$ with the annotation of $o$.
  - **B.II** Match $a f'$ with the annotation of $a f$ which is directly associated with $a v$ through *has_Activity* relationship.
  - **B.III** Match $a f'$ with the annotation of $a f$ which is indirectly associated with $a v$ through *has_Output* and *related_Artifact* relationships.

- **C.** Match a target role ($a r'$) of a goal ($g$) in the goal ontology ($G$) with the *Act-role* in a PSAM model ($a r$).

- **D.** Match a target constraint ($c'$) of a goal ($g$) in the goal ontology ($G$) with the *Precondition*, *Postcondition*, and *Exception* in a PSAM model ($pre, post, e$).

For the automatic match, we exploit the semantic mapping through both ontology comparison and string match between ontology references and models. To rank the mapping results, weights are assigned to the different ways of mapping ($\sigma$ is for a weight of ontology comparison. $\tau$ is for a weight of string match). In ontology comparison, three different semantic relationships applied in model annotation are taken into account in the assignment of weights. The synonym ("same_as") relationship is given the highest weight for complete match ($\sigma = 1$), and the hypernym ("kind_of") is given a lower weight for a subsumption relationship ($\sigma = 0.8$), and the meronym ("phase_of" for activity, "part_of" for artifact, "member_of" for actor-role) is given the lowest weight for a subset relationship ($\sigma = 0.5$). In the string match, the exact match
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gets higher weight than the sub-string match (\( \tau = 1 \) for exact match, and \( \tau = 0.5 \) for sub-string match).

Weights are also different for each case. We set different parameters for weighing each case. The values of parameters can be set by users. In the algorithm, \( \alpha \) stands for the weight of case A with ontology comparison and \( \beta \) for case A with string match. The case B is relatively complex. Sub-cases are distinguished for case B: case B.I – the target artifact \( af' \) of the goal concept is mapped to the annotation of the Output; case B.II – the target artifact \( af' \) of the goal concept is mapped to the annotation of an Artifact which is directly associated with the activity; case B.III – the target artifact \( af' \) of the goal concept is mapped to the annotation of an Artifact which is indirectly related with the activity. An Artifact can be associated with an Activity through direct relation 'has_Artifact' or through the indirect relation 'related_Artifact' of the Output. If the association is built through the indirect relation, the state of the target artifact \( af' \) should be checked to match the Output too. Parameter \( \theta \) is used for weight of case B.I, \( \gamma \) is for case B.II with ontology comparison, and \( \delta \) is for case B.II with string match. \( \epsilon \) and \( \mu \) are for case B.III. That the models are mapped to the goals by case C (matching the target role) is regarded less important than by the other cases, because the actor role is seldom considered as the stand alone target of a goal. Two parameters \( \epsilon \) and \( \zeta \) are applied in case C for ontology comparison and string match respectively. The values for the two parameters should be set lower than other parameters. No ontology comparison is employed in case D, so one parameter \( \eta \) is assigned in such case.

When matching a goal concept \( (g) \) with an activity \( (av) \) in models, all the four cases must be checked on \( g \) and \( av \). The result of a match is a total weight by summing the weights from four cases. The higher total weight is, the better \( g \) matches \( av \).
Algorithm 1 Goal Annotation Algorithm for Case A

**Require:** weight parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$

initialize values of $weight\ for\ activityonto$, $weight\ for\ activityname$, $\sigma$, $\tau$ as 0

$onto = OD(\text{av})$ \{av is the activity to be annotated in goal annotation, and $OD(\text{av})$ gets the domain ontological concept which was annotated to $\text{av}$ in model annotation\}

$r = SR(\text{av}, onto)$ \{$SR(\text{av}, onto)$ gets the semantic relationship between $\text{av}$ and $onto$\}

for each target activity $\text{av}'$ of a g in goal ontology do

if $\text{o}$ equals $\text{av}'$ then

if $r$ is "same_as" then

$\sigma = 1$

else if $r$ is "kind_of" then

$\sigma = 0.8$

else if $r$ is "phase_of" then

$\sigma = 0.5$

end if

end if

$weight\ for\ activityonto = weight\ for\ activityonto + \sigma$

if $\text{av}.\text{name}$ equals $\text{av}'.\text{name}$ by string match then

$\tau = 1$

else if $\text{av}.\text{name}$ partly equals $\text{av}'.\text{name}$ by string match then

$\tau = 0.5$

end if

$weight\ for\ activityname = weight\ for\ activityname + \tau$

end for

return $\alpha \ast weight\ for\ activityonto + \beta \ast weight\ for\ activityname$

Algorithm 2 Goal Annotation Algorithm for Case B.I

**Require:** weight parameters $\theta$

initialize value of $weight\ for\ output$ as 0

$Arrayout[]$ is a set of output associated with $\text{av}$ \{$\text{av}$ is the activity to be annotated in goal annotation. $out[]$ is got from $\text{has\_Output\ relationship}$\}

for each output in $out[]$ do

$onto = OD(\text{out})$ \{$OD(\text{out})$ gets the domain ontological concept which was annotated to $\text{out}$ through $\text{mapped\_to\ relationship}$\}

for each target artifact $\text{af}'$ of a g in goal ontology do

if $onto$ equals $\text{af}$ then

$weight\ for\ output = weight\ for\ output + 1$

end if

end for

end for

return $\theta \ast weight\ for\ output$
Algorithm 3 Goal Annotation Algorithm for Case B.II

Require: weight parameters $\gamma, \delta$
initialize value of $weight_{forartifactonto}, weight_{forartifactname}$ as 0
$Array_{af}[]$ is a set of artifacts associated with $av$ through $has\_Artifact$
for each $af$ in $af[]$ do
    $onto = OD(af)$ \{OD($af$) gets the domain ontological concept annotated to $af$\}
    for each target artifact $af'$ of $a$ in goal ontology do
        $r = SR(af, onto)$ \{$SR(ar, onto)$ gets the semantic relationship between $af$ and $onto$\}
        initialize $\sigma, \tau$ as 0
        if $onto$ equals $af'$ then
            if $r$ is "same\_as" then
                $\sigma = 1$
            else if $r$ is "kind\_of" then
                $\sigma = 0.8$
            else if $r$ is "phase\_of" then
                $\sigma = 0.5$
            end if
        end if
        $weight_{forartifactonto} = weight_{forartifactonto} + \sigma$
        if $af.name$ equals $af'.name$ by string match then
            $\tau = 1$
        else if $af.name$ partly equals $af'.name$ by string match then
            $\tau = 0.5$
        end if
        $weight_{forartifactname} = weight_{forartifactname} + \tau$
    end for
end for
return $\gamma \times weight_{forartifactonto} + \delta \times weight_{forartifactname}$
Algorithm 4 Goal Annotation Algorithm for Case B.III

**Require:** weight parameters $\epsilon, \mu$

initialize value of $\text{weightforoutartifactontoto}, \text{weightforoutartifactOnname}$ as 0 \{Case B.III\}

Array $oaf[]$ is a set of artifacts indirectly related to $av$ through $\text{has\_Output}$ and $\text{related\_Artifact}$

for each $af$ in $oaf[]$ do

onto $= OD(af)$ \{ $OD(af)$ gets the domain ontological concept annotated to $af$ \}

for each target artifact $af'$ of a $g$ in goal ontology do

$r = SR(af, onto)$ \{ $SR(af, onto)$ gets the semantic relationship between $af$ and $onto$ \}

initialize $\sigma$, $\tau$ as 0

if onto equals $af'$ then

if $r$ is "same\_as" then

$\sigma = 1$

else if $r$ is "kind\_of" then

$\sigma = 0.8$

else if $r$ is "phase\_of" then

$\sigma = 0.5$

end if

end if

if state $s'$ of $af'$ equals output $o$ of $av$ then

$\text{weightforoutartifactontoto} = \text{weightforoutartifactontoto} + \sigma + 1$

else

$\text{weightforoutartifactontoto} = \text{weightforoutartifactontoto} + \sigma$

end if

if $af$.name equals $af'$.name by string match then

$\tau = 1$

else if $af$.name partly equals $af'$.name by string match then

$\tau = 0.5$

end if

if state $s'$ of $af'$ equals output $o$ of $av$ then

$\text{weightforoutartifactOnname} = \text{weightforoutartifactOnname} + \tau + 1$

else

$\text{weightforoutartifactOnname} = \text{weightforoutartifactOnname} + \tau$

end if

end for

end for

return $\epsilon \ast \text{weightforoutartifactontoto} + \mu \ast \text{weightforoutartifactOnname}$
Algorithm 5 Goal Annotation Algorithm for Case C

Require: weight parameters $\epsilon$, $\zeta$  
initialize value of $weight\, for\, act\, on\, to\, name$, $weight\, for\, act\, on\, to\, name$ as 0  
$Array\, ar[]$ is a set of actor-roles associated with $ar$ through $has\_Actor\_role$

for each $ar$ in $ar[]$ do
    $onto = OD(ar)$ \{ $OD(ar)$ gets the domain ontological concept annotated to $ar$ \}
    for each target role $ar'$ of a $g$ in goal ontology do
        $r = SR(ar, onto)$ \{ $SR(ar, onto)$ gets the semantic relationship between $ar$ and $onto$ \}
        initialize $\sigma$, $\tau$ as 0
        if $onto$ equals $ar'$ then
            if $r$ is "same\_as" then
                $\sigma = 1$
            else if $r$ is "kind\_of" then
                $\sigma = 0.8$
            else if $r$ is "phase\_of" then
                $\sigma = 0.5$
            end if
        end if
        $weight\, for\, act\, on\, to\, name = weight\, for\, act\, on\, to\, name + \sigma$
        if $ar.name$ equals $ar'.name$ by string match then
            $\tau = 1$
        else if $ar.name$ partly equals $ar'.name$ by string match then
            $\tau = 0.5$
        end if
        $weight\, for\, act\, on\, to\, name = weight\, for\, act\, on\, to\, name + \tau$
    end for
end for
return $\epsilon * weight\, for\, act\, on\, to\, name + \zeta * weight\, for\, act\, on\, to\, name$
Algorithm 6 Goal Annotation Algorithm for Case D

Require: weight parameters $\varepsilon$, $\zeta$

initialize value of $weight\, for\, precondition$, $weight\, for\, postcondition$, $weight\, for\, exception$ as 0

Array pre[] is a set of preconditions associated with av through $has\_Precondition$
initialize $\sigma$, $\tau$ as 0
for each precon in pre[] do
  for each target constraint $c'$ of a g in goal ontology do
    if precon.name equals $c'.name$ by string match then
      $\tau = 1$
    else if precon.name partly equals $c'.name$ by string match then
      $\tau = 0.5$
    end if
    weight for precondition = weight for precondition + $\tau$
  end for
end for

Array post[] is a set of postconditions associated with av through $has\_Postcondition$
initialize $\sigma$, $\tau$ as 0
for each postcon in post[] do
  for each target constraint $c'$ of a g in goal ontology do
    if postcon.name equals $c'.name$ by string match then
      $\tau = 1$
    else if postcon.name partly equals $c'.name$ by string match then
      $\tau = 0.5$
    end if
    weight for postcondition = weight for postcondition + $\tau$
  end for
end for

Array exc[] is a set of exceptions associated with av through $has\_Exception$
initialize $\sigma$, $\tau$ as 0
for each exception in exc[] do
  for each target constraint $c'$ of a g in goal ontology do
    if exception.name equals $c'.name$ by string match then
      $\tau = 1$
    else if exception.name partly equals $c'.name$ by string match then
      $\tau = 0.5$
    end if
    weight for exception = weight for exception + $\tau$
  end for
end for

return $\eta \ast (weight\, for\, precondition + weight\, for\, postcondition + weight\, for\, exception)$
Appendix E

GUI of Pro-SEAT

The properties defined for annotating the profile are edit-able in the profile annotation UI (Figure E.1).

Figure E.2 displays the main frame layout of the meta-model annotation UI. The tree view of the original process model is on the left, and on the right side of the annotation panel is the reference ontology browser (In this case, it displays the GPO
ontology). The meta-model annotation results are listed in the center of the frame. The manipulation of the meta-model annotation can be activated through the buttons beside the panel of the annotation result list.

![Figure E.2: Meta-model annotation UI in Pro-SEAT](image)

Figure E.2 shows the activated dialogs in mapping the meta-model elements to the GPO ontology concepts.

In the model annotation UI (Figure E.4), a PSAM model can be generated for the model annotation from one meta-model annotation result. In a PSAM, the classes are GPO concepts and the model contents transformed from the original models are OWL instances of those GPO concepts. The model and the goal annotations are made to the instances of the generated PSAM models. The user can browse those instances by selecting a GPO concept in the annotation panel. For each model element/instance, there are a set of properties for editing the model annotation. Those properties are displayed between the panels of the model elements and the reference ontology. Some of the properties are the relationships defined in the GPO ontology (e.g. has_subActivities), and some are for linking the reference ontology (e.g. same_as). For those relationships of GPO, the values of the properties are still the model constructs/instances that can partly transferred from the original process model by the generation of PSAM. New values can be inserted or the values can be deleted by 'New' and 'Delete' buttons.
Figure E.3: Mapping meta-model to GPO in Pro-SEAT

for those properties. Since the value is also the annotatable model element-instance, "Annotate" button provides a short-path to browse this instance. For those links to the reference ontology, "Add" button can activate the ontology selection dialog and "Remove" button is for deleting the values of the property.

The goal annotation requires the generated PSAM model from the model annotation. Having the similar UI with the model annotation, the goal annotation properties are listed in the middle between the model elements and the reference ontology (Figure E.5). The target of the goal annotation is Activity and the sub-activity hierarchy is important for the automatic annotation, so that the model elements are listed as not the GPO instances but the model tree in the goal annotation UI. The manual annotation is to select the goal concept from the ontology selection dialog. When automating the goal annotation, a list of the goal options for the annotation is generated from the automatic goal annotation algorithm. The weights of the match are also displayed to indicate which goals have the higher priority for this annotation. Figure E.6 illustrates the results of the automatic goal annotation.
Figure E.4: Model annotation UI in Pro-SEAT
Figure E.5: Goal annotation UI in Pro-SEAT

Figure E.6: Automatic goal annotation in Pro-SEAT
Appendix F

Analysis of the Annotation and the Integration Application in Exemplar Studies

In this chapter, we provide analysis details of exemplar studies. Section F.1 describes how SCOR ontology is annotated to $PM_A$, $PM_{B1}$ and $PM_{B2}$ with our semantic annotation approach. Based on the annotation results, an analysis of the integration application for the applicability of the semantic annotation approach is depicted in section F.2.

F.1 Semantic Annotation Based on SCOR ontology

Parts of the annotation results of the exemplar studies are displayed in Table 7.3, Table 7.4 and Table 7.5. Ten representative Activities out of 33 instances in $PM_A$ are listed in Table 7.4. For the model annotation, same_as is applied when the Activity instance undertakes the same task as the SCOR process element. "Transportation planning" in $PM_A$ does actually accomplish the carriers selection and shipments rating (D1.7), no more and no less work than that. When one Activity instance specifies the way of doing of a certain SCOR process element, kind_of can be used. "Credit control" is one way of managing the deliver capital assets (ED.5) in the context of $PM_A$. Usually the granularity of the Activity instances is smaller than the SCOR level 3 process element, i.e. they are decomposed parts of SCOR process elements. Those Activities are therefore phase_of the reference ontology concepts. Both "Client RFQ processing’ and "Client quotation processing” are two phases of D1.1 Process Inquiry and Quote. As the goal annotation results, they are not obvious to see the inherent link between the Activity instance and the goal ontology in the table. The automatic goal annotation algorithm deduces the optional goal ontology concepts which have the features relevant to the model fragment of the Activity instance. But it does not mean that all the deduced goals are fulfilled by the Activity, the options are returned with the weights. Generally the higher weight indicates that the returned goal is more relevant to the Activity instance. Besides, the annotator will make the choices based on the context of process models and manual annotation is also necessary in
some cases. For the example of "Create delivery", the goal algorithm deduces two hard goals Delivery Date is Determined with weight '1.0' and Delivery Date is Determined with weight '0.06'. Delivery Date is Determined is not selected because of low weight. Delivery is Processed is further checked in the goal ontology and its parts Delivery is Scheduled and Delivery Terms are Generated are considered more precise than Delivery is Processed in the goal annotation of "Create delivery". Nine soft goals are also returned but only two goals with weight '1.8' (Ensure Full Delivery and Ensure Full Shipment) are selected by an annotator.

In PMB1, "get the order to supplier" can be regarded as a phase of the activity ontology Schedule Product Deliveries from SCOR. Because there are three kinds of items receiving, they are respectively checked in sub-Activities of the activity "check items". Therefore, three sub-Activities all achieves Sourced Product are Verified. The procedure of "check imported items" is a little more complicated compared with the other two kinds of items receiving because it includes issuing deficit protocols and an invoice to insurance company. "Check imported items" are depicted with a serial of sub-Activities such as "issue the deficit protocol", "issue an invoice to insurance company", etc. Those negatively satisfy the soft goal Reduce Verification Costs. The consignment can simplify the check and item receiving procedure, so it positively satisfies Reduce Verification Costs. Issuing invoices are steps of 'Authorize Supplier Payment', and 'issue an export invoice' are to authorize payment to suppliers. The soft goal of Process Invoice Without Error will be risked by the invoice issue procedures. In the context of the TelCo use case, 'store items to Orbit' is the way of Transfer Product and the result of the procedure is an Available Inventory.

PMA starts the process from the order inquiry from the client, whilst PMB2 begins with the existing orders but the orders are managed and edited during the delivery process. It is hereby observed that the sequence of the Activities of PMB2 does not comply with the sequence of the SCOR DELIVER. The first Activity 'Consolidate orders' accomplishes the same task as D1.4 Consolidate Orders. As the descriptions of the TelCo case, the 'Consolidate orders' is executed by a computational software SEN which can Reduce Order Processing Costs and Reduce Order Processing Time. 'Check stock' in PMB2 is more general compared with 'Check delivery items' and 'Check availability of delivery items' in PMA so that no specific goals are annotated to 'Check stock'. Although both PMA and PMB2 have the Activity 'Credit control' and they are both phase_of D1.2 Receive Enter and Validate Order, they are not exactly same. 'Credit control' in PMA deals with the capital assets but in PMB2 it is just kind_of ED.3 Manage Deliver Information. Delivery protocol is treated as Delivery Terms and 'Generate delivery protocol' of PMB2 is similar to 'Create delivery' of PMA. They are also the way of ED.3 Manage Deliver Information. However, the delivery protocol in PMB2 is mainly focus on the agreed delivery date so that Improve Deliver to Customer Delivery to Date Performance and Improve Deliver to Customer On Time Delivery Performance are selected as the goal annotation for 'Generate delivery protocol'. 'Send items' serves in both 'Deliver items to franchisees' and 'Deliver items to shops' and should be specified as kind_of D1.12 Ship Product if they are using different ways to ship product. The items delivered to shops are retail product so "Deliver items to shops" is phase_of D4 Deliver Retail Product not D1 Deliver Stocked Product as 'Deliver items to franchisees'. Since
the shops are local shops, it usually takes less time to ship the products so that it positively satisfies Reduce Order Shipment Time.

After annotating the low level activity elements, the goal contributions can be calculated to the upper level activities. Taking the example of the composite activity "Check items", we have annotated its component activities with hard goals and soft goals. "Check imported items" negatively satisfies Reduce Verification Costs and "check consignment items" positively satisfies Reduce Verification Costs, so the effects are counteracted for the composite activity "check items" if we apply the simple contribution calculation rules. The hard goals "Sourced Products are Verified", "Procurement Notification to Supplier" and "Product Quantity is Approved" which are annotated to "check imported items", "check consignment items" and "check items from local suppliers" are simply passed to "check items". Applying the same rules, the goals related to the whole process model are specified through the goal annotation.

F.2 Integration Application Based On Semantic Annotation

An integration application in the exemplar studies is to integrate delivery processes of Enterprise A and B. We deploy this application based on semantic annotation results of process models.

The following steps have been undertaken for the integration application:

1. Running QRULE-Activity-achievesHardGoal for RE2.4 to find process model fragments achieving the integration goals.

2. Using ontology as semantic mediator, SWRL queries and rules are executed for RE4 to find semantic relationships between Activity, Artifact and Actor-role in those model fragments resulted from step 1.

3. Based on semantic relationships between model fragments, listing some possible integration paths.

4. Applying SWRL queries and rules QRULE-Activity-hasSucceedingActivities and QRULE-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities for RE1 and QRULE-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities-hasSubActivity for RE3.2 to rearrange the sequence of integrating process model fragments.

5. Checking the results from step 4 with activity sequences in the SCOR domain ontology.

6. Adjusting the sequence and hierarchy of integrating activities according to the integration context.

7. Build output-input flow by checking Input and Output of activities through running QRULE-Activity-Input-mappedto and QRULE-Activity-Output-mappedto for RE2.2. The step can be used to find the missing activities and also re-arrange the sequence of activities based on the output-input flow.
Firstly, the goals "Delivery_is_Processed" and "Invoice_to_Customer_is_Processed" are chosen from the goal ontology as the integration goal. Running \texttt{QRule-Activity-achievesHardGoal} for RE2.4 on annotated models from both enterprises. There is no result from PM$_A$, PM$_{B1}$ and PM$_{B2}$ which is directly related to the two goals. However, reasoning from the goal ontology, "Delivery_is_Processed" has sub-goals (has_parts) "Delivery_is_Scheduled", "Delivery_Terms_are_Generated", and "End_Items_are_Delivered". "Invoice_to_Customer_is_Processed" has sub-goals "Invoice_to_Customer_is_Issued" and "Invoice_to_Customer_is_Paid". By running the queries about these sub-goals, we are aware that such knowledge is distributed in PM$_A$ and PM$_{B2}$ and mostly related to 'Delivering_Processing' in PM$_A$ and 'Deliver_items_to_franchisee' and 'Deliver_items_to_shops' in PM$_{B2}$.

Another integration concern in this application is the integration of "Customer" of two enterprises. In PM$_A$ the BPMN Swimlane "client" is same as the ontology concept "Customer" whilst in PM$_{B2}$ the EEML Organization 'shop' and 'franchisee' are both kind of "Customer". When transforming or integrating two models, 'shop' and 'franchisee' can be modeled as sub-class of 'client' in MA. The identical and the unique parts of 'Deliver_items_to_franchisee' and 'Deliver_items_to_shops' can be modeled as sub-Activities of 'Delivering_Processing' in PM$_A$ respectively. Moreover, we should check all the Activities relevant to 'shop' or 'franchisee' in PM$_{B2}$ and the Activities relevant to 'client' in PM$_A$. In the exemplar studies, the Activity 'Send_inquiry', 'Send_quotation', 'Receive_delivery' in PM$_A$ and the Activity 'Deliver_items_to_shops' and 'Deliver_items_to_franchisees' in PM$_{B2}$ are returned in the query results. To check the underlying semantic relationships between those Activities, we can run \texttt{QRule-Activity-phaseof}, \texttt{QRule-Activity-kindof} and \texttt{QRule-Activity-sameas} to find out how those Activities mapped to the SCOR ontology. Both 'Deliver_items_to_shops' and 'Deliver_items_to_franchisees' in PM$_{B2}$ are phase_of D1-Deliver_Stocked_Product, while in PM$_A$ 'Send_quotation' and 'Send_inquiry' are phase_of D1.1-Process_Inquiry_and_Quote and 'Receive_delivery' is kind_of D1.13-Receive_and_Verify_Product. It is obvious that the two Activities in PM$_{B2}$ are too general (mapped to a process category of the SCOR level 2), so that we can check if they have sub-Activities by running \texttt{QRule-Activity-subActivity}. If there is no sub-Activities, the Activities in PM$_A$ can be considered as the refined sub-Activities for PM$_{B2}$ because D1.1 and D1.13 are sub-Activities of D1 according to the SCOR ontology. If there are any sub-Activities, further check of those sub-Activities is to be deployed. Four sub-Activities are returned for 'Deliver_items_to_franchisees': "Generate_delivery_protocol", "Credit_control", "Issue_invoice" and 'Send_items'. When checking the semantic mapping between those sub-Activities and the SCOR ontology, 'Send_items' is kind_of D1.12-Ship_Product, 'Credit_control' is phase_of D1.2-Receive_Enter_andValidate_Order and 'Issue_invoice' is phase_of D1.15-Invoice. By filling RE4.5, a possible integration path could be

"Send_inquiry"(PM$_A$) → "Send_quotation"(PM$_A$) → "Credit_control"(PM$_{B2}$) → "Delivering_Processing"(PM$_A$){"Deliver_items_to_franchisee"(PM$_{B2}$); "Deliver_items_to_shops"(PM$_{B2}$)} → "Ship_items"(PM$_{B2}$) →
"Receive\_delivery"(PM_A) → "Issue\_invoice"(PM_B).

Certainly that is not a complete and fine integration. The succeeding Activities of "Send\_quotation" in PM_A and the preceding Activities of "Credit\_control" in PM_B should be checked by QRule-Activity-hasSucceedingActivities and QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities for RE1. Because "Credit\_control" is a sub-Activity in PM_B, the QRule-Activity-hasPrecedingActivities-hasSubActivity for RE3.2 should be executed as well. The returned succeeding and preceding Activities are then checked with the reference ontology based on the annotation. "Client\_quotation\_processing" and "Standard\_order\_processing" (succeeding Activities of "Send\_quotation") in PM_A are mapped to "D1.1" and "D1.2" respectively. The sequence of "Check\_stock" and "Correct\_orders" (preceding Activities of "Send\_quotation") in PM_B are found not consistent to the SCOR ontology because "Check\_stock" is phase of "D1.3-Reserve\_Inventory\_and\_Determine\_Date" and "Correct\_orders" is phase of "D1.2". The decision of adapting PM_B to SCOR sequence in the integration model is made. Compared with "Standard\_order\_processing" in PM_A, "Correct\_orders" has the same ontology reference "D1.2" and the same Actor-role 'Sales'. Therefore, 'Correct\_orders' can be adapted as a subActivity of 'Standard\_order\_processing'. Searching the Activities referencing D1.3 in PM_A, the Activity 'Check\_delivery\_items' is found so that it is considered to be merged with 'Check\_stock' in PM_B. Analogously, the two Activities 'Credit\_control' in PM_A and in PM_B are merged into one, and 'Ship\_items' in PM_B is merged into "Transportation\_processing" in PM_A just because they share the same ontology references.

"Send\_inquiry"(PM_A) → "Send\_quotation"(PM_A) → "Client\_quotation\_processing"(PM_A) → "Standard\_order\_processing"(PM_A)
{...;"Correct\_orders"(PM_B) ...} → "Credit\_control"(PM_A/PM_B) → "Delivering\_Processing"(PM_A){...;"Check\_stock"(PM_B);...}
→ "Transportation\_processing"(PM_A)/"Ship\_items"(PM_B)
→ "Receive\_delivery"(PM_A) → "Issue\_invoice"(PM_B).

Checking the succeeding Activities of 'Credit\_control' in PM_A, a serials of delivery checking takes place before the Activity 'Create\_delivery' produces an output 'delivery' which is mapped to "Customer\_Delivery\_Terms". However, in PM_B only one Activity 'Generate\_delivery\_protocol' following 'Credit\_control' and has the output of 'delivery\_protocol'. 'Delivery\_protocol' is annotated with "Customer\_Delivery\_Terms". Such knowledge is got from running QRule-Activity-Output-mappedto. Hence the integration model can take the functions defined in PM_A to specify 'Generate\_delivery\_protocol' in PM_B. Besides, the input of Activity 'Issue\_invoice' is checked through QRule-Activity-Input-mappedto and it is also mapped to "Customer\_Delivery\_Terms". According to Case 1 of RE4.5, 'Create delivery' in PM_A can be followed by 'Issue\_invoice' of PM_B in the integration model. Since there is no strict sequence requirement between 'Transportation\_processing' and 'Issue\_invoice', the two Activities can proceed parallelly.
"Send_inquiry"(PM_A) → "Send_quotation"(PM_A) →
"Client_quotation_processing"(PM_A) → "Standard_order_processing"(PM_A)
{"Correct_orders"(PM_B2)} → "Credit_control"(PM_B2) →
"Delivering_Processing"(PM_A) {...;"Check_stock"(PM_B2); ...;"Create_delivery"}
→ "Issue_invoice"(PM_B2) |("Transportation_processing"(PM_A) /"Ship_items"(PM_B2)
→ "Receive_delivery"(PM_A)).
Appendix G

Schema of PSAM Model and SWRL Rules

G.1 PSAM Model in OWL

Parts of the PSAM model are exemplified as follows. The complete model is available at http://www.idi.ntnu.no/~yunl/schema/GPOmetaOnto.owl

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
    xmlns="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/GPO.owl#"
    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
    xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#"
    xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
    xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
    xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
    xml:base="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/GPO.owl">
    <owl:Ontology rdf:about="">
    </owl:Ontology>

    <owl:Class rdf:ID="Actor-role">
        <rdfs:subClassOf>
            <owl:Restriction>
                <owl:onProperty>
                    <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="same_as"/>
                </owl:onProperty>
                <owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" card="1"></owl:cardinality>
            </owl:Restriction>
        </rdfs:subClassOf>

        <owl:Restriction>
            <owl:subClassOf>
                <owl:Restriction>
                    <owl:onProperty>
                        <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="member_of"/>
                    </owl:onProperty>
                    <owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int" card="1"></owl:cardinality>
                </owl:Restriction>
            </owl:subClassOf>

        </owl:Restriction>
    </owl:Class>
</rdf:RDF>
```
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/>
</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#name"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int">
</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="Activity">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#name"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int">
</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

<owl:Class rdf:ID="Artifact">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Thing"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Restriction>
<owl:onProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="#name"/>
</owl:onProperty>
<owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int">
</owl:cardinality>
</owl:Restriction>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>
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G.2 Rules Definition in SWRL

Some rules defined in SWRL are exemplified as follows. The complete definition of the SWRL rules is available at http://www.idi.ntnu.no/~yunl/schema/swrl.txt

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
  xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
  xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#"
  xmlns:swrlx="http://swrl.stanford.edu/built-ins/3.3/swrlx.owl#"
  xmlns:swrlb="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"
  xmlns:query="http://swrl.stanford.edu/built-ins/3.3/query.owl#"
  xmlns:tbox="http://swrl.stanford.edu/built-ins/3.3/tbox.owl#"
  xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
  xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
  xmlns:abox="http://swrl.stanford.edu/built-ins/3.3/abox.owl#"
  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
  xmlns:swrl="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"
  xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
  xmlns:swrla="http://swrl.stanford.edu/ontologies/3.3/swrla.owl#"
  xml:base="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/GPO.owl">
  <owl:Ontology rdf:about="">
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#"/>
    <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#"/>
G.2. RULES DEFINITION IN SWRL

<swrl:argument1>
  <swrl:Variable rdf:ID="x"/>
</swrl:argument1>
</swrl:IndividualPropertyAtom>
</rdf:first>
</rdf:rest>
<swrl:AtomList>
  <rdf:first>
    <swrl:DatavaluedPropertyAtom>
      <swrl:argument1 rdf:resource="#y"/>
      <swrl:propertyPredicate rdf:resource="#mapped_to"/>
      <swrl:argument2>
        <swrl:Variable rdf:ID="z"/>
      </swrl:argument2>
    </swrl:DatavaluedPropertyAtom>
  </rdf:first>
  <rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</swrl:AtomList>
</rdf:rest>
<swrl:AtomList>
  <rdf:first>
    <swrl:ClassAtom>
      <swrl:argument1 rdf:resource="#x"/>
      <swrl:classPredicate rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
    </swrl:ClassAtom>
  </rdf:first>
</swrl:AtomList>
</swrl:body>
<swrl:head>
<swrl:AtomList>
  <rdf:first>
    <swrl:BuiltinAtom>
      <swrl:arguments>
        <rdf:List>
          <rdf:first rdf:resource="#x"/>
          <rdf:rest>
            <rdf:List>
              <rdf:first rdf:resource="#y"/>
              <rdf:rest>
                <rdf:List>
                  <rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
                  <rdf:first rdf:resource="#z"/>
                </rdf:List>
              </rdf:rest>
            </rdf:rest>
          </rdf:List>
        </rdf:List>
      </swrl:arguments>
    </swrl:BuiltinAtom>
  </rdf:first>
  <rdf:rest>
  </rdf:rest>
</swrl:AtomList>
</swrl:head>
<swrl:BuiltinAtom>
  <swrl:arguments>
    <rdf:List>
      <rdf:first rdf:resource="#x"/>
      <rdf:rest>
        <rdf:List>
          <rdf:first rdf:resource="#y"/>
          <rdf:rest>
            <rdf:List>
              <rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
              <rdf:first rdf:resource="#z"/>
            </rdf:List>
          </rdf:rest>
        </rdf:rest>
      </rdf:List>
    </rdf:List>
  </swrl:arguments>
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<swrl:Imp rdf:ID="QRule-Activity-achievesHardGoal">
  <swrl:body>
    <swrl:AtomList>
      <rdf:first>
        <swrl:ClassAtom>
          <swrl:classPredicate rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
          <swrl:argument1 rdf:resource="#x"/>
        </swrl:ClassAtom>
      </rdf:first>
      <rdf:rest>
        <swrl:AtomList>
          <rdf:first>
            <swrl:DatavaluedPropertyAtom>
              <swrl:propertyPredicate rdf:resource="#achieves"/>
              <swrl:argument1 rdf:resource="#x"/>
              <swrl:argument2 rdf:resource="#y"/>
            </swrl:DatavaluedPropertyAtom>
          </rdf:first>
        </swrl:AtomList>
      </rdf:rest>
    </swrl:AtomList>
  </swrl:body>
  <swrl:head>
    <swrl:AtomList>
      <rdf:first>
        <swrl:BuiltinAtom>
          <swrl:arguments>
            <rdf:List>
              <rdf:first rdf:resource="#x"/>
              <rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
            </rdf:List>
          </swrl:arguments>
        </swrl:BuiltinAtom>
      </rdf:first>
      <rdf:rest>
        <swrl:AtomList>
          <rdf:first>
            <swrl:BuiltinAtom>
              <swrl:arguments>
                <rdf:List>
                  <rdf:first rdf:resource="#y"/>
                  <rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
                </rdf:List>
              </swrl:arguments>
            </swrl:BuiltinAtom>
          </rdf:first>
        </swrl:AtomList>
      </rdf:rest>
    </swrl:AtomList>
  </swrl:head>
</swrl:Imp>
G.2. RULES DEFINITION IN SWRL

```
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</swrl:AtomList>
</rdf:rest>
</swrl:AtomList>
</swrl:Imp>

<swrl:Imp rdf:id="IRule-Activity-subActivity-hasActor"
<swrl:body>
<swrl:AtomList>
<rdf:first>
<swrl:ClassAtom>
<swrl:argument1 rdf:resource="#Activity"/>
</swrl:ClassAtom>
</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest>
<swrl:AtomList>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</swrl:AtomList>
</rdf:rest>
<rdf:first>
<swrl:IndividualPropertyAtom>
<swrl:argument1 rdf:resource="#x"/>
<swrl:propertyPredicate rdf:resource="#has_Actor-role"/>
</swrl:IndividualPropertyAtom>
</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</swrl:AtomList>
</rdf:rest>
<rdf:first>
<swrl:IndividualPropertyAtom>
<swrl:argument1 rdf:resource="#x"/>
<swrl:propertyPredicate rdf:resource="#has_subActivity"/>
</swrl:IndividualPropertyAtom>
</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</swrl:AtomList>
</rdf:rest>
</swrl:AtomList>
</swrl:body>
<swrla:isEnabled rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">
true</swrla:isEnabled>
<swrl:head>
<swrl:AtomList>
<rdf:first>
<swrl:IndividualPropertyAtom>
<swrl:propertyPredicate rdf:resource="#has_Actor-role"/>
</swrl:IndividualPropertyAtom>
</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</swrl:AtomList>
</rdf:rest>
<rdf:first>
<swrl:ClassAtom>
<swrl:argument1 rdf:resource="#x"/>
</swrl:ClassAtom>
</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</swrl:AtomList>
</rdf:rest>
<rdf:first>
<swrl:ClassAtom>
<swrl:argument1 rdf:resource="#x"/>
</swrl:ClassAtom>
</rdf:first>
<rdf:rest rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#nil"/>
</swrl:AtomList>
</rdf:rest>
</swrl:AtomList>
```

Appendix H

Annotation Results in Exemplar Studies — PSAM Instances in OWL

H.1 Annotation of $P_M^A$

Parts of the annotation results of $P_M^A$ are illustrated as follows. The whole OWL file is available at http://www.idi.ntnu.no/~yunl/schema/PMA bmp_modelAnno.owl

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/GPO.owl#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xml:base="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/GPO.owl">
  ...
  <Activity rdf:ID="Check_delivery_items__Logical_Process__ID___
  002asm019p9am10xf6g__">
    <has_Output>
      <Output rdf:ID="item_availability__Output__ID___
      002asm01aig8619d5uc__">
        <name rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
          item availability
        </name>
        <mapped_to rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
          Inventory_Availability
        </mapped_to>
        <model_fragment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
          _002asmm01aig8619d5uc
        </model_fragment>
        <related_Artifact>
          <Artifact rdf:ID="stock__Data_Object__ID___
          002asm01e1g3iu6rr7q__">
            <model_fragment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
              _002asm01e1g3iu6rr7q
            </model_fragment>
            <same_as rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
              Stock
            </same_as>
            <name rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
              stock
            </name>
          </Artifact>
        </related_Artifact>
        <related_Artifact>
          <Artifact rdf:ID="delivery_items__Data_Object__ID___
          002asm01aig8619d5uc__">
            <model_fragment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
              _002asmm01aig8619d5uc
            </model_fragment>
            <same_as rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
              Delivery_Items
            </same_as>
            <name rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
              delivery_items
            </name>
          </Artifact>
        </related_Artifact>
      </Output>
    </has_Output>
  </Activity>
</rdf:RDF>
```
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Parts of the annotation results of PMB1 are illustrated as follows. The whole OWL file is available at http://www.idi.ntnu.no/~yunl/schema/PMB1_eeml_modelAnno.owl

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
  xmlns="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/GPO.owl#"
  xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
  xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#"
  xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"/>
<!-- Created with Protege (with OWL Plugin 3.2.1, Build 365) http://protege.stanford.edu -->

H.2 Annotation of PMB1
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H.3 Annotation of $PM_{B2}$

Parts of the annotation results of $PM_{B2}$ are illustrated as follows. The whole OWL file is available at http://www idi.ntnu.no/~yunl/schema/PMB2_eeml_modelAnno.owl

<!-- Created with Protege (with OWL Plugin 3.3, Build 399) http://protege.stanford.edu -->
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
  xmlns="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/GPO.owl#"
  xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
  xmlns:protege="http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/protege#"
  xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
  xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
  xml:base="http://www.owl-ontologies.com/GPO.owl">
  <owl:Ontology rdf:about="">
  </owl:Ontology>
  ...
  <Output rdf:ID="delivery_protocol__Output_Port__ID___002asiu000413j1u57o3__">
    <mapped_to rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Customer_Delivery_Terms</mapped_to>
    <name rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">delivery protocol</name>
    <model_fragment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">_002asiu000413j1u57o3</model_fragment>
  </Output>
  <Actor-role rdf:ID="shops__Organization__ID___002asiu012fh51i4fosm__">
    <model_fragment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">_002asiu012fh51i4fosm</model_fragment>
    <name rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">shops</name>
  </Actor-role>
  <Condition rdf:ID="every_morning__Milestone__ID___002asiu012aqkekt00mj__">
    <model_fragment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">_002asiu012aqkekt00mj</model_fragment>
    <name rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">every morning</name>
  </Condition>
  ...
  <Activity rdf:ID="Make_inventory_report__Task__ID___002asiu0014lfhvqb4cc__">
    <has_Artifact>
      <Artifact rdf:ID="inventory__Resource_role__ID___002asiu0014lfhvqb4cc__">
        <model_fragment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">_002asiu0014lfhvqb4cc</model_fragment>
      </Artifact>
    </has_Artifact>
    <has_subActivity rdf:resource="#report_stock_availability__Task__ID___002asiu01gbuangfov0s__"/>
    <achieves rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Available_Inventory</achieves>
    <name rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">Make inventory report</name>
  </Activity>
</rdf:RDF>
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